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to None . 
... 
Men's, WOmens & Children's foctory seconds & 
close-outs. 
• Men's & Women's 
factory seconds & 
c1ose-out.'l. Dockside@ 
Boat Shoes, Water-
proof Outdoor Boots, 
Accessories & Apparel. 
• Men's & Women's 







55 Hutcherson Drive· Gorham, ME 0
4038 
NEW HOURS 
Thursday, 12 p.m. [0 8 p.m .• Friday, 
10 •. m [0 8 p.m. 
Saturday. 10 ~m. (0 6 p.m. 
From Wnrbrook., take Rl. 25 west toward G
orham. Pass Lake Region 
Furniture on [he left. Talc.c the ncxr left inca
 Gorham Industrial Park. 
The first right will be Hurmcnon Drivt. T
he warchousestorc Ii 
loc:ared at 55 Hutehcrson Drive, the last bu
ilding on me righl. 
Call 856-1.(84 for moreinfonnation. 
Connection Problems? 
Try a Different Cup of Joe? 
Not every Internet Service Provider 
is as dedi-
cated to you as TIAC is. Any time of t
he day, any 
day of the week, you can . call TIAC 
about your 
connection or other Internet questio
n you may 
have. TIAC offers unlimited Internet a
ccess in the 
Greater Portland area. 
ask for ext 207 for our 2 week money
 back guarantee 
207.775.2467 • www.tiac.net • info@
tiac.net D4C 
tiac and the tiac logo are registered 
trade marks of the internet access co
mpany, inc. all rights reserved 
® 
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A CONVERSATION WITH 
BINKI ' EPSTEIN 
Saturday, January 10, 10am-4pm 
Moine Photo (Ih1P is II non-profil OIl's lind education organ
ization which provides rentols 
of dOlhooms, lobs, studio space. dosses and worlshops fOl 
omo'''''' ~nd ~,fessionok. 
~I·m juat a simple girl tryln
. to do my 
best with the .-fta God .av
e me.~ 
Binki Epstein, after a stint as 
manager for The Flaming Cows, 
the only hillbilly drag band in 
town, is currently a server at 
DiMillo's. Originally from Detroit 
(Maine), she has lived in Portland 
for seven years. There is more to 
Epstein than her 6-foot frame and 
DiMillo's issue togs betray, as she 
revealed in a recent conversation 
at Amigos. 
What bought you to Portland? 
Bystander: It's a lot offonfor a lit· 
tie city! 
I'm from Detroit .... 'Nuffsaid. 
You told me earlier that you had 
an urge to go to Tennessee. 
It's more like a compulsion. It 
started innocently enough. I 
noticed that a lot of my customers 
were from Tennessee. Then, peo· 
pie I'd meet on the street and in 
bars ... from Tennessee. Then I . 
noticed the license plates, lots of 
them ... Tennessee again. This 
went on for some time. It began to 
haunt me. Then, as I was serving a 
steak at DiMillo's, I suddenly 
noticed that the steak was shaped 
exactly like Tennessee. I knew this 
was no coincidence. I've got to get 
there! 
Do you think It has something to 
'do with the approaching millen-
nium? 
No. Elvis. Something to do 
4 FREE MINI{lASSES 
COLOR Of BLACK g WHITE PRINTINHlASS . Come with your 
negOlives end we'll show you how to moke your own reprin
ts 
or enlorgements with FREE moteriols from stort to finish! 
liGHTING ClASS· We'll show you the basic techniques for 
proper~ ligh~ng 0 studio seMing with fobulous results. 
NON·Sll VER lAB ClASS ·Ieom historic printmoking processes 
including Cvonolype ond VonDyke Brown. 
e_ for a frH dass t_, and view t'- exlAlt 
af ,.tos .y _ sid .. faculty. For mar. 
InfOrmation ,aD 774-1900. 
with Elvis. It's not all that clear to 
me. Elvis and bacon ... ever since 
this Tennessee thing began, I've 
been fascinated with bacon and 
peanut butter. That's why I think 
Elvis is involved. 
Why not just go? 
Financial realities mostly. 
That's why I've asked DiMillo's 
for help. All they have to do is get 
me airfare to New York so I can 
get on David Letterman's "Stupid 
Human Tricks." I mean, I'll wear 
a DiMillo's T-shirt. I'll be their 
shill. I'm not that proud! 
How's that going to get you to 
Tennessee? 
Once I'm on the Letterman 
show, I can expose my plight to 
the American people, and I might 
get donations. This is a pilgrimage 
people can understand. 
What's your trick? . 
I have ~. I do an impression 
of a bat and this thing with my 
neck. 
(She pushes her trachea 5 inch· 
es to the right.) 
It's a special talent. 
For a special lady. 
Interview by Doug Birgfeld; photo by 
Colin Malakie 
The AIlS & Educotion Division of the 
non-profit Moine Photo Corporotion 
100 Oak SlrHI Portloncl 714-1900 




Complete Automotive Repairs 
Thank You, 
Portland 








--------------- , Duval'. Service Center 
WINTER SPECIAL 
95 
• Lube-Oil-Filter Change 





• Inspect Steering. Suspension 







We £Me AC Defeo Part.1 
Present coupon (or special price expo 2·28·98 • L _______________ .. 
501 COTTAGE RD. • S. PORTLAND, ME • 799-7314 
Cross Ideal C ut - The world's most beautiful Diamond. 
Why You Should Buy Your 
Diamond Engagement Ring From 
Cross Jewelers 
Cross. as Portland's oldest family-owned jewelry store, has a tradition of excellence which spans four generations. The philosophy which guides our store is' that all jewelry must be 
made from the best precious metals. designed for beauty, designed to last, set with the finest gems and accurately represented. OUf philosophy and commitment to excellence is your great-
est assurance that anything you buy from Cross will represent true value and provide maximum satisfaction. The benefi ts of buying your diamond at Cross include: 
Ideal Culting: Ideal Cutting is simply the most beautiful way to cut a d iamond. Only one 
out of every thousand diamonds cut in Lhe world today acbieves the exacting standards of 
the Cross Ideal C ut diamond. Your choice of a Cross Ideal Cut diamond gives you the opti-
mal combination of brilliance, dispersion (rainbow colors) and scintillation (sparkle) ... a life-
time of extraordinary beauty. 
Diamond Halhnark: All of Cross' Ultimate ldeal Cui diamonds come with a unique fonn 
of ijentification: a laser-inscribed registry number on the girdle (outside edge) of the gem, 
whic h pos itively identifies the diamond and authenticates your ownership. This registry 
number. called a ballmaric is just 4 microns (4-ten thousandths of an inch) high, and is visi-
ble only under magnification. Registered to the new owner in the permane nt records of 
Cross Jewelers. the quality grades (cut. color and clarity), as well ;:1.5 the carat weight are also 
listed. in an international diamond registry in New York City. Only Cross' Ultimate Ideal 
Cut diamonds offer this additional guarantee of quality. 
Finest Diamond Mounting: A Cross Diamond soli taire mounting starts wi th the part which 
holds the diamond, called the head. Forged from a single block of 18K white gold al loyed 
with platinum, the head goes through 12 individual d ie strikings, using 55 tons of pressure in 
each step. The result is the 'Strongest, most durabl e bead ever made. The part of the ring 
wbicb encircles the finger is caUed the shank. and is crafted from two rectangular blocks of 
18K yellow gOld. Like the head, the shank. sections go through multiple die-strikings. The 55 
tons of pressure squeeze out all the air bubbles. de nsely compacting the atoms of gold. After 
the bead and sbank sections are assembled, the ring mounting is ready for finishing. The die 
striking results in a ring wbicb accepts an extraordinarily high polisb, fo r a beautiful ring 
whicb will hold Cross' most beautiful diamonds. 
C ross' Diamond Lab: One of the values of buying your diamond fro m Cross Jewelers is 
the assurance that your diamond has been weighed. and the quality grading checked and ver-
ified by a registered jeweler. By a~uiring our diamonds loose. we can guarantee the quality 
represented is exactly correct. Each Cross Ideal Cut diamond bas been hand selected from 
hundreds. to provide the very best quality and va1ue. 
Cross' Diamond Setting Sbop: Cross' Diamond Setting Shop is staffed by Ameri ca's 
finest diamond setters. and is visible from our show room. The first rule of our diamond sel-
ting shop is, "take wbatever amount of time is necessary to set the diamond most securely 
and most beautifully." Few people rea li ze:. that. at the moment a properly weighted prong is 
pusbed over the edge of a diamond. over 45 pounds of pressure is exerted on the diamond. 
Careful preparations are required to ensure that the precious metal on which the diamond. 
rests is perfectly smooth, and properly supports the diamond . Because of their value. d ia-
monds are never set "while you wait" at Cross Jewelers. Any lime" pressure on a diamond 
SCUer increases the risk to the diamond. For the safety of your diamond. sening in our shop 
is always scheduled within a block. of time. allowing maximum time for all preparation 
details. The safety and security of your diamond depends on the quality of the mounting. the 
philosopby of the diamond setting shop. and most importanLly, the skills and attention to 
detail by the diamond setter. If you would like to learn more about diamond setti ng, ask for a 
copy of our ''Quality of Stone Setting" guide. written by Cross Jewelers . 
Cross Diamood Prices are Real: For over three quarters of a century, Cross Jewelers bas 
maintained a consistent, conservative pricing philosophy that allows you to shop with the 
"real price" on every piece of j ewelry in our store. Items are priced accordi ng to their true 
value - we never have sales or offer discounts, because prices are not inflated (0 aJlow for 
these types of artificial sa les tech niques. We fi nd tbat peop le enjoy shopping in a store 
wbere quality is accurately represented and the val ues are real - 365 days of the year. When 
non-ideal cut discount and sale diamonds are accurately graded for cut. color and clarity and 
accurately weighed for their carat weight their "savings" often not only vanisb when com-
pared to an Ideal Cut d iamond, bul may be priced at a pre mium over the Ideal Cut. 
Cross Is a Teaching Jewelry' Store: We have always found that whenever consumers have the f~ts. they ~ake infonned decisions ~nd hav~ the highest level of satis fac~~n in the ir p.ur-
cbase. Our entire staff is committed to taking any amount of lime necessary to answer your quesltons and give you the backgrou nd IOfonnatJon nece"ss~ to make a deCISion co~cemtng 
gems and jewelry. Cross has j ust completed a 24-page booklet tilled "Cross 's Guide To The World 's Most Beautiful Diamonds: ' If you have been thinking of the purcbase of a dIamond. 
we invite you to SlOp and receive your free copy. Cross Jewelers 
The Upstairs Jewelry Store 
570 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 041 01 Tel. 773-3107 
Open Monday-Friday 9 a.m. · 4:30 p. m. , Thursday 'ti/B:30 p.m. 
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Who we are and where to find us 
Every Thursday 30.000 copies of CBW are 
distributed free throughout Greater 
Portland. Look for CBW at outlets from 
Brunswick to Windham to Biddeford and at 
selected York County locations. For 
information about display advertising. call 
775-6601. For information about classified 
advertis ing. call 775-1234. 
Where else to find us 
Casco Bay Weekly is also on the World 
Wide Web. Feature articles . columns, 
CBW's calendar of events and an archive of 
past CBW stories (with full·text search) are 
ava.ilable free to anyone worldwide with a 
Web browser. For information on 
advertising on CBW·s website. call 
775-6601.http://www.cascobayweekly_com 
Some of what the Production Department 
listened to while getting this week's 
paper out: 
Snoop Doggy Dogg, "The Doggfather" • 
Pearl Jam, ·Versus" • Morphine. ·Yes" • 
Barbra Streisand, • Just for the Record" 
Casco Bay Weekly is published every 
Thursday by Maine Publishing Corp., 561 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. 
Subscriptions available for $49, per year. 
$29 for half·year subscriptions. 
Periodicals postage pending at Portland, 
ME and additional entry offices. Send 
address change to 561 Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101. 
Casco Bay Weekly 
561 Congress St. 
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... Soup 01 the century 
To understand how the Maine Democ- Neither party wants the likes of Mitchell 
ratic and Republican parties are conduct- or Joy dribbling down their shirt-fronts . 
ing their searches for gubernatorial But all the soup cans look alike. All the 
candidates, it might be useful to employ an nutritional infonnation is gibberish. All the 
analogy from everyday life. This analogy price codes are umeadable. And it's getting 
will help those of you unfamiliar with the close to closing time. Even my wife is, 
complexities of politics (by which I mean reluctantly, considering making her choice, 
nonnal people) to understand the subtleties retrieving me from in front of the beer cool-
involved in selecting a standard-bearer (by er (wbere I've been pondering the eternal 
which I mean a person stupid enough to question: "Geary's or Carrabassett or Oak 
run against Angus King). It will also help Pond or ... "), and heading for horne. 
those readers well-versed in For the political parties, 
high-stakes politics (by which too, the hour grows late. The 
I mean weirdos) to compre- time to start raising money 
hend why the candidates of has already passed. The 
the major parties are almost and other mistakes deadline for ftling for the bal-
certainly going to be folks lot looms ahead in March. 
with little public appeal (by Anybody who's not stirring 
which I mean losers). the pot by mid-January is 
A certain person of my likely to be left with cold 
close personal acquaintance broth. For that reason, it's 
(by which I mean my wife) is time for me to step up to the 
often confronted with a prob- stove, and offer some advice, 
lem very similar to that cur- much· in the way I help my 
rently plaguing the GOP and wife select soup {"What dif-
Dems. She muSt choose, not ference does it make? Just 
a gubernatorial candidate grab any friggin' one, fer-
(this is analogy, remember), • A L 0 I A M 0 N godzSilke"). 
but a can of tomato soup. . ... _ ........ _ ..-........ _ .... _ .... _._._ .. _ ............ _ .. __ ....... Of course, we can't go 
Those of you unfamiliar with my wife's around choosing our highest elected offi-
decision-making process (by which I, cial in the same way we pick our pottage. 
again, mean nonnal people) might naively Nutrition is important, while the govemor-
assume that all she has to do is drive to .the ship is (as the current occupant of the office 
nearest supennarket, walk. to the correct has proved) mostly symbolic. If the parties 
aisle and grab the first can of the stuff she needed actual leaders with ideas, vision 
sees. But real life is not that simple. If the and ability, that would be an entirely differ-
Republicans, for instance, grabbed the first ent kettle of fish. But so long as they can get 
soup they were offered, their Blaine House by with a puree of symbols (and, if Maine's 
nominee would be a bowl full of an experience over the last three decades is 
obscure right·wing state representative any indication, they can), there's no prob-
from Crystal named Henry Joy, who lem ladling out a little potluck. 
believes everyone born south of Bangor is a The Democrats want mulligatawny -
money-grubbing, traditional-values-trash· somebody who'll appeal to women, but 
ing, scum·sucking, flatlander tourist. Since won't come off as a wuss, somebody who 
that category includes virtually all the vot- shows leadership ability, but doesn't say a 
ers in Maine, Rep. Joy's chances of win- lot of stupid things that might get the party 
ning a statewide election are about as in hot water. Obviously, the ideal candi· 
favorable as the odds he'll open an abor- date is University of Maine basketball star 
tion clinic in downtown Island Falls. ! Cindy Blodgett. 
Which brings us back to tomato soup. Republicans can ~o longer sip vichys· 
My wife, aware that the first choice is not soise. They've got to come up with some· 
always the best, is detennined to purchase thing hot to entice the angry white male 
no less than the perfect can. Since the aver- voter, while also offering the beleaguered 
age supennarket stocks 31,388 seemingly businessperson a bit of bisque that's a little 
identical containers of tomato soup, the risque: The GOP should recruit topless 
process of finding just the right one can dancing entrepreneur Mark Deane, the 
take a period of time sufficient for Congress owner of Mark's Showplace in Portland. 
to pass meaningful campaign finance Which bririgs us back to my wife. If she 
refonn. fmally had her choices narrowed to the 
Ilut haste, as we have already seen, unbelievable (Blodgett), the unspeakable 
could be disastrous. My wife might end up (Deane) and the unpalatable (the incum· 
with a can of soup containing botulism or bent souperintendent of our state), she 
- worse yet - vegetables. If the Democ- shouldn't need much time to make her 
rats, for instance, were too quick to choose final decision (by which I mean at least II 
a candidate, they might find themselves months). 
trying to spoon·feed the voters the likes 
of Speaker of the House Libby Mitchell 
of Vassalboro. Mitchell lost disastrously 
in her two previous bids for major office, 
thanks to her image of being a bureaucrat-
loving, tax-and-spend-liberal, political in· 
sider. 
Don 't stew about what a chowder your elected 
representative has made of things. Write this col-
umn, care ofCBW, 561 Congress St., Portland, 
ME 04101. Or e·mail ishmaelia@gwi.net, and 
let us know what's got you simmering. 
~(uall New 
Chick Cacaar Panlni - golden chicken 
tenders. reggiano parmesan, anchovies, Roma ine 
Caesar dreSSing .. , . . , , ... . , , . , 6.95 
B"teeca Formalllo · TO.N.Y:, venion 
of the classic ch eese steak made with shave tentlcr· 
loin of Jxef. sautew onions. peppers. mushrooms 
... oJ ammatk sharp provoinnr .. : . . ... . .. 6.95 
Veal Paatrami . TON.Y:s smoked le,n ve,1 
slicoo thin wi th Swiss cheese and hot mustard . .. 7.95 
Rotlaaerle TulIa Flah · fresh chunks , low 
masted tuna, celery ami red on ion tossed in 
T.O.N .Y.'s speCia l mayo ", .. . , .. . , .... 7.95 
Franeo F_tcr . T O.N.Y:, homemade .moke· 
house hot dog on crusry Italian mil . , .. ,., , . 4,95 
wirh cheese and panccn.3 {Ita lian bacon} add . , 1.50 
tChe Real ""Uan 
S"ndwjdaes 
Vc.pucci # classic italo#american submarine 
sandwic h with o rganic le ttuce, G enoa salami, 
soprcssata, cQppa. aromilt ic provolone. Rome toma~ 
to. onions. green g-.ul ic . tl1ma toes & e xtra 
virgin o live nil .. .. .... , ...... 4.95 
American Chickole ~ tlnisserie chicken, 
hal ian irdCon {paRcetta} With lettuce, tomato & 
mayo . . ... . . ... .... . 4.95 
Polio Club ~ rotisserie chicken, ita lian bacon 
(pancena ) with lefluce, m maro & mayo ... 5.95 
Porky Porchetta . rot isserie por' masted 
with Marinated eggplant & roasted pepptrs . ... . 4.95 
Micballlelo - thin sliced prosciuno. fresh 
mozzarella, basil & extra virgin o live oil .. . 6 .95 
PoOo Parmlliana . golden· fried chicken, 
fresh san ma rzano, ma rinara sauce, mozzarella 
cheese. baked in bric k nven ............. 5.95 
Meatball Parmiliana - homemaJe m"'dt· 
halls, fre~h san rru'll:anll marinara sauce. mozz:::lrell" 
cheese, baked in brick oven .. , ..... , .... 5.95 
Vellefarian Heroes 
MarceUa aeUa - fresh mozzarell' cheese. 
eggplant caponata. marinated roma tomato, green 
garlic toma toes, fresh basi l & extra virgin o live o il 
. .............. 5.95 
Primavera . vegetable organic greens, fresh 
mushroom, aromacic provolone, Calamata o lives, 
roasted peppers, sweet relish & ra<ipherry haz.clnu[ 
vinaigrette . . .... . . . . ... .. 5.95 
Melanzaaa ~ classic eggplant parmesal\ with 
monare lla, tempura eggplant, san manano mari· 
nara sauce, balced in brick oven . , .. , . , , .. 4.95 
OUvada - T.O.N.Y:, humemade cheese .p ... ",d with 
slicaJ Swiss cheese, Spanish olivOi, Ca lamata o liva . 
"""red pel'l"'n & hot cherry peppers . . .. . . .. . 6 .95 
Chfpe • Sour C ream. Onion, Plain , Lowfar 
Barbecue· Lowfat. Plain 1.00 
Salads 
Greek Salad ~ organic greens with Bulgarian 
(eta cheese & Gree" salad dreSSing . .. , .... 6.95 
GreeD MOUlter # organic greens. with toma-
toes, c ucumbers & red on ions .. . . , , . , .. , 3.95 
Cac:lar . romaine lettuce, Reggiano pannesan 
and tangy Caesar dressing .. .. ... . ... . .. 4.95 
With chicken .•..••..••. . 6.95 
DressingJ - Caesar • Italian· po ppyseed 
• honey Di;nn • pannesan pepperco rn 
• low.fat ranch. low. far Ita lian 
Classic Homes Ie Desserts 
JANUARY 1, 1998 
OF $15.00 OR MORE. 
.5 Cbarp OD order. uDder '15.00 
I d;y;ynTilfffjJtUi 
T.O.N.Y. Baloney . cI",1C cheese, pepperoni 6< fresh baoil 
Personal 12" 8 .95 Family 16" 13.95 Party 20"' 15.95 
Cla .. lc Marperita Chccae - with f,e.h ba!i1 
Person <l 1 12" 7.95 F.tlnily 16" 11.95 Party 20" l i 95 
'"The Orillnal" fn'm Naples, Ita ly . scatmrna che .... 
san m;trzan() ltlmato sauce & fresh basi l 
Penonal 12" 9.95 Family 16" 14.95 P'rry 20" 17.95 
Smoked Chicken . with red OOlon &. fresh ba!i1 
Personal 12" 10.95 Family 16" 15.95 Parry 20" t8.95 
Plssa Blanco - white pin a , ricon:a chc~, 
roasted garl ic, ye llow &. reJ tom atoes &. fresh basil 
Personal 12" 11 .95 F-dmily 16" t6.95 P, rry 20" t9.95 
Tempura EilPlant - with roasted peppers 
& fresh ha.il 
Penonall 2" 9.95 F, mily 16" \4.95 Party 20" t7.95 
Pe.to . green pizza, hnmcmaJe pincnut pesto, roasted 
,il:arlic, asiilf{o cheese. fresh rcd &. yellow tomatoes 
~ersnnaI12" t 1.95 Family 16" 16.95 Party 20" 18.95 
New & ~O&aUy 
DeUdous Pitta 
Scampi ~ white pizza. T.O.N.Y.'s garlic shallor huner 
sauce, mozza rella. roasted jfd rlic, roasted leeks. caramelized 
nninns, hasal , h a li:m pan;II!Y, oregano &. lemon zest, shr.imp 
Penon, 1 12" \2.95 Family 16" 18.95 F, mlly 20" 23.95 
5 
Shrimp and Pc.to - green pizza with pesta sauce. 
mllZZa re ll ~ . sunJri cd tomatOTes, Calamata o lives & fresh bas il 
Peno nail l" \2.95 F"mily 16" 18.9~ Party 20" 23.95 
'pload . fresh garnen spinach, masted shallots {eta 
ch eese, cardmclized onions, rw &. yellow mmames. muz· 
tare lIa & frl."Sh hasil 
PenunaI12" 9.95 Family 16" 14.95 Party 20"' t7 .95 
Iloaeaaary'a PotatO · white pi". with T O. N.Y:, 
garlic shalloc honer sauce with sliced "new" potatoes. roost· 
ed garlic oregano. rosemary, ASiago cheese & fresh basil 
Person, I 12" 10.95 F, mily 16" 15 .95 Party 20" 18.95 
..... tcd Veille - white pina, T.O.N.Y:. garlic ,hallot 
butter sauce, masted tfdrlic. leeks. carrots, squash, zucchini 
aoJ red potato , mflZzare lla &. Asiago c heese 
Penonalll" 10.95 Family 16" 16.95 Party 20" 19 .. 95 
Build Your Own Pitta 
JlerlOoal 12,"·1.00 each 
Family 16·' • 2..00 each 
Party l.O" • 3.00 each 
pepperoni.tri.colured peppers. red & yellow 
tomatoes· roasted garlic-Cala m a t3 olives--c.aramelized 
onions-spinach-roasted leeks-scallions-roasted 
veggies-ricotta-hot cherry peppers-meatballs-
scallions. pineapple-hot It.lian sausages-pancett.· 
prosciutto--smo keu chicken-rotisserie chicken# 




20 0% Soda 1.35 
Classic Coke. Diet Coke. Diel Coke, 
No Caffeine • St>ril< • Sunkisl Orange 
• ASW Rool Beer 
any two 
hero subs 
II Free Slice! II 
II Buy One II 
II Get One Free II 
~ II • I of equm or 'mer value II 
Buy pan y size pizza 
and ge t one of equal of lesser value -
Absolutely FREE! 
I. Valid Every DaJ I Mu.d PTu~t CON JHm • ExpiT~s 1.3 1.98 
II N o Double Discounts II T. O. N. Y. 
II T.O.N.Y. II 
~ II 
II BALONEr II 
MlLSt PUStn! COI.ipot\ • ExpirIES J.3 J .98 
T.O.N.Y. 
BRlCI{ OVEN PillA I HEROS I ANTIPASTI 
BALONEY""' 
BRICK OVEN PillA I HEROS I ANTIPASTI 
BALONEr 
....... 'u • .LU • 773-TOGO • 773-S_11 1183 .. 1910' 773-TOOO • 773-8646 
Wharf 51.· "" ..... _ G"Vannil. M""""""~· &foO,, l.Jt.98 WharfSI. ' "" .... _ G"Vanni. 
__________ ~L ________ ~ 
6 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
I'M A SLAVE TO TECHNOLOGY. 
My addiction used to get me in trouble. Remember the beta recorder? Now I satisfy my cravi~gs at javaNet. 
That's where I bought my X2 modem. And that's where I'm going to buy my new Sprint peST" phone and' 
matching pager. Beyond the lure of my next techno-fix, I depend on javaNet for high speed Internet access and their 
unique brand of technical support. All for just $19.95 a month. ja~aNet-it's a safety net for technology junkies. 
JavaNet 
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
www.javanet.com 
Be safe, not sorry. Visit javaNet at 37 Exchange Street, Portland and see the latest and greatest in technology. 
Or call 1-800 javanet for immediate Internet access . . 
Season's fleeting 
Well, it 's over. . 
The mirth-making has ceased; the toot- I 
tootlers and rum-bumblers have stopped 
Head in the back of his refrig-
erator (it wasn't me, I swear); I 
will grow tired of pia ying with 
the lump of coal and rotten 
onion Santa brought me; and ."IfiIIil'+~ 
then winter will wrap us in its 
forgetful snows. 
Pooh-Bah of excuses: "It'll 
have to wait till after the holi-
days." 
I love November and 
December for that very rea-
son. When you say to some-
one, "Let's get together at the 
first of the year," it doesn't 
sound like you're blowing 
Travel plans will be can-
celed due to storms; mornings 
will come when it's just too 
damn cold to venture out for • 
milk for coffee, and we will .. 
;:;;;.;........:"-.:....,.....oJ them off. It sounds merry, 
E LI Z ABE T H PEA V E Y sounds like glad tidings of 
use in its stead that leftover container of 
Cool Whip Aunt Gladys brought to top her 
Spam 'n' Jell-O mold; we will chip ice from 
our' windshields with a cassette case, 
because we have already broken three scrap-
ers this year; we will pass acquaintances on 
the street and not recognize them for the 
snot-frozen scarves adhered to their faces -
. and, even if we do recognize them, we will 
not wave, to keep hidden the athletic socks 
we are wearing on our hands, since we have . 
already lost our Christmas gloves; and we 
will begin to leer at inanimate objects in our 
homes with a disturbing sense of desire and 
longing. 
And thus begins another winter in 
Maine. 
There are any number of reasons to rail 
against this season. First of all, it's cold. Sec-
ondly, it 's cold. But mostly, it's cold. And, 
because it's cold, we have to wear clothing 
that takes hours to get into and constricts 
movement. (I have actually had to pass up 
parking spaces because I could not twist my 
torso around enough to parallel park.) Every 
time we take off a sweater, we become a 
study in electromagnetism. Our skin turns 
to itchy parchment, and our lip's become ter-
minally chapped. (One friend, who especial-
ly suffers from the latter condition, 
complains that she feels like she has two 
strips of beef jerky stapled to her mouth all 
winter.) 
With all this hardship, going out 
becomes an ordeal, and staying home 
becomes more and more enticing. But, for 
me, the problem with spending more time at 
home - aside from enduring my own com-
pany - is that it forces me to face my life. 
As long as I remain on the wing and the lam 
(sounds like Easter dinner), I can dodge all 
but the most urgent social and professional 
obligations. Cooped up alone with the long 
blank dance card of winter, procrastination 
starts to get tricky. I've dorked off all year. 
With the advent of winter, the gig - as they 
say-is up. 
.._ .. _.-... -. comfort and joy. It trips off 
the tongue. It makes you want to say it year-
round. Plus, these months provide endless 
topics of conversation: "Traveling for 
Thanksgiving?" "Got all your shopping 
done?" "Doing anything on New Year's?" 
Deep in winter's thrall, however, you sit 
wordlessly, stare at your shoes, look at the 
ceiling, scratch your parchmenty skin and 
fmally say, "Licked the wallpaper recently?" 
But there is solace in winter. As long as 
we avoid the Masshole-infested ski areas, 
the state is ours. We can get a parking space 
in the Old Port, a barstool at Gritty's, have a 
peaceful walk: at Ferry Beach without a 
thousand screaming kids kicking sand in our 
faces (the little bullies). There are no out-of-
town visitors; none of those pesky "What 
are you doing inside?" phone calls, when 
you choose to spend a balmy June Sunday 
on the couch. And every so often, there is 
even a slight twinge of boredom, which 
affords you the luxury of staring out the 
window and musing on why you are spend-
ing the best years of your life wallowing 
away in this godforsaken tundra. 
One of the few things I have learned over 
the years is that winter has its particular 
beauty: the mumed sound of snow falling; 
the bare-limbed trees, standing like bunches 
of anorexic broccoli against the horizon; 
and the austerity and severity of winter 
light. Dawn crosses my neighborhood like a 
series of Hopper paintings. The sun on 
Casco Bay dazzles. Ice-covered trees glisten 
like glass. And that is something the itiner-
ant visitors who come in fair weather to hog 
all the way life should be will never know or 
understand. 
And I'm going to tell them just that - as 
soon as 1 get around to it. 
Elizabeth Peavey, whose column runs biweekly, 
accidentally sat on her New Year's resolution to 
stop procrastinating and smooshed it. Guess it'll 
have to .wait till next year. 
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Interested in one of these little numbers? 
CALL 1-8oo-JAVANET 
Or visit the cafe at 37 Exchange Street, Portland. 
JavaNet 
IN TOUCH WITH TECHNOLOGY. 
www.javanet.com 
... 
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• 5 upporters of legalizing marllua- • • • • na for medical purposes • • • • appear to have forgotten to exhale. • • As a result, their oxygen-deprived brains • • • • have stopped worrying about how to combat • • those opposed to allowing people with can- • • • cer, AIDS, glaucoma and • 
other illnesses to use pot • • 
to control pain and the • 
side effects of treatment. • • 
Instead, the two groups • 
seeking to put the issue on • • 
the Maine ballot have start- • • ed attacking each other. • • Both Maine Vocals and Mainers for Medical • • • • Rights (MMR) are circulating petitions, hoping • • to collect the 51,000 signatures needed to • • • • put the matter of legalizing medical marijuana • • on the ballot. • • a 
• The VO<;als plan would allow anyone who -• • • gets a doctor's permission to possess as • 
: much weed as they want. In addition, it calls : 
• for establishing a state board to set up a dis- • 
• • • tribution system for those who can't grow _ 
• their own. The MMR proposal is based on a • 
• • • law in California that limits pot possession to • 
• small amounts for those diagnosed with spe- • · .. .. cmc illnesses. It does not address the ques- • 
• tion of how those people will get the drug. • • • .. MMR supporters told the Bangor Daily News • 
: the Vocals plan is too "radical, while ours is : 
.. mainstream." MMR claims the Vocals are try- • 
• • • ing to legalize pot for recreational use. Vocals • 
.. founder Don Christen criticized the MMR • 
Paul Offil, Jump Start 
"I'm not, at my age, ready to sit back 
and do nothing," said Paul Offtl, who's 
in his early 80s. Off II began volunteering 
IS years ago, after retiring from his posi-
tion as assistant headmaster at a prep 
school in Connecticut. 
: measure for faili~g to address the distribution: Since then he has donated energy and 
.. issue, and he accused the group of having its • countless hours to groups that help 
: own hidden agenda. "They don't care that the : youth, including stints as a board vol un-
• teer at several local organizations, and as 
.. a mentor to young people at the Maine • 
: bill will be meaningless to the people it is sup-
a posed to help," he told the newspaper. "They 
• .. • Youth Center. want to pass [federal legislation easing pot • 
• laws 1 at any cost." .. 
• • • So far, the MMR drive has gained backing • 
• from the Maine AIDS Alliance, the Maine • • • • Civil Liberties Union and Portland legislators .. 
• Anne Rand, Michael Quint and Elizabeth • • • 
• Mitchell. Christen is claiming the Green • 
• • • Party, the Libertarian Party and the Maine • 
• Business Alliance for Commerce in Hemp all • 
• • • want to just say no to the MMR plan. • 
• • • • • • While efforts to restore passenger • 
• trains between Portland and Boston are • .. . 
.. still off the tracks, the St. Lawrence and • 
• Atlantic Railroad is negotiating with a • .. ., 
.. California company to operate tourist trains .. 
• • • between Portland and Montreal, beginning as • 
.. soon as this fall. • • • .. . 
• • Highway safety experts are all excited • a .. 
• about a new study that shows 61 percent of .. 
: Maine drivers are using seat belts. Belt : 
• use is mandated by state law, so it's hard to • 
Most recently, Offil initiated the 
Portland area's Jump Start program, The 
program, which began in this area in 
October, pairs first-time, nonviolentjuve.-
nile offenders aged 12-18 with mentors 
and puts the youth through a course 
V OLUNTEER 
~ S SUE PHOTOS/COLIN MAlAKIE 
designed to teach decision-making skills. 
If they complete the course, their police 
record is wiped clean. The group tries to 
get kids into the program within a week 
after they've been caught, so they see an 
immediate consequence to their actions 
and don't languish in the court system. 
"The kids we're involved with have 
had some trouble, nothing very serious 
yet, but they're on their way," said OfftI. 
"They're sort of feeling their oats and . 
they think they can get away with things 
they shouldn't be doing. We're trying to 
tum them around and get them to change 
their habits and realize their responsibili-
ty." 
Offil's backgrouild has taught him the 
value of youth programs, and he was 
impressed by the results of Kennebunk's 
three-year-old Jump Start program. 
Never one to sit idle and let a good idea 
go to waste, he decided to launch a 
Portland-area program, organizing vol-
unteer facilitators and mentors for the 
five participants in the first session, and 
setting up a place to meet at the South 
Portland Police Department's conference 
room. 
During the eight-week course, the 
youth learn a five-step decision-making 
process, then put it into practice through 
imaginative exercises and games. One is 
the "Heart Exercise," in which the teens 
have to decide which of five deserving 
people should get a heart transplant, and 
why. Offil believes this kind of hypothet-
ical decision-making will help partici-
pants make better decisions in their real 
lives. 
"Kids need to stop and think what 
their reactions are going to be .... 
They've got to make the right decision or 
. they get into trouble. This is all about 
decision-making. " 
His efforts to change his comer of the 
world have already made a difference. 
One young woman, who had taken the 
family car and tooled around into the 
wee hours without a license, provides a 
memorable success story. "[Her parents 1 
said that she has absolutely changed. She 
apologized and understands why it was 
wrong," said Offtl. "This whole program 
! has meant a lot to her and to them, too. 
All the parents thought that things had 
gotten better at home. So that makes us 
feel that we're [on) the right track." 
JONATHAN ADAMS 
Elaine Godsoe, Literacy 
Volunteers 01 America . 
For three years, Elaine Godsoe of 
Cumberland has taught reading to adults 
through Literacy Volunteers' of America. 
Godsoe, 60, spends up to four hours each 
week preparing and tutoring. , 
Tell me about your first tutoring experience, 
•• • • figure why anybody would get revved up over .. 
My first student was a disaster. He 
was only interested in one thing, and Chat 
was learning how to read the motor vehi-
cle manuals so he could get his driver's 
license. Once he had learned what he 
needed [in order) to take his driver's test, 
that was it. I learned a valuable lesson, 
which was that you can't go in with your 
own set of goals. You have to explore the 
student's goals and try to fulfill those. 
You could go in and say I'm going to 
teach this guy to read and he's going to 
be reading Walt Whitman before we 
know it, but it doesn 't work that way. 
• statistics shOWing nearly 40 percent of the • 
• • • population is refUSing to comply. • 
• • • • • • The Maine Commission on Children's .. 
• Health Care plans to ask the Legislature to • • • 
• spend $16 million to extend basic health .. 
: Insurance to about half of the 34,000 low- : 
• income kids who lack coverage. No word on .. 
• • • whether it'll cover the cost of marijuana. caw • 
• • 
.. Just Imagine walking down Congress 
Street, looking up at signs and not being 
able to read those." 
Has your work gotten easier since then? 
Now I have a student who I've taught 
for two-and-a-half years, and she is just 
absolutely incredible. She has this hor-
rendous background of child abuse and 
the whole nine yards . She's a single 
mother with four children, and she was 
reading at about a third-grade level when 
we started. Now she's in her second year 
at Southern Maine Technical College. 
It's incredible the feeling you get from 
that. 
How poorly was she reading? Could she read 
the paper? 
Probably not. She would have maybe 
four words she could read, and then there 
would be a long passage she couldn't 
read because of the vocabulary. Her chil-
dren would bring home letters from the 
Tonya Emery, 
Children's Museum 
Tonya Emery, 25, uses a cane to help 
with her balance, but the children she 
works with as a volunteer at the 
Children's Museum of Maine don't see 
her as unusual because of that. 
"That's why I like working with kids. 
If! was working with adults, 'they'd won-
der what's wrong," said Emery. 
When Emery was 13 and living in 
Fryeburg, doctors discovered that she 
had a tumor on her cerebellum, and she 
had surgery. Three years later, she under-
went radiation therapy_ Finally, at 21, 
she had major surgery to have the golf-
ball-sized tumor completely removed. 
"It's all gone. They got all of it," said 
Emery. 
Now, her major difftculty is that she 
loves working with kids, but can't get a 
job at a day-care center, "I got so tired of 
looking for a day-care job and getting 
rejected every time," she said. "I went to 
a thousand interviews. I just don't think 
they'll hire me." Though nobody ever 
tells her outright, she believes she gets 
turned down because of her balance and 
coordination issues. "It's discrimina-
tion," said Emery. 
So she volunteers a few hours every 
week at the Children's Museum, mostly 
in the Oh! Zone activities center, and in 
the computer lab. She's been volunteer-
teacher or their final grades and she 
couldn't read them. She could read well 
enough to function in a grocery store, but 
to pick up a book or a newspaper like 
this, and read it and enjoy it, she couldn't 
do that. Now she can, but she couldn't 
when we started, 
Two years Is a long time to work with one 
person. 
You just do it until the end is reached, 
and you hope that their goals as weU as 
yours have been at least partially accom-
plished. It's a grueling process, where 
you go along bit by bit by bit. And then 
aU of a sudden, you realize she's come a 
long way. 
LAURA CONAWAY 
ing since 1994, demonstrating activities 
to groups of children and showing them 
the games in the computer lab. 
Currently, she shows groups of children 
how to use the mouse to navigate the 
"Mayan Ruins" program. 
She also likes to see children 
encounter the elaborate ant farm, located 
on the fringes of the Oh! Zone, for the 
first time. "They love it, You can put 
your head right up in there . .. in the box. 
You can see ants all around your head." 
She enjoys watching children interact 
with the activities and each other, and 
claims they "hardly ever" get on her 
nerves. 
"I like when the parents aren't with 
the kids, because then I can be foolish .. _ 
stoop down to their level. I can be more 
like a kid when the parents aren't there." 
Emery, who has won the museum's 
"Volunteer of the Year" award, also 
works two to three days a week at Sears, 
running the register and helping cus-
tomers on the floor. But she says she'll 
continue volunteering at least one day a 
week at the Children's Museum as a way 
of helping out and being able to work 
with children. Said Emery, "If you love 
working with kids and you have the 
patience, I'd say it's the best place for 
someone to volunteer their time." 
JONATHAN ADAMS 
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Do You Really Want To Face This Tonight?? 
NOWHERE TO GO? 
NO ONE TO SEE? 
t Us COOIIG TOU! 
• Table-Ready Entrees · ·Breads, Wines, Cheese. 
• Delicious Desserts • 
Great /oMJ .. .for tbe making or tbe taking---
435 Cottage Road· South Portland· 767-1500 
A Full-Service Market· Open 7 Days 
CHECK OUT CLUBS 
9pm-3am 
21. 9-1:15 - All Ag .... 1:15-3 
_"INGING 
PAGES 20 & 21. 
1.&,11'1 
If I'A&' 
best of the 
70·s. 80's &. 90's 
DOMINATE 
THE SPECIES 
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VOLur~TEER 
LISTINGS 
ONE. Remember the idea of a 
safety net for our country' s poor 
and disadvantaged? Gone. Or, to 
be fair, it's there, but it's now 
attached to a 90-month timed-
release mechanism, and it's a long 
fall down. Guess who gets to 
catch? That's right, you do. You 
and the companies you work for. 
So if you care at all, this is the time 
to get your hands ready. After all, 
you're the one who took part in 
those Dick Morris polls and said it 
should be this way. 
TWO. Remember big 
government, as in gov.ernment 
providing often-flawed programs 
to address the country's needs? 
Gone too. In case you haven't 
Listen up. It's time to brush the cobwebs off your pitiful "to do" list, and write to yourself, 
"1998, the year I will actually volunteer." Not 
feel your country's pain, not think hypothetically 
about all the good you could do in theory if you 
really wanted to, not put it off until you've got 
more time. Volunteer. Now. 
There are some pretty good reasons to do this, 
and I'm not just talking about all the hype 
generated around volunteer ism by Colin Powell 
and our Nation's Empathizer and Commander-of-
Tears-in-Chief, Bill. You know, that thing they had 
in Philadelphia last spring, that media event that 
was going to inspire a crusade of volunteering to 
save our nation's at-risk youth and troubled cities? 
Remember? No? OK, forget all that. 
Back to the reasons. 
noticed, a liposuction has recently occurred and we now have a sleeker, more glamorous 
government. So guess who gets to do the heavy lifting? That's right, you, and the rest of 
the private sector. Why? See #1, above. 
THREE. OK, so those first two reasons are sort of general, sort of political. How's this. 
You shoulo volunteer because, in my friend Pete's words, "It's rad." You get to meet 
people, you get to learn new things, there might be free food and lor drink involved, and 
who knows, you might even get a date out of it. And the great thing is, you're actually 
helping out at the same time. Does that sound more enticing? Yeah, appealing to self-
interest always works better. 
Go on, get out there. 
LOW-INCOME 
Cast Mt.ag .... I, PROP 
510 C-.n.d A,,~ PortItnI 
An intake, referral and assessment program that 
addresses the needs oflow-income families and 
individuals. They need help with food distribution, 
data entry and the holiday Adopt·a-Family program. 
Call Vickey Doughty at 874-1140, ext. 317. 
PortlaM Wesl N IigWIllt.OId "'--g c.-I 
155 Bradtt" 51., PortI.! 
Operates a range of programs that help at-risk youth 
and low·income families. They need companies and 
individuals who will volunteer their services to 
renovating the agency's new location at 181 Brackett, 
especially electricians, plumbers and trim carpenters. 
They also need help with data entry. Call Neal 
Meltzer at 775·0105. Also offers a family literacy 
program, housing, arts access, a summer camp 
program for low-income families, a teen center and 
JONATHAN ADAMS 
publishes a community newspaper, "Good 
Neighbors." They need child care assistance and help 
with the teen center, writers and photographers for 
"Good Neighbors," and help with painting and 
cleanup in the spring. Call Marie Gray at 775-{)105. 
FCIIIy IIIslllllt of ... hl.dlll!. 
38 Deering St., PortlaM 
Provides training opportunities for the public and 
low-cost services to clients with limited resources or 
special needs. They need an assistant for 
administrative help. Call Cindy Osborne at 773-6658. 
Habitat for HUlllClnily of Greater PortlaM 
P.O. Box 10505, PortIaM 
Part of a nonprofit international organization that 
builds homes in partnership with lower·income 
families who apply for no-interest mortgages. They 
need volunteers to serve on committees. select 
families, raise funds and help with office work and 
construction. Call David Brookes at 772-2151 . 
... HOtsing, BIiIcIng Mattrills bct.a.ge 
233 Oxford SI~ PortI_ 
Assists low·income home owners with rehabbing 
their homes through a bank that collects donated 
materials. They need people to help solicit, arrange 
and pick up donations, and office help. Call Kathleen 
Scott at 657·2957. 
Pine T r.. Legal Assisl_ 
II Ftdtral SI~ PortIaM 
Provides free legal services in civil matters to low-
income people. 774-8211. 
PortIaM SIr .. 1 <link 
15 PortIIIId Sl~ Portland 
Provides free, comprehensive health care to low· 
income, uninsured adults in the Greater Portland 
area with a volunteer staff. They need volunteer 
physicians, nurses and receptionists. Call Amy 
Doherty at 874·8982. 
Preble Slr .. 1 Resource Celter 
5 PortlaM 51., Portln 
Provides case management and services to the 
homeless and people with low incomes. Volunteers 
are needed to help serve breakfast, sort clothes and 
clean the center. Contact Mollie Mahanna at 874-
6560. 
Proje<t FEED 
202 Woodford St., Portland 
Operates a food pantry that is open Mon.·Fri. from 
1-3 p.m. They welcome volunteers to help with 
interviewing clients and grocery pickup and bagging. 
Contact Barbara Craig at 761-3920 from 1·3 p.m. 
St. Vileent de Pal Soup Kitchen 
10 oosl SI~ portJa.cI 
The 23-year·old soup kitchen is open Mon·Fri from 
10:45 a.m.· I 2:45 p.m. 772·1113. 
The Salvation Amy 
30 W.,.en Ave. _II Preble SI~ PortIaM 
An adult rehabilitation center, which houses up to 52 
men in a 180-day program, is supported entirely by 
profits from five thrift stores throughout southern 
Maine. They're looking for one-on-one literacy 
volunteers to work with the men in the program on 
evenings and weekends, and volunteers to help 
prepare food . They also need volunteers to hang 
clothes and do other tasks at their two Portland thrift 
stores from 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Call Darren at 878·8555. 
v ..... Lawyers Project 
II FHtraI St~ Portland 
Offers legal assistance to people who can't afford to 
pay. 774-4348. 
Wayside Evening Soup Kitchen 
252 Oxford SI., Portland 
Provides evening meals seven days a week. 
Volunteers are needed to help prepare, serve and 
clean up from 4-7:30 'p.m. Volunteers are especially 
needed after 5:30 p.m. A minimum 2·hour-per·month 
commitment is required. Groups of up to 30 people 
are encouraged to work together to volunteer one 
night a month for a year - a great opportunity for 
businesses or clubs. Contact Tom Vacca at 775-4939. 
HEALTH AND HEALING 
AIDS Lodging House 
142 High 51., PortI.! 
Provides safe, affordable housing and support services 
to people with AIDS. 773-7165. ... 
TIle AIDS Profect 
P.O. Box 5305, 615 c..ess 51 .. 6th Floor, Portr.d 
Provides services, advocacy and prevention education 
for men, women and children in southern Maine 
infected and affected by HIV / AIDS. The greatest 
needs are for cleaning, moving and transportation 
assistance, hodine operators between 9 a.m.-5 p.m., 
front desk coverage, and clerical work. Volunteers are 
also needed for annual events such as the Spring for 
Life art auction in March. Training sessions are on an 
ongoing basis. Call Rodney Mondor at 774-&.77, or 
visit their web site at www.aicisproject.org. 
~ c.cer Society 
52 Ftdtral St., Brwswick 
The only nationwide community·based voluntary 
health organization dedicated to eliminating cancer 
as a major health problem through research, 
education, service and advocacy. Their major need in 
the Portland area is volunteer drivers (with their own 
~ehicles) to drive patients to and from treatment 9-5 
p.m. (Drivers' orientation coming up Jan. 22, 6-8 
p.m.) They also need people to deliver and help sell 
daffodils during "Daffodil Days," March 26-28. 
Team captains needed to organize teams for the 
"Relay for Life" May 15-16. Call Donna Muto at 
1·8()().464-3102, ext. 203. 
A.wKan Reel Cross 
524 Foresl Ave~ Portlald 
Teaches health and safety courses in the community, 
leads aquatic classes and responds to disasters in the 
Cumberland County area. They need volunteers to 
serve as disaster instructors, family caseworkers, 
emergency action team members, health and safety 
instructors, HIV / AIDS awareness presenters and 
clerical staff. They also need volunteers to give 
comfort and support to blood donors. Training is 
provided. Contact Nancy Putnam at 874-1192, ext. 
214. 
The Arthrilis Foundalion, Northern Naw bgland 
Chapler, MaIne Region 
930 Brigilloa Ave., Portland 
This organization, dedicated to educating the public 
about arthritis, needs people to lead educational 
programs in their community and to lead support 
groups. Training is provided. Volunteers are also 
needed for fundraising and clerical work. Call Diane 
Woodworth 773·0595. 
1irthIne, Catholic Charities Maine 
562 Congress 51 .. PortlaM 
Provides alternatives to abortion for women and 
young families dealing with unplanned pregnancies. 
They provide emotional support and help families 
locate community resources. They primarily need 
volunteers to staff clothing closets and help with 
publicity. Birthline also supports Project Rachel, 
where volunteers provide post·abortion counseling. 
No church affiliation is required. Contact Annette 
Rioux at 871-7464. 
Celter for eo-nIty Dental Heal'" 
8\3 WasJinwt. Ayt~ portJc.d 
Operates a nursing home and school programs, and 
needs volunteers to assist elderly patients while they 
wait for care. Volunteers also needed to assist with 
the dental exam and give fluoride rinses, and for 
clerical work in the front office. Call Bonnie Vaughan 
or Patry Pettegrow at 874-1025. 
ConImunity Counselng Cenler 
343 Forlst AYI~ PortIaM 
Provides counseling services to people in the Greater 
Portland area. Call Roberta Lipsman at 874-1030. 
eo-nity Heall~ Services 
901 Washingtol Ave., Suile 104, Portland 
A home health agency that provides compassionate 
and cost~ffective home and community health 
services in Cumberland County. They need people 
for sewing and woodworking, office assistance, mass 
mailings, and "visiting friends" to visit clients in their 
homes for two hours a week. Call Dolores Vail at 
1·800-479-4331. 
Day 0.. for YOIIh ancI Fc.iIies 
P.O. Box 231, Capt Elzabeth 
Provides services for youth and families affected by 
alcohol and other drugs, including parenting 
workshops, peer advising groups and prevention 
programs. Contact Gael Jackson at 767-0991 . 
F_iIy Crisis Services 
P.O. Box 704, Portland 
Volunteers who go through a training session work 
directly with victims of domestic violence on the 24-
hour hodine or person·to·person as peer and outreach 
counselors. Call 767-4952. 
FritncIs .f ... Metical Celt. 
22 Ir"'" SI~ Portr.d 
334lrig1doa Ayt~ Portr.d 
Uses volunteers in more than 90 areas of the hospital 
at its four locations. The volunteers visit patients with 
books and crafts, work in reception, provide comfort 
in the emergency room and much more. All 
volunteers undergo a minimum four-hour orientation. 
Call volunteer services at 871-2205. 
Htspiceof'" 
693 CMgress 51. Ir ....... }, PortI.I 
Trains and certifies volunteers to provide nonmedical 
support to terminally ill patients. Volunteers are 
needed to give emotional support and companionship 
to patients and run errands, do chores, provide 
transportation and more. A 3()'hour training session 
and a $50 fee (refunded after a year of service) is 
required. Volunteers also needed for fundraising and 
office work. Call Terry Cronin at 774-4417. 
I ..... 
237 Oxford 51 .. Portla.d 
Operates a 24-hour crisis intervention hodine at 774-
HELP. All volunteers get training and assistance. 
Training sessions are 40 hours over four weeks. The 
next session starts in March. Call Cherylan Camire at 
874-1055. 
MaiHIy P .... nts / Porents Anony_s of ... 
P.O. lox 284, Cape Dizabeth 
Provides support and encouragement for parents. 
They train volunteers to work from 6-12 p.m. on their 
hodine from home or office. The program also needs 
group facilitators and child care volunteers. Call 
Maureen Bickford at 767·5506 or I·S()()'249·5506. 
Maine Medical Cenler 
22 Brlllllhall St~ Portbad 
In addition to the Friends of Maine Medical Center 
program (see above), the Bramhall location has the 
foliowing volunteer needs: the Women's Board needs 
help in the coffee and gift shops, and the Visiting 
Board needs volunteers to prepare flower 
arrangements and run the flower store. 871·2205. 
March of DillIes, Maine Slate CIqIter 
175 L_asler 51., Suitl 218, PortlaM 
Committed to preventing birth defects, low birth 
weight and infant mortality through community 
service, advocacy, research and education. They need 
volunteers to serve on fundraising committees, 
volunteer nurses and doctors to make educational 
visits to area companies, and office help. Call Jere D. 
Hoover at 871·0660, or 1-800-668·5678. 
MeAlley Resicle.e 
91 Slate St~ Portland 
A long·term program that provides housing, life-skills 
counseling and support for women and children. 
They need volunteers to provide child care, share life 
skills, and/or work on fundraising projects. Call 
Barbara Nielsen at 773·5289. 
Mercy Hospital 
144 Slale 51., Portland 
Volunteers are needed to provide office support and to 
escort and transport patients. Volunteer placements 
are by appointment and interview. All volunteers are 
trained. Contact Jennifer Fitzpatrick at 879·3286. 
My Choke, Maine Adopllon PlacIllMnl Servic. 
306 Contress St .. Portland 
Assists pregnant women and teens who need to 
decide whether to keep their child or place for 
adoption. They need drivers to help with food 
pickups, furniture donations, etc. Call Susan 
Duplessis at 772-7555. 
New EngIaM Rehabitatlon Hospital 
335 Brigilloa Av~ Unil 201, PortlaM 
The hospital needs volunteers for reading and 
assisting with crafts work, as well as helping receive 
and transfer patients. Help also needed witJt patient 
events, entertainment, game playing and office work. 
Call Nicole Hupper at 879·8589. 
Northeast Hearing and Speech Celter 
43 Iaxter Blvd., PortItnI 
Provides hearing, speech, language and voice evalu-
ation and therapy. Call Nancy Steeves at 874-1065. 
PeaIIodyH_ 
14 Or_d SI~ PortIaad 
Over ISO people currently volunteer at this boarding 
home for those with advanced cases of AIDS, doing 
everything from routine office work to massage 
therapy. Call Gloria Vetro at 774-<i281 or e-mail at 
peabodY@imuut. You can also visit their website at 
www.pot1imtdwebsmith."",,/peabody. 
Pt..4 P • .......r " IIortIIn New IItI-I 
970 Forest AY~ P ..... 
Provides reproductive health services, medical 
examinations, health educational programs and much 
more. Call Sharon Grossman at 874-1100 ext. 326. or 
1-8O().230.PLAN. 
Smal AsSClllt RHpOISt s.vtcts .f s.tMn ... 
P.O. 101 1371, PortIaad 
Offers workshops, support groups and a 24-hour 
hotline for people dealing directly or indirectly with 
sexual assault. They need volunteers to answer 
hotline calls. They provide a 4()'hour training session 
two or three times a year (next session is in March). 
The center needs volunteers to plan and run the 
Chocolate Lovers Fling in April and perform various 
administrative duties. Call Anne Marie Betters at 799-
9020 or 1·8()()'313·9900. 
Vlshilg Nlrst Assodatlol (VNAJ ancI Hospice 
50 Foden Rd., Sout~ PortlaM 
Provides home health services, including care of the 
sick, a hospice, adult health screenings, clinics, 
communicable disease tracking and immunizations. 
Services are provided for residents of Cumberland 
County and surrounding areas. To volunteer, call 
Jennifer Fitzpatrick at 879-3286. 
YWCA 
87 Spring St .. Portland 
The YWCA needs volunteers in its women's 
residence, child services programs, and teen parent 
services. At the Fair Harbor residence and emergency 
shelter programs for teenage girls, volunteers tutor 
teens in various craft and educational programs and 
teach cooking and other home economic skills. 
Volunteers are needed to teach workshops in 
literature, money management or job skills; to provide 
or prepare food; and to assist staff on various projects. 
Call Sara Archbald at 874-1130 ext. 3009. 
EDUCATION 
Clildren's Mu_ of Maine 
142 FrN 51., Portland 
Aims to provide parents and children with "hands-
on" learning experiences with exhibits, workshops 
and demonstrations. They need computer room 
monitors, educators to help demonstrate the camera 
obscura and present programs, supervisors for hands-
on activities, and help with school groups and visitors. 
There are also opportunities to volunteer in the 
museum shop, at the front desk and in the 
administration offices. Call Jennifer Boggs at 
828-1234, ext. 227 
Creative Resource (anter 
1103 Foresl Ave~ Portlcnl 
A place for teachers, day care providers and families 
to buy low-cost scrap materials and exchange ideas on 
creative uses for them. Call Diana Johnson at 797-
9543. 
Foundation for Blood Rt_dI 
69 U.s. Route I, ScarItor.p 
Provides biomedical research, genetic counseling, 
testing and outreach education to medical 
profesSionals, high school and college students and 
the general public. They need volunteers to catalog, 
pack, and deliver donated supplies and equipment. 
Call Joanne Beaudoin at 883-4131. 
Greater Portland Landn!crls 
165 State SI~ Portland 
This preservation organization always needs 
volunteers to run special events, work in the office or 
library Mon-Fri from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. and to deliver 
pUblications or books. Mandatory training for 
Portland History DocentS begins Feb. 24 and meets 
every Tuesday from 9 a.m.·noon until April 21. This 
is the only training session of the year for docents. 
Call Gretchen Drown at 774-5561 , ext. 45. 
MIor AcWn..t of ... 
600 ROIIIdwood Drlvt, Sanor.p 
Junior Achievement needs volunteers to teach 
children in grades K-12 about the business world. The 
time commitment is one hour per week for 5·10 
weeks. Training and materials provided. Contact 
Chad Flynn 885-5521 or email him at 
ja_illi@-tdtut.alt.oeT. 
literacy V"'MrS.f Gr .... P ..... 
P.O. lox 8585, PortIaad 
Literacy tutors go through an 18-hour training 
.program (next session in February) and are assigned 
advisors. Volunteers are asked to commit to one hour 
a week for one year. Volunteers are also need for 
fundraising and office work. Contact Jodi Moore at 
78()'1352. 
PortIancI AcWt EMaIl. 
57 DotIgIass St~ Portr.d 
Uses tutors in reading and writing, English as a 
second language (ESL), business skills and math. 
Training is provided for all volunteers, and is required 
for ESL and reading and writing tutors. The next 
session is starting in February for reading and writing. 
Contact Nazare Conway at 874-8155. 
Pertlcnl Hotsilg Authority Slidy Cenlers 
14 Ioller Blvd., Portland 
The centers at Riverton Park, Kennedy Park, Front 
Street and Sagamore Village provide a quiet study 
area for students in grades 3-12. Adult education and 
English as a second language (ESL) classes are also 
held in the centers. They need tutors to help students 
with homework and to act as mentors. Contact Mike 
Wilson at 773-4753. 
Portlaad PIbac liKary 
5 Moncnnent Sq., Portland 
The library can always find a use for your particular 
talents. Call Linda Albert 871·1757. 
Public Schools 
o Baxter Elementary, 150 Ocean Ave., Portland. 
Needs clerks, teacher helpers, and lunch aides. Call 
Jean LemJy at 874-8190. 
• Jack Elementary School, 414 E. Promenade, 
Portland. Needs classroom assistants. Call the 
volunteer coordinator at 874-8185. 
• King Middle School, 92 Deering Ave., Portland. 
Needs tutors, physical education assistants, ESL 
. tutors and clerical assistants. Call Charlotte 
Henderson at 874·8140. 
• Lyman Moore Middle School, 17l Auburn St., 
Portland. Needs mentors and tutors, call Denise 
Martin at 874-8150. 
o Many Rivers Program, Hall School, 23 Orono Rd. , 
Portland. This program provides parents and children 
with an educational option within the Portland public 
school system. Offers developmentally appropriate, 
hands·on leaming experiences, and they need student 
helpers. Call Nancy Marble at 874-8205. 
o Portland Arts and Technology High School-
PATHS, 196 Allen Ave., Portland. Needs clerical and 
receptionists assistants, reading tutors, computer 
tutors, and mentors in 23 trades - everything from 
cooking to Welding. Call 874-S165. 
o Reiche Community School, 166 Brackett St., 
Portland. Needs classroom helpers, call JoAnn Ellis 
at 874-8175. 
• Riverton Elementary School, 1600 Forest Ave., 
Portland. Needs classroom helpers and people to 
present 45-minute workshops at this spring's 
"Fascination with Communication" program for kids. 
Call Kathy Cole at 874-8210 for more info. 
o South Portland Schools Volunteer Program, 130 
Westcott Rd., South Portland. Need volunteers to be 
trained for the literacy program, and help in math and 
arts. They also need clerical support. Call Mary Lou 
Kiley at 774-2812. 
o Westbrook Volunteer Program, 125 Stroudwater St. , 
Westbrook. Needs math, reading, and spelling tutors, 
computer room help, library and clerical assistance. 
Call Jennifer Connolly at 7974689. 
Re. Rtsettletnent Pr."..... Catholic Claities ... 
562 Coagress SI~ PortIaM 
Welcomes about 150 refugees from around the world 
to Portland each year. Work can include home 
tutoring for ESL, helping immigrants adjust to 
American culture and volunteering at the donation 
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center. They also need volunteers for general office 
assistance. Training provided. Contact Sister Jean 
Little at 871-7437, extension 121. 
s.tt. PortIaad hWklllrary, CYcIr.' s R_ 
4I21n1ciw1y, s.tt. PortIaad 
1be library needs aides to straighten shelves, keep 
books in order and help with special projects. Call 
Tom Werley Or Pat Uonold, 767-76f1J. 
s,r-.P ... -
SMT(,. Fort It, s.tt. P ....... 
11 
Spring Point is a maritime museum that shows 
exhibits on Portland Harbor and local history. They 
need volunteers to help greet visitors, staff the 
museum shop, care for museum artifacts, do office 
work, perform research and help with visiting school 
groups. Call 799-6337. 
ELDERLY 
a.r.c..ter 
1145 1rIgIrt. Ave., PortIaM 
Offers long·term care for elderly and chronically ill 
people, respite care and adult day care. Volunteers are 
needed to help patients with activities such as 
cooking, beano and arts and crafts. The Barron 
Center also needs people to do clerical work, help out 
in the kitchen, work as waiters/waitresses in the 
resident cafe and do laundry. Contact Tonya Heskett 
at 774-2623. 
Cedars N_siIg Care Canter 
630 0<_ AVI .. PortIaad 
This is a long-teno care and rehabilitation facility with 
an extensive volunteer program. The center needs 
help in the nursing unit from 5·7 p_m. daily, where 
volunteers transport patients, greet visitors and 
answer phones. Volunteers are also needed for clerical 
duties and to work with residents. 772·5456. 
EcwichecI Golden Agt Cenler, Solvation Amy 
297 eu..berIand Av.~ Portla.d 
A club for senior citizens from the Greater Portland 
region. They are looking for teachers to start a 
beginning art class and an exercise class for older 
seniors. Volunteers are also needed to serve meals 
Wed.·Thurs. II a.m.-J p.m. The center always needs 
people who are available on short notice for short-
term projects. Contact Jeanette Henry at 774-<i304. 
F .... ookWoods 
418 Ray SI~ PortlaM 
An assisted living facility for the elderly. 878-0788. 
Pine Point Center for Health one! Rthabltatlon 
61 PInt Point Rd., ScartIorough 
Provides long. term and respite care and 
rehabilitation. They especially need volunteers to 
assist a bible study class and in the library, and a 
volunteer to assist with the morning coffee social. 
They also need a bus assistant to help on outings, and 
a volunteer for manicures. Call Libby Herrick 883-
2468. 
51. Joseph's Manor 
1133 Waslinglon Ave .. PortlaM 
Volunteers are needed to come in and spend time 
with the elderly, both one-on-one and in groups. 
Volunteers' activities are limited only by their 
imagination, but typically include arts and crafts, 
weekly bingo games and trips to the mall. St. Joseph's 
also needs volunteers to entertain residents and serve 
food . Contact Jeanne Silva at 79H1600. 
Staside N.siIg !lid R.llr-, 
850 Baxl. Blvd., Portlanli. 
A care facility for the elderly and handicapped. They 
need volunteers to help call beano, assist at the coffee 
social, lead the rosary and assist with Mass. Call 
Maureen Smith at 774-7878. 
Senior E.m-nt Celter 
56-58 Nortt. SI~ PortlaM 
A day program for older adults with developmental 
disabilities. Volunteers are always needed to share 
time and talents such as storytelling, music, exercise, 
crafts. Call 761-4538. 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 13 
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Maine's College Preparatory School 
for Young Women 
Sponsored by the Sisters of Mercy 
OPEN HOUSE 
Sunday, January 11, 1998 at 2:00 p.m_ 
Snow Date Sunday, January 18 
PLACEMENT EXAM 
Saturday, January 17, 1998 at 8:30 a_m_ 
For more information please call the Admissions Office at 797-3802 
631 Stevens Avenue· Portland, ME 04103 
Orphan Annie's 
the New Year Treasure Hunting at. Orphan Annie's 
Many signed pieces of Tiffany and Steuben ... Estate Jewelry ... Great selections of cameos 
A great selection of French cameo glass ... Sterling silver flatware & accessories ... Cigarette cases 
Art noweau & art deco objects d'art ... Over 500 pieces of ste~ing silver jewelry ... Bakel~e jewelry 
Over 100 antique glass bead necklaces ... Over 100 perfume bottles ... Sets & sets of stem ware ... 
Over 500 pieces of rhinestone jewelry ... Many unique lamps (table & floor) ... Advertising ~ems 
orientaJ collectibles - everything from incense bumers to statuary ... 75 beaded bags to choose from 
Depression glass ... Pottery including RosevHle, Weller, Rockwood, etc .... Toys 
A selection of ~eeting cards ... PrinlS & paintings ... Vintage hats, cIo1hing, shoes & accessories 
Austrian crystal for yell' window & your tree ... Many pieces of collectible china 
Furniture Warehouse Open Monday 11-1 
Orphan Annie's 
Antique & Curio Shop 
96 Court Street· Auburn· Telephone 782 -0638 
Mon.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 12-5; Eventngs by chance 
ijij 
www . cas cob a yw e e k I Y . com 
Try drinking a shake through a cocktail straw and 
you'll appreciate the idea behind Road Runner. 
The internet is huge. The phone line running into 
your computer is small. It's understandable why 
downloads take so long. But there's a solution. 
Road Runner, Time Warner Cable's high speed 
cable modem offers total internet access at 
blazing speeds - often 100 times faster than 
your typical modem. Imagine planning a vacation, 
checking your stocks or just surfing around -
from home or office - in a fraction of the time. 
Better yet, If you Through Road Runner's high speed, digital 
connection, the internet's wealth of knowl-
edge and information are readily available 
- without the wait. 
call and make an 
appointment to 
have Road Runner 
Installed before 
December 31, 
we'll waive the 
For more information on Road Runner, call 
Time Warner Cable at 775-3431 any day of 
the week up until 11:00 p.m. 
installation charge ~
~ 
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Seventy-Five State StrHt, Portland 
A home for senior citizens. They need shoppers to run 
errands for or with residents, and visitors to pay social 
vil>its to read, write letters or enjoy conversations. Call 
Lori Bellefeuille at 772-2675, ext. 253. 
Southam Maile Agency 01 Aging 
307 C_berIand Ave., Portland 
Provides resources to senior citizens in York and 
Cumberland counties to help seniors remain 
independent. Volunteers are needed to offer help with 
yard work and home repair. Grocery shoppers and" 
deliverers also needed for home delivery to clients. 
There are also friendly-visitor and meals-on-wheels 
programs. Flexible hours. Contact Heather Brown at 
775-6503 or (800) 427-7411. 
Springbrook Center far Healt~ c.. aad Rehablitatian 
300 Spring St .. Westbrook 
A multilevel facility that includes adult day care, 
boarding home, post-hospital and long term care. 
Volunteer needs include one-on-one visitors, 
entertainers, Bingo assistants, activity escorts, special 
events helpers, outing escorts, artists, crafters and . 
pastoral visitors. Contact Patricia Flynn at 856-1230, 
ext. 128. 
YOUTH 
Big Brothers lig Sisters of Greater PortIr .. 1CI 
Suit. 716B, 115 Lancaster St., Portland 
Big Brothers Big Sisters is currently looking ror 
volunteers (especially Big Brothers) 18 years or older 
who are willing to give a one-year commitment ror 
3-5 hours a week or every other week. Volunteers will 
be a Friend, role model and positive influence to 
children 7-14 years old who are in need or more adult 
companionship. Informational meetings held 
monthly. Cau 773-KlDS. 
Boys tIICI Giis Oubs of Greater PortIaad 
777 c.mberItIICI Ave., Portland 
169 Broadway, South Portland 
Works with children to develop citizenship and 
leadership skills, cultural enrichment, health 
education and personal skills. They're looking for a 
computer specialist, arts, crafts and reading assistants, 
help in the Learning Center, and assistants for the 
kids' chorus, cheerleading and athletics. Call Virginia 
Doss at 874-1070 (portland) or John Lee al 874-1076 
(South Portland). 
Cat ... Mont Day Nersery 
96 Danforth St., Portland. 
Provides child care for children ages 21/2-5. They 
need field trip chaperones, classroom assistants, 
pianists, guitarists, story teUers, and puppeteers. Call 
Paulette Grondin-Cardillo at 874-1115. 
catholc <haritlts M .... , Maine F..dy CJiId c.. 
567 Congr.ss St., PortJa.d 
Provides subsidized child care to income-eligible 
families, including a food program and referrals to 
Maine Medical Center. They need volunteers for the 
office and to serve on the board. Call Theresa Walsh 
at 871-7443. 
The Center for Grieving 0u1clren 
879 Sawyer St .. South Portland 
The Center for Grieving Children is always looking 
for volunteers to work with children and their families 
who are grieving the loss of a family member or 
Friend. VoluQteer facilitators go through a 25-hour 
training before being placed. They are also looking for 
volunteers to help out in the office doing computer 
work, helping with mailings and working on events, 
including the Annual Pet & People Walk in May. 
799·1112. 
Grid Deveioptllent, PROP 
510 Cumberland Ave., Portland 
Volunteers help in the classrooms, read to children 
and watch them during nap time, help prepare 
lunches and lead field trips. Contact Jami CoUins at 
874-1140 ext. 352. 
CItoi(fS Program, PROP 
5 I 0 Cumberland Ave., Portland 
They seek women to be mentors ror girls between 
the ages of 9-12. The commitment involves one 
meeting per month plus individual time with a 
"mentee." Choices is also looking for professional 
women who are willing to allow a girl 10-15 years old 
shadow them on the job for a few hours. CaU Jackie 
Gardner at 874-1140, ext. 322. 
CUtllberland County CIild AlHlse and Hogled CouncIl 
711 Cullbtrland Ave .. Portland 
The council's mission is to promote the weU-being or 
children and families and to provide leadership in 
preventing and aUeviating child abuse and neglect. 
Volunteers are needed to write and edit newsletters, 
work on fundraising projects, provide on-site child 
care and plan and run family events. The council also 
needs parents to mentor other parents. CaU Lucky 
HoUander at 874-1120. 
East End Children's Workskop 
215 Congress St., Portland 
Runs publicly funded child care centers for both 
preschool and school-age children. 772-5468. 
Foster Grandpar"t Progratll, PROP 
784 Danforth St., Portland 
Develops one-on-one supportive relationships 
between foster grandparents and children with special 
needs in hospitals, schools, learning centers and 
homes. Volunteers are also needed 10 serve on the 
advisory council. There is a mandatory two-week 
volunteer training program. They provide a small 
stipend for those income-eligible volunteers who 
commit 20 hours per week in service; aU volunteers 
are reimbursed for travel .and meal expenses. Contact 
Susan Lavigne at 773-{)202. 
Htad St." PROP 
510 c..ntbe!Iand Ave., PortJa.d 
Head Start could use volunteers to share skills with 
children in the c1assro1lm. Call Jami CoUins at 874-
1140, ext. 352. 
Jump St." Portland Area a.a,ter 
401 c.. ..... rIaId Av • ., Apt. 701, PortlOld 
This program, new to the Portland area this year, 
pairs nonviolent first-lime offenders ages 12-18 from 
Scarborough, South Portland, Cape Elizabeth and 
westbrocik with mentors. Jump Start offers an 
informal, eight-week course that provides mentoring 
and teaches decision-malting skills. They need 
volunteers to be mentors and instructors. Call Paul 
Offill at 879-7130. 
KIIIItbec GIrl Scout CouIcI 
13& Gm.tt Driv', ~ PortJa.d 
The local Kennebec Girl Scouts council has many 
jobs for volunteers, including troop leaders and people 
to serve on task groups. Applicants are screened and 
trained. 800-660-1072. 
Me-. Yeuth Center 
675 Westbrook St., StUth Portland 
This rehabilitation center for young offenders needs 
volunteers to mentor or tutor primarily boys once a 
week for an hour. 822-0050. 
Peaks Island CJ.1d Deve/opmttd Center 
P,O. lox 7, 71 HerJICIII Ave., Peaks Island 
Provides child care and family support for the Peaks 
Island community. They need classroom volunteers 
or help with equipment maintenance. Call J anine 
Blatt at 766-2854. 
Pine TrH CtIUIKiI. loy Scouts of AnIerka 
175 Auburn St., Portland 
Contact Mark Richard at 797-5252. 
Preble Leaning ,"t.r, Youth CIIICI fanily OItreach 
331 Cemberland Av ... Portland 
Offers quality affordable child care for infants and 
toddlers of teen parents and lower-income ramilies. 
Contact Amy Seidel at 874-2371. 
The Root Cellar 
94 Washington Ave" PortItIICI 
The Root CeUar needs volunteers to spend time with 
children in their K-5th grade afterschool program 
(Mon.-Fri. from 3-5 p.m.) and with teens (Tues. and 
Fri. from 6:30-8:30 p.m. and at various times on 
weekends) at their drop-in center. They welcome help 
with food distributions in the Munjoy Hill community 
and volunteers for their single mothers and teens 
programs teaChing crafts and cooking skills. The Root 
CeUar also needs volunteers to mentor teens, lead 
bible studies classes and lead trips for its outdoor 
program. The Root Cellar asks that volunteers belong 
to a local church. Call Pat 774-3197. 
St, Ertzabeth's (J,Id DevtlopmHt Celter, 
Catholk ClH.ities MaiIII 
87 High St .. Portland 
Provides high-quality developmental child care to 
children ages 18 months-6 years. They need 
classroom assistants, help with painting, yard work, 
sewing, and blanket making, and advisory board 
volunteers. CaU Kathy Collins at 871-'7444. 
T Hn Adventure Program - Youth aM FOtIIiIy Outreach 
331 C,mberland Ave .. Portland 
Welcomes people with knowledge or experience in 
the outdoors or environmental issues to act as leaders 
and guides ror kids ages 11-15 on outdoor adventure 
trips. Call David Finitsis at 874-2370. 
Uriversity of Mtine Cooperative Extension - 4H 
P.O. lox 9300, Portland 
Helps Mainers improve their lives through hands-on 
activities and life skills development. They're looking 
for 4H Club Leaders to help youth ages 5-19 in 
inrormal "learn by doing" educational programs. Call 
Julie Kosch at 800-287-1471. 
West Sid. Child Develtplllent Center 
64 Clark St., Portland. 
Provides quality child care for children ages 2 112-6 
years old. They need child care assistants. CaU 
Darlene Dehler at 772-9817. 
YMCA 
70 For.st AYI .. Portland 
Opportunities range from working in child care or 
summer camp to teaching aquatics or helping to raise 
funds. There is a great and growing need for people to 
help. Call Jim Bouchard at 874-1111. 
y .. th A1tllllaliYes, Inc. 
1 Post Offic ...... , P.O. Box S96, PortJ.I 
Provides mediation assistance to families in conflict, 
foster care services, residential group homes for boys 
and girls, a ramily outreach program and centers and 
shelters for boys ages 7-17. They need teenage 
·volunteers to be mediators. Training provided. Call 
Angela Fileocia at 874-1175. 
Yottt. Servkts, portJ.I West 
ISS Brack.tt St .. Portland 
Portland West Youth Services consists of three 
programs: AmeriCorps, a community service 
program for young offenders; Building Alternatives, a 
job training and education program for youth from 
the Maine Youth Center; and YouthBuild, which 
gives hands-on building experience and GED 
preparation to high-SChool dropouts. They especially 
need classroom tutors, worksite assistants, help with 
coordinating community service projects, recreation 
assistants, and administrative help. Time commitment 
is minimal, typically 1-3 hours a week. Cau Sara 
Mabley at 775-0105. 
SPECIAL NEEDS 
Alpha 0 .. 
177 Mo. St .. Soeth PortlllMl 
Directed by people with disabilities, this group is 
committed to providing the community with 
information and services that provide opportunities 
for disabled people to live independently. They need 
volunteer receptionists and general office help. CaU . 
Leigh Baade at 767-2189 or 800-640-7200. 
Alzheltlltr's Association, Maine Otapter 
163 LtlKaster St .. Suite 160B, portland 
Provides resources and services for Alzheimer's 
families and caregivers, educates the public, and 
advocates ror people with the disease. They need 
office help, Helpline phone volunteers and committee 
volunteers. Call 772·0115, or 800·660-2871. 
Case Management for Youth. 11K. 
400 Congress St .. P.O. Box 15700, Portland 
Case Management ror Youth has the goal oFtaking 
mentaUy disabled children from rormal, publicly 
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financed care and transitioning them into informal, 
natural, and sustainable support systems. They need 
mentors, tutors, and transportation volunteers. Call 
Tanya Busch at 874-1000, ext. 329. 
The Cttter for Theraptltic Reaeation, 11K. 
777 51. John St., Suit. 754; Portland 
The center otTers a range or adult social recreation 
activities for individuals with disabilities, with a focus 
on aquatics. The center will train volunteers. Contact 
Morgan at 772-0504. 
Cer.bral Palsy Center 
331 Veranda St., Portland 
Offers educational programs, vocational training, 
therapy and recreation for children and adults who 
have multiple physical handicaps. The center needs 
aides to accompany staff and clients on field trips 
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. from 9:30-11 :15 a.m. and people to 
spend one hour each week helping clients reed 
themselves (available times: Mon.-Tues. at 3 p.m. and 
Wed.-Thurs. II a.m. and 3 p.m.). Training provided. 
Contact Elizabeth Morrison at 874-1125. 
Community Partners, 11K. 
66 Pearl St .. Suite 717, Portland 
445 Mail St., Biclcleford 
Community Partners provides resources for 
developmentaUy disabled adults through day 
programming and residential services. They have 31 
homes and three day programs in towns across 
southern Maine. They need volunteers to visit the 
residential homes, read to the residents, let them play 
with pets and much more. Teachers are especially 
needed, in a variety or subjects ranging from aTlS and 
crafts to vocational training. Call 780-9575 (portland) 
or 282-7113 (Biddeford). 
Creativ. Work Systltlls 
170 bm..g. St., lox 706, Portland 
This group's mission is to enable people with 
disabilities to increase or regain self-sufficiency 
through employment, personal skills development, 
and other opportunities. They need activity 
coordinators. Call AlIen Moss 879-1140. 
GoodwIlI_stries of Northn New EIgIaId 
353 (IItIIberfand Av • ., Portland 
Provides support for people with disabilities in 
residential, employment and rehabilitation settings. 
They need volunteers to provide Friendship and 
companionship through their mentor program. 
Minimum commitment is six months. Call Dan 
Paradis at 774-6323 ext. 288. 
GrOlJl Main Str_ 
705 LetIow St., PortJa.d 
This group runs five residential centers that house 
more than 20 people with mild to profound mental 
retardation. 775-0824. 
Independeat Tr.sportatian Network 
309 c..berI.I Av • ., Portlc.d 
Provides transportation for seniors 65 and older who 
have had to limit or give up driving, buI whose 
activities and errand needs haven't changed. They 
need volunteer drivers with their own vehicles (gas 
costs are reimbursed) to drive seniors to the grocery 
store, a favorite restaurant, etc. No minimum time 
commitment. CaU Katie at 828-8608. 
MaiM Center for the Bind tIICI 'f1Slllllly Impaired 
189 Pork Ave., Portland 
Sponsors evening and weekend programs for the blind 
and visuaUy impaired. Need assistants and guides to -
help with cros~ounny skiing and rock-climbing 
outings. Call Rebecca Goodwin, 774-6273. 
Moine Special Olympics 
17S John Roberts Road, Suit. 19, Soeth Portland 
Volunteers are needed to coach, officiate and run 
Maine's Special Olympics. While this organi~ation 
needs help year-round, volunteers are particularly 
needed ror the winter games at Sugarloar Feb. 1-3 and 
the summer games at the UMaine Orono campus in 
June 11-14. Contact Mark Capano at 879-0489 or 
800-639-2401. 
Multiple Sclerosis Society, Maine Grapter 
175 Lancaster St., Portland 
A small but busy organization with a variety of 
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15 
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Maine College o~rt 
BFA classes begin In 
January and September. 
Intensive foundation 
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QUEST CENTER MARTIAL ARTS 
Equipping Children With Skills 
to Succeed in School and in Life 
Our training is safe and non-competitive! 
MOMS Call Today! 
& DADS 772-7763 
Join the funl We haye 




I CI atUSM 
Open Registration January 12·16 
Registration is easy and you don't have to be 
admitted to the University to take a class. 
Open registration runs January 12-16. 
Classes begin January 20. 
For information call 780-4040, or 
toll free 1-800-800-4USM, ext. 4040. 
Register by Phone! 780-5800 
This is a great way to save time. You can 
register for USM courses by phone begin-
ningJanuary 12 if you pay with a Discover, 
. VISA, or MasterCard credit card or a debit 
card with the VISA or MasterCard logo and 
have your USM computer record created 
before registration. 
£all Ahead to create your record. To take 
advantage of phone registration, please call 
between 8:00 a.m. and 4 :30 p .m ., Monday 
through Friday, 
780-4040 or 780-5230, or toll-free 
1-800·800-4USM, ext. 4040. 
OUniversity of Southern Maine 
Earn an Associate Degree 




• Downtown Portland • Accounting • Administrative 
• Inside Parking 
• Student Apartments 
. • Business Management 
• Computer Applications 
Assistant 
• Travel and Tourism 
• Externships 
• High Job Placement 
• Financial Aid Available 
• Early Childhood 
• Fashion 
• Paralegal . 
• Telecommunications 
• Need Based Grants 
Casco Bay College, 
477 Congress Street, 
Portland, Maine 
I Day. Evening, Saturday Classes '1 . .start January, 1998 
CASCO 
!DltEGE Call Now 772-0196 
E-mail:cbcollege@8ol.com 
Chronic sinusitis, bronchitis or ear infections? 
IS ALLERGY THE CAUSE? 
Appointments available to treat Food-Mold-Dust & Pol~en Allergy 
David S. Hurst, MD 
Certified in Both Allergy 
and Ear, Nose & Throat Surgery 
222 Auburn St., Porllllnd ,878·5510 • RI. 133, Fannington, 778·3535 
"Patients should be Symptom Free and Drug Free" 
Many States Don't Legally Recognize All Relationships - But 







Will, Living Will, Power 
of Attorney, Domestic 
Partner Agreement 
Flat Fee $725 
Evening & weekend 
appointments available. 
Home visits also available. 
II Fees for other seroices 
II upon request. 
Marino & Joyce 
Attorneys & 
Counselors at Law 
• Legal services within your means 
• Initial consultation without charge or obligation 
Edwin Marino, Jr., is admitted to practice law in New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts, The District of Columbia and Texas 
Mark C. Joyce is admitted to practice law in Maine and California 
Meadowbrook Plaza 
York, Maine 
Telephone (207) 363-4800 
Fax: (207) 363-4101 
Email: marinjoy@gwi.net 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13 
volunteer opportunities. They always need general 
office help, and currently have a particular need for 
people 10 answer phones. There are also lots of 
volunteer opportunities at the society's special events, 
like the MS Walk, the MS Regatta and the MS 150 
Great Bicycle Escape. Tasks may include stalfmg rest 
stops, distributing brochures and registering 
participants on the day of the event. Creative talents 
are also needed for help with public relations, graphic 
design and public speaking. Contact Diane Reaves at 
761·5815 or 8()()..639·1330. 
Port Resources 
175 LlIIKaster St~ Portland 
Port Resources provides residential services and 
respite care to adults and children with developmental 
disabilities. Call Celia Schafer at 828·0048. 
RegioIIaI T fCIIIspartation Progr.., 11K. 
127 St. Jon. St~ PortJc.l 
Offer.; transponation services to elderly, handicapped 
and low·income residents of Cumberland County 
who need a lift to appointments to medical, 
counseling 9r training services. They're currently 
recruiting volunteer driver.; with their own safe, 
reliable vehicle (miles reimbursed). Call Charles Baker 
at 774-2666, ext. 37. 
Riding ta the Tap 
P.O. lox 66716, F.-mk 
This organization will be providing therapeutic riding 
services to disabled children and adults on a weelcly 
basis, starting in April. Volunteer.; needed, training 
provided. Call Sarah Bronson at 892·2813. 
Shalom lletlse, IIC. 
400 Congress St., Portland 
Provides housing and other services to individuals 
with mental illness in Ponland. Call Richard 
Lindgren 874·1080. 
Very Special Atts MtiM 
142 High St., S1Mt. 428, P.O. lox 4002, PortJc.I 
Creates innovative and inclusive ans opportunities by, 
with and for people with and without disabilities. 
They need office team member.; and hands-on 
volunteers to assist artists in the classroom and at 
festivals, and for other program support. 761-3861. 
ART 
hnforth Gclery 
34 OCIIIfertit St., PortlClllcl 
A community-supported nonprofit organization 
dedicated to providing exhibition space for Maine's 
artists. Volunteers needed for galIery·sitting, 
fundraising, organizing exhibitions, and all other 
aspects of running the gallery. Call Helen Rivas at 
775-6245. 
Mad Horse","", 
92 0-' St., Pertt.i 
The theater, staffed by self·proclaimed "really nice 
guys and girls," needs volunteers for ushering shows. 
assisting with mailings, helping with set constt:uction, 
collating programs, answering phones and distribut· 
ing poster.; (they offer free tickets in exchange). Call 
Conny Carlson at 828-1270 or 885·5562. 
... Arts 
512 c.n..ss St., portJc.I 
Maine Am; especially needs volunteers to plan and 
run its two biggest events - the Maine Festival and 
New Year's Portland. But it also needs belp with the 
Congress Square Festival, One World P,!nland and 
other community ans events. Tasks include stage 
management, technical assistance, office work. ticket 
selling, concessions, community outreach, data input 
and postering. Call Lyn at 772-9012. 
Oak Street Theatr. (Acen Pr"1oIIS1 
92 0-' St., Portland 
Volunteer.; are needed to usher and distribute poster.; 
(if you post 10 posters they will give you free tickets to 
the show). The theaters can also use help in building 
sets, sewing costumes, and managing props. Contact 
Virginia Van Home at 799·9251. 
rcA Grllf Perf..-es 
477 c.n..ss St .. portJc.I 
Presents world<lass touring opera, dance, musical 
and nonmusical theater, classical and chamber music, 
jazz and family entertainment at Merrill Auditorium . 
They recruit year·round for volunteer season ushers, 
and train them at the end of the summer for the 
upcoming season. They also need people to put up 
poster.; and office help. Volunteer.; are compensated 
with those tickets that are available. Call Jane 
Banquer at 773·3150. 
PortlGlld MusetHI al Art 
7 Congr.ss Sq., PortlGlld 
The art museum needs volunteer.; to assist in their 
offices and .at the museum shop, work on fundraising 
projects and to serve as guides. Contact Jean Graves 
at 775-6148. 
Portlald Lyric Theater 
176 Sawyer St., South Portland 
A primarily volunteer theater. They're looking for 
people interested in carpentry, painting, costumes and 
lighting. They also need volunteer usher.; and box 
office help. Volunteers receive tickets IE shows. Call 
Linwood Dyer at 774-4318. 
Portland Stage Ca.-y 
25A For.st AVI~ Portland 
Usher.; are needed. Individuals with experience in 
costuming, electrical work or set construction can 
earn valuable experience (and a spot in the program) 
by helping out around the theater. The stage company 
also needs volunteers to make guest artists more 
comfonable by inviting them over for dinner, taking 
them on a tour of local hotspots or driving them in 
from the airport. Volunteer.; are also needed to 
perform a variety of administrative tasks. Call 774-
1043. 
Viltage Repertory C.,..y 
35 Bradt." St~ PartJa.d 
Vintage Rep wants creative volunteer.; to build and 
paint sets, make costumes and design lights. There's 
always a need for people to usher, distribute poster.; 
and put together programs. Contact Jane Bergeron at 
774-1376. 
ENVIRONMENT 
BTAP - Bkydt Transportation Ab. .1 Part" 
P.O. lox 4506, 333 Forest Av .... portJ.I 
This organization seeks to promote alternative 
transponation in Ponland and celebrate the pleasures 
of walking and bicycling. They need fundraisers, 
publicity assistants, and community advocates. Call 
Cheryl Oliver at 77H906. 
c..n..t. AMtiMr Wgy Day 
233 Oxlor4 St., portJc.I 
This effort is organized to encourage alternative 
modes of commuting that are envirimmentally and 
economically friendly, such as carpools, bus, biking 
and walking. They need event organizers and an 
employer outreach assistant to contact area 
employers. Call John Balicki at 775·7433. 
Go!'- TniIs, 1M. 
188 NIl,.. set! St., GorJ.rr 
Go!'- t.I Tmt 
P.O. Bol 33, Go!'-
Gorham Trails and Land Trust maintains over 850 
acres of land in the Gorham area for hikers, cross· 
country skiers. horseback riders, mountain bikers and 
snowmobilers. They need volunteers to help maintain 
bails, trail sigps, bridges and more. Gorham Trails 
also welcomes volunteer.; to serve as stewards, who 
manage and maintain a particular parcel of land. 
Contact Audrey Gerry or Bob Frazier at 839·8000 or 
839-4644. 
McrirreAlMotrSocitty 
118 Rolf. 1, FaI!woIffa 
Novice to expert naturalists with an interest in 
teaching are needed for the Audubon Society's 
seasonal walk programs, speakers' bureau and public 
programs. They're also looking for weekend docents 
to answer phones and greet visitor.;. Volunteer 
opportunities include options for short or long·term 
commianents, one·time special events or ongoing 
projects. All volunteers receive benefits that include 
discounts and enrichment trilining. Training for 
Winter Walk leaders begins Jan. 9. Call Stephanie 
Cox at 781·2330. 
Maine IskrId Trail Assaciatiorl 
41 A Uniorl Wharf, Portland 
Maine Island Trail Association has a variety of 
volunteer opportunities available all year long. 
Possibilities range from data entry and fundraising to 
island clean·ups and their Adopt·An-island program. 
Call Jodi CastaUo at 761-8225. 
ALSO ••• 
Amnesty IIItltliCitioncri 
P.O. Bax 8703, Portland 
This human rights activist group needs people for 
letter·writing campaigns to pressure governments 
around the world that violate human rights. Members 
can attend monthly educational meetings. 871·5705 
or Louis Sigel at 874-6928. 
ArIirIaI R.fuge \.tag .. 
449 Strllllliwater St., W.stbroalt 
The Animal Refuge League is a private, nonprofit 
animal shelter committed to promoting responsible 
pet care. They need office help, adoption counselor.;, 
dog walker.;, groomer.;, and general maintenance 
help. Minimum comminnent is two hours every other 
week. Training provided. Call Suzanne at 854-9771. 
CanvHliorlllllll "rsitors .... _ .1 Grllter Portlarld 
305 C_da1 St., PartJc.l 
Volunteer.; are needed, primarily on weekends, at the 
Visitor.; Information Center to provide tips to the 
public about places to stay, eat and sightsee. Call 
Helen Neilsen at 772-5800. 
Frltilds IrrtltliCitiorral, IrK., Ptrtta..r mc.ter 
P.O. lox 8506, portJc.I 
Friends International, Inc. is a nonprofit group that 
works with volunteer.; to develop community 
improvement projects in developing countries. 
Domestic projects include the International 
Educational Resource Center at Andover College, 
and Sailing With Love, a sailing program which 
teaches responsibility to inner<ity kids. They need 
people interested in working with kids in the sailing 
program, to help solicit publishing companies for 
books, and to help get a discussion group started on 
intercultural issues. Call 775'{)547 or email them at 
Friends@gwi.net. 
FrItiIds 01 FtnrI F .... s 
P.O. lox 8137, PortJ.I 
Friends of Feral Felines has many rescued stray cats 
who need both permanent and foster homes. Adults 
are fllted, vaccinated and tested for leukemia and 
feline AIDS. Kittens available. Volunteers are also 
needed for trapping and feeding the cats, 
transportation, fundraising, and marketing/publicity. 
Call 797-3014. 
TIre.ltwlslr CIIEIIi.lit, (lifer 
57 AsIrr.rd St .. PertJ.rI 
The center offers senior citizen outreach and activity 
programs. child and parent classes and activities, day 
camps for children with special needs and parent and 
family education programs. They need volunteers to 
do office work and run youth programs. Call Robena 
Van Pelt at 772-1959. 
... 0vI1IMrtIts IIIrIoa 
233 Olftni St., SlIt. 3211, Partt.rt 
The MCLU is looking for volunteers to do a wide 
variety of tasks, from office work to legal research to 
desktOp publishing. They are particularly in need of 
volunteers with paralegal experience, and help with 
their education program and. Call 774-5444. 
MtiM CatftItrr lor Foed s-tty 
1 PIeasIIf St., 4t1r floor, P.O. leI 4503, Partt.rt 
Dedicated to providing food security for the citizens 
of Maine through education, research, and 
networking. They need volunteer.; to participate in the 
food bank cooperative, and receive the benefit of 
lower food prices. They need assistance with clerical 
tasks. Call Jim Hanna at 871-8266. 
... Gn.ts hrIor.rtI.ar (lifer 
USM LIny, P.O. Iox'301, portJc.I 
A resource for private fundraising needs associates to 
help monitor the center and welcome the public. They 
also need people interested in database management. 
Call Jacqueline Read at 780-5029. 
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A nonprofit grassroots organizatioo that works 
statewide on issues including the environment, 
healthcare, and civil justice. They need people to do 
data entry and help on various projects, and volunteer 
student interns for the Resource Center. Call Jane 
Jennings at 7614400. 
Maine Preservatlan 
P.O. Bax 1198, Portland 
A statewide nonprofit that works to preserve Maine's 
historic buildings and neighborhoods. They need 
people to help with special events, mailings, and 
general office administration. Call Roxanne Enin at 
775·3652. 
Mtllljay Hi C.-.ity Policing Center 
101 Atlantic St., Portland 
The center needs volunteer.; for office help, to 
distribute food one Saturday a month, and for 
coordinating community programs and projects. Call 
Angela Gleason at 756-8 I 35. 
Peac. Adian MtiM 
1 Pltas .. t St~ IIMII'Ih floor, PortJc.l 
Peace Action Maine needs volunteer.; in all aspects of 
its operations. Opportunities include planning and 
implementing their disannament letter·writing 
campaign and conflict resolution projects, assisting 
with bulk mailings and volunteering in the office. Call 
772.{)68j) . 
Peac. II1II Justk. Center .1 s..them M_ 
1 Pltasant St., lawtIr floor, PortlClllcl 
A meeting space and resource library for: Physicians -
for Social Responsibility, Maine Coalition for Food 
Security, Maine Lesbian and Gay Political Alliance, 
Vete.rans for Peace, Let Cuba Live, Women's 
International League for Peace and Freedom, Maine 
Foreign A/fa~ Education Fund, Pax Christi, the 
Gay, Lesbian and Straight Teachers' Network 
(GLISTEN), MaineSbare, and Outright. The center 
needs volunteer.; for administrative work. Call 772· 
0680. 
PortIaIId's DaWllloWil District 
400 c.n..ss St., Portlarld 
Provides marketing, infonnation and promotion 
services to help enhance the economic viability of 
POnland's downtown area. They need volunteer.; to 
run periodic special events. Call 772-6828. 
Portland hbIk A«tss (IIf., 
681f1th St., PortJ.I 
Offers classes in video production and editing for 
Portland residents so they can creat~ community 
programming on a noncommercial television station. 
Call Ann Wright at 780-5940. 
Rtfi'1II1IIII StrrIer VoIrIIIf. Pr .... 
P.O. lox 10410, PtrtIIIIII 
RSVP seeks out people 55 and older who would like 
to help others and places them in meaningful 
volunteer positions as near to their home as possible. 
Benefits are available and include compensation for 
mileage, lunch money and insurance. Contact 
Priscilla Greene at 775-6503. 
1IrrIt. WI'( 
P.O. leI 15200, 400 Calgrtss St., portJ.I 
The United Way needs help in its volunteer center 
and for special projects year·round. It also prints a 
free booklet, "Let's Help," which describes volunteer 
opportunities in the area. If you haven't found a 
volunteer niche by the time you've read this far, call 
874-1000 to ask for a new copy of "Let's Help." 
World Aflais Cotrrd 01 ... 
USM, P.O. 101 9300, portJc.I 
The World AITa~ Council promotes understanding 
of international a/fa~. Pley need volunteers for such 
tasks as bookkeeping, individual membership 
assistance and maintaining their home page. Contact 
Barbara Ganly at 78M55 I. 
Listings compiled by J01UJlhan Adams 
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No ·excuses 
I t's that time of year again - time for our annual volunteer issue, no
w in its 
fourth edition (see page 10). 
We publish the issue the first week of January because this is the traditional 
time 
to make resolutions ~bout how to live a better life. We figure, if we can p
ut this 
information in front of you right at the moment when you're thinking abo
ut how 
you can be a better person, then maybe you'll stop just thinking about it, p
ick up ! 
the phone, make the call and get personally involved in helping others. 
businesses opened up all over town; while some closed, as well, there seems t
o have 
been a net gain in economic liveliness, especially in formerly bleak areas s
uch as 





We live in a society - stressful, fast-paced, alienating - in ! 
which it is increasingly easy to look away from people in need. 
Our culture puts a greater value than ever on material wealth, at ; 
the expense of spiritual and emotional health. And yet our 
frantic consumerism - of everything from the latest toys and 
fashionable clothing to digitized information and big-budget 
movies - doesn't seem to be helping us fmd happiness. 
There were some dark moments, too, and some knowledge to be gained f
rom 
them. We hope, for instance, that the horrible lesson of the Sabato Raia
 triple 
murder case has been learned: There are some citizens out there who want 
to play 
by their own rules, and our legislators and law enforcement officers need to m
ake it 
clear we a;e not going to accept mob justice at the approach of the millenn
ium. If 
that means Maine's self-defense law needs reforming, or that police n
eed to 
improve their dispatching system, then let's do it. 
We hope that the people of Maine stand firm against the right-wing activists 
who 
would deny equal rights to lesbians and gay men. It took years to get civi
l rights 
legislation passed and signed into law in this state. Get out and vote "N
o" to 
protect it on Feb. 10 . 
What is almost certain to bring some measure of happiness, 
however, is an unselfish effort to fill a need. Try it. You may be surprised 
at how 
much you get from giving even a little of yourself. 
We also hope that Portlanders will continue to improve their awareness 
and 
understanding of the city's increasing number of residents who are not 
white, 
Anglo-Saxon Ch;istians. It is too easy, when you are in the majority, to ov
erlook 
the way those in the minority feel and the obstacles they face. 
Looking backward and forward 
Here's looking forward to 1998. May it be a good year for all of you. 
SARAH GOODYEAR 
Correction 
In many ways, 1997 was good for Portlan1f On the cultural front, the year w
ent 
especially well. Merrill Auditorium proved itself as a top-shelf venue for bi
g-name 
national acts as well as local arts groups; the club scene demonstrated a liv
eliness 
almost unheard of in recent years (see "Risky business," page I 8); we were 
treated ! 
to great original dance and experiments in theater; a slew of new outlets fo
r local 
artists opened up; and several Portland bands put out solid new releases. 
Economically, too, the city shared in the prosperity of the nation at large. 
New 
A story about Portland Performing Arts' purchase from the city of a Longfe
llow 
Square building ("Fast dancing," 12.25.97) contained incorrect dates 
for the 
expected closing of the deal. The group had planned to close on the deal by t
he end 
of 1997. 
A real lifesaver 
Casco Bay Wukly wt/comes 
your Ittters. Please kNp your 
thoughts 10 less than 300 words 
(longer leiters may be «ii/ttl for 
space rtaSOns). and include your 
addrrss and daytime phone 
number. Lmm, Casco Bay 
WreN/y, 56/ _Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04/01 or via 
e-mail·nJiJor@cbw.maine.com. 
Having just read your "So noted" in the 12.25.97 
issue ("Respect where it's 'due"), I would like. to thank 
you for your mention of the emergency medical 
technicians and for drivers to pull over. As a member of 
the Portland Fire Department, the ability for us to get 
to the scene in a prompt and safe manner greatly 
increases our c.hances of saving lives whether at a fIre 
situation or a medical emergency. 
Again, thanks for bringing these issues to the 
attention of your readers. 
Robert M. Wassick 
Training captain 
Portland Fire Department 
\ 
A maner of interpretation 
Congratulations to CBW for its accurate quote from 
the Catholic Charities Maine fax used in the article on 
refugee interpreter services ("No speak English? Too 
bad., " 12.18.97). Granted, it must have been frustrating 
LETTERS 
not to have an undocumented interview quote on 
which to apply those awesome CBW creative writing 
skills, so essential to telling a good story but a real drag 
for presenting an undistorted, objective article . You 
know, journalism, as opposed to CBW·Speak. I've yet 
"We're not perfect, but give 
Catholic Charities Maine credit 
for what we do achieve as well 
as our flaws." 
to master the esoteric meanings of CBW-Speak (no 
interpreter services seem to be available), but I am 
getting the hang of it. For instance, if CBW calls 
(always on deadline, of course) seeking to talk to a 
specific person who is not in the office that day, then 
that person "refused to be interviewed." If we return a 
CBW call and the reporter isn't at her desk at tbat 
moment, then we have refused to return CBW's calls. Is 
this true? Hey, as they say in "Doonesbury," " . .. it 
coulda happened," and hey, it does! 
Along with the fax, CBW received information on 
RRPinterprete. This service, created by Catholic 
Charities Maine's Refugee Resettlement Services, 
consists of 60 on-call interpreters offering over 20 
languages. Oops, CBW forgot to include that piece. 
Also included was a source of quotes from community 
leaders who have highly praised RRPinterprete. Nope. 
No quotes from those sources. Are these emergency 
services that we offer? No. As your article states, we are 
contracted by the state to help clients get so~ial services, 
not emergency services. The Portland Police 
Department, Maine Medical Center and Crisis Shelter 
all keep their own lists of on-call interpreters for 
emergencies, and they constantly strive to improve 
those services. 
It's true. Catholic Charities Maine is not perfect and 
there's always room for improvement. There are some 
unhappy employees; some unsatisfied clients; some 
critics; some programs that need work. We know that, 
and we strive to improve. There are also 700·plus proud 
employees and hundreds of volunteers who work with 
selfless dedication through Catholic Charities Maine to 
help over 25,000 very satisfied, grateful clients every 
year through 40 programs, projects and services 
statewide. It's called continuous quality improvement. 
We work for it and we achieve it. We're not perfect, but 
give Catholic Charities Maine credit for what we do 
achieve as well as our flaws. 
By the way, how's the continuous quality 
improvement effort going at CBW? The way your adult 
entertainment section is growing, you should be able to 
afford to layoff the sensationalism and bashing the 
nonprofits pretty soon. Well . .. it could happen. 
Paul J. Luise 
'Public Relations Director 






• HUMAN BRAIN 
WEEK 1 
I 
• HUMAN BRAIN 
WEEK 2 




YOUR BRAIN ACTUALLY 
GROWS WHEN YOU FEED IT 
THINK FOR YOURSELF 
JANUARY 1, 1998 
Black Tie ... 
iJ Moving to the Ol~ Port! 
After 10 years, we have outgrown our South Portland location. Than
ks to your 
continuous support, BLACK TIE is proud to announce our move.to the Ol
d Port. 
<AJ our way of Jaying Thank You, 
we are offering: 2 for 1 lunch at our 
South Portland location for the 
entire month of JanuarylO 
* some restrictions apply 
Come visit us in our new exciting location at 
Black 
T I E Czteldll9 Ca~e 
188 Middle St. behind the Pavillion on February 2nd, 1998 
We hope you will join us! Thanksfor 10 wonderful years! 
870 Broadway South Portland 799-7119 
Getti-ng on the information 
superhighway just got a lot 








Designed to meet the access, speed and reliability demands of bUSiness, 
CommTeI Internet, Maine's most powerful statewide Internet provider, is 
now available for your home-at a substantial savings. 
Now, for a limited time, there's free sign-up, no installation fee, and you 
even get the first month's service at no cost!* 
What's even better, if you have a new computer with Windows 95 
Internet Explorer pre-installed, you can be up and surfing on the Net 
within minutes of calling to sign upl 
Don't miss this special offer for Maine's most 
advanced Internet service. Call CommTel Internet at 800·643-6265 
or sign up through our website at www.ctel.net. 
* This offer applies only to our most popular residential standard and premium service and is 
good through February 1, 1998. 
Think For Yourself 
Part of CommTel, a Maine 
communications company for 100 years 
www.ctc1 net 
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_ Livin' lounge: Opening with?ut any fan- • 
• fare in early December, Una Wine -• • • Bar & Lounge at 505 Fore St, has • 
• been establishing itself as a glamorous, • 
a • 
• smoke-free spot for swilling single malt • 
: scotch and sipping wines. Una also offers a : 
• menu of appetizer-sized Mediterranean dish- • 
: es that changes weekly. "We're reviving the : 
• classic '50s cocktail thing with a '90s twist." • • • • says co-owner Michael Burke. • 
· -• • Honky-tonk holiday: Diesel Doug and the + • • • long Haul Truckers prOVided some relieffor _ 
: those suffering from an overdose of saccha- : 
• rine Christmas music. The band turned out a a 
a • 
• cassette of "demented, dysfunctional" • 
Yuletide tunes called • 
"On DaSher, On 
Dancer, On Diesel, 




frontman Scott· link said • • 
the idea for the two-song a 
• cassette occurred to the a 
Truckers in early -
• • • December, and went from conception to a 
• completion (at Big Sound in Westbrook) in • • • • • little more than -48 hours. The band recorded • 
• rough-edged versions of Robert Earl Keen's 
a 
• "Merry Christmas From the Family" (with an 
a 
• • 
: appropriate cultural alteration for Maine lis- : 
• teners: Little sister's unwelcome new • 
: boyfriend is no longer Mexican; in deference : 
• to local prejudices, he's French-Canadian) • 
• + and Commander Cody's "Daddy's Drinking _
• Up Our Christmas." "We plan to put it out • 
• + • again every year," said Link. "We'll keep • 
EVERYDAY PEOPLE - SHIP AHOY - TAKING THE PLUNGE-
BOOMIN' BEATS - BOSTON'S BAD BOYS 
: adding a s,ong or two, until we have enough : 
• for a whole album." • What do these guys want? Clubs hav
e to cater to their clientele In order to survive, FILE PHOTO/COLIN MALAKIE 
• 
: • Raia redux: Sabato Raia was found not : HI-sky busl-ness • 
• guilty of triple murder charges in December a 
• • • • because a jury concluded he acted in self- _ 
: defense. But. according to the owners of a : Portland's club scene may be growing up, but that's still no 
• Rottweller that was on loan to _ 
: Rala at the time of the killings, Portland : guarantee people will go out. Those in the know shed light on 
• police had no such excuse for killing their • the lessons of 1997. 
: dog. James and Michelle Bowie of Westbrook : 
• sent a letter to the Portland cops shortly • 
• • • before Christmas, stating their intention to _ • ZOE S. MIL L E R 
• suefor$IS.600becausetheyaliegeanofficer - Aftc;r a year that's see
n an unprece--
• • • unnecessarily dispatched their pooch, Danzig • dented number of club openings and 
• Von Schilling. Police said the animal had to be • closings, not to mention 
a solid run of 
• • • destroyed because it was preventing officers • appearances by national acts, Portland 
: from entering Raia's house. But the Bowies : club owners say they've 
learned a few 
• claim the incident was the result of "irre- • lessons about how to avoi
d the extreme 
: sponsible inrational thinking" and charge the 
• officer with bei~g "trigger happy." That's 
• • eerily simil.r to what the cops originally said 
• about Raia. Maybe the police can hire Raia's 
: attorney, Jack ("If You're Scared, Shoot''') 
: Simmons, to defend them from the Bowies. 
• highs and lows . Mike Stewart, a co-• _ owner of Raoul's, made a habit of book-
+ ing big names in 1997. But the shows • 
• tanked as often as they succeeded. Now, 
+ his eye on the competition, Stewart's • _ being more careful. "I'm not going to 
+ take as many risks with national acts," he . 
• • 
• • Flower power: After a stint as head design- - says. "It's gonna be surviva
l of the fittest . 
: er and buyer at The Maine Flower Exchange : It's gonna be whoever 
has the most 
• in South Portland, David Charity is striking - money wins." 
: out on his own. Due to open Jan. 2.: And money was flyin
g around like 
• "Romance After Dark," located at a dandelion fuzz this past year. Asyl
um, 
• - Metropolis and Millennium
 - clubs that 
_ 25 Forest -Ave. next to Portland Stage • 
• promised classy, upscale clubbing -
• Company. will mix antiques. consignment. 
• • opened their doors in early
 summer. The 
• bridal consulting and, of course, flower • • Pavilion added a restaurant and beefed 
: .nrangement What's with the name! "I pre- • 
• fer to call myself a mood designer." explains • 
: Charity. "I create moods for people to enjoy : 
• at home, like floating gardens with candles for • • • • romantic [interludes J." caw • 
up its live music offerings. Stone Coast 
did away with its emphasis on cigars and 
tried all-ages shows. The Bitter End, 
starting modestly as a barcade, opened a 
music room and gave some indication of 
filling the hole left by the closing of 
Granny Killams. Through it all, the ques-
tion remained: Can Portland support all 
this? 
It depends on whom you ask. The 
owners of the now defunct Millennium, a 
mostly gay-themed bar that occupied the 
former Hedgehog Brewpub space on 
India Street until closing in late 
September, would probably tell you no. 
But Tom Manning, co-owner of the 
Metropolis dance club on OUter Forest 
Avenue, says that Portland has treated 
his club well. In the middle, there are 
people like booking agent Jim Ahearne 
of The Don Law Company and band 
manager Bill Beasley (who booked 
shows at Asylum until early November) 
who say that above all, Portland clubs are 
most successful when they pay attention to 
their audience and proceed with caution. 
"The clearest couple of lessons are. 
stay small, or if you're big, diversify," 
says Beasley. "The smaller places, Iilee 
the Free Street Taverna and The Bitter 
End, they all seem to be moving along on 
the same plan or bringing in more music, 
and they're all doing pretty well. There's 
a lot of competition. If you're a big club, 
you can't get by on the music." 
Feast II' lanine 
If you visited Portland during the. 
month of October, when the clubs were 
bursting with live music from bands as 
varied as Goldfinger, Son Volt and Sister 
Hazel, you might have gone home telling 
tales of a city with a thriving music scene. 
You might have attributed that windfall 
of music to the new clubs, concluding 
that Portland was on a roll. 
You'd be only partly right. 
"Portland is an end point," says 
Beasley. "Most bands tum around in 
New York or Boston. We're what you 
call a tertiary market." AhearI\e agrees. 
"We really have very little control over 
who comes when. We don't call them up 
and say, 'Hey, come start your tour in 
Maine, ,,, he says. "Bands just pick a time 
block and go on tour, and they don't 
coordinate it with anyone else. So you 
could have a week with smokin' shows 
every night, and then a time with noth-
ing. " What Beasley and Ahearne are get-
ting at is that Portland may have had the 
venues to house this smorgasbord of 
bands, but no one should base their budget 
calculations on such uncommon and 
infrequent booms. 
But what goes up must come down. 
The lull of the past few months, though 
typical of the holiday season, is a sign 
that Portland is still a place where clubs 
need to offer something other than music 
to pay their bills. "Things looked great 
this year," says Ryan Dolan, an indepen-
dent promoter who works with Zootz, 
Stone Coast and Don Law. "But when it 
comes down to reality, it's an extremely 
dangerous business to be in. I liken it to 
gambling." 
Still, most club-owners agree that hav-
ing high-priced national acts can be 
worth the risk, even when they draw 
sparse crowds. Top-flight bands elevate a 
club's reputation. "Sometimes you have 
to take a loss," says Raoul's Stewart. 
"You have to sprinkle in the national 
acts because it says something about 
your place. " 
ClH:lH:hIIIga 
Aside from openings and closings, 
Portland's clubs saw changes in direc-
tion as well. Stone Coast and Asylum 
both tested the waters of all-ages and 18-
plus shows, taking on the burden of fenc-
ing, bracelets and disgruntled over-2ls to 
open the live music up to a wider audi-
ence. Stone Coast owner Grant Wilson 
says all-ages and 18-plus shows have . 
turned out to be a great format for the 
club. Wilson has made every Saturday 
night I8-plus , and plans to continue 
booking bands that demand all-ages gigs, 
like The Jon Spencer Blues Explosion. 
Ahearne sees this as a positive trend for 
Portland. "Take a band that plays on 
CYY, most of the audience for that is 
teenagers," says Ahearne. "If yOUT club 
is 21-plus, then you're basically cutting 
off a lot of your audience. That's a big 
development reaching out to that audi-
ence. For a lot of them, that's a new 
option that nobody knows about. And 
for the 2I-plus who might think 18-plus 
means no alcohol, it; s a new experience 
too." 
Scot Orchow took a big risk by adding 
a music room to his Fore Street barcade, 
The Bitter End, this fall. The nightspot, 
with its $1 cover charge on weekends 
and diverse booking, has earned 
approval from people like Dolan, who 
says, "It's a great stage, it's the perfect 
place for development." But, while 
Orchow is positive about the future, he is 
wary of making any predictions. "It's 
real early in the growth of the band 
room," he says. "I'm sure that this spring 
is gonna boom again and we'll do music 
more and more. I never expected the 
place to expand so much my first year, 
but I'm young and I figured the scene 
needed it. I started this business with 
very little money and the band room was 
a huge growth at that time, so now I'm 
recovering. " 
Overall, most people involved with 
the local music scene agree that we have 
both a good variety of venues and an 
educated audience. "The market is very 
mature in that we have first-rate clubs," 
says Ahearne. "When a band shows up, 
the amount of staging, sounds and lights, 
we're in really good shape. We've got 
clubs in a lot of different sizes that appeal 
to a lot of different audiences, we've got 
radio stations in a lot of the different for-
mats, so there's a maturity in the market 
and the audiences are educated. They 
know what they like . They certainly 
know what they don't like." 
But in Ahearne's opinion, with the 
proliferation of new clubs and the 
reopening of Merrill Auditorium and the 
State Theatre, the market is satu'rated. 
"If somebody told me they wanted to 
open up a club in Portland, I'd tell them 
they were qut of their mind, because 
we're there," he says. "Now is not the 
time." 
Once a IIIIIIIloWD ... 
When all is said and done, Portland's 
club scene will stay small because it's a 
small city. That doesn't mean it can't be 
a stellar small scene, but it will always be 
a risky place to make a living presenting 
music. "You could promote the hell out 
ofa show and you still don't know," says 
Dolan . "I've been burned 'a million 
times. It's a really unpredictable market, 
because you can't count on music fans to 
come out - if it's cold or if they paid 
their rent last week. And that's OK. It's 
just the nature of the market here and the 
amount of people we have." 
Beasley has a slightly different take on 
the matter. "There's this sense that, 
'What? There's a cover charge? I never 
pay a cover.' At the same time, they'll go 
to a crappy movie. It's the Old Port 
Tavern mentality that, 'Hey, I'm buying 
beer, I shouldn't have to pay a cover." 
In Ahearne's eyes, it comes down to 
what people expect for their money. "In 
a lot of ways the clubs aren't competing 
against each other," he says. "They're 
competing against videos and going out 
to eat. We're pretty entertained as a cul-
ture, and people have different expecta-
tions about their experience. The 
challenge from our end is to figure out 
what our audience wants. And not just 
the music, but what kind of experience 
do they want?" 
The fact remains that 1997 was a year 
when Portland's club scene got better, 
not worse. Despite his negative experi-
ences, Dolan remains positive. "We're 
making things happen," he says. "We're 
gonna keep doing it . That's how you 
make a music scene. You lose a lot of 
money. There's always gonna be people 
doing what we do, but in a market as 
small as this people are gonna be very 
careful. It's looking up because we 're 
working very hard." caw 
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0 
FRIDAY 
GREAT MusIC AND FREE 
SATURDAY 
PIZZA AND PITCHERS Broke? Under II? like Husic? 
SUNDAY We (an #e~"", 
FIESTA SUNDAY, FREE BUFFET Friday Night5-No (over 
TUESDAY Saturday Niqht5-/8+ 
NAME THAT TUNESDAY 
THURSDAY FIOTIAlJ. COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
AU. IA! SIIUI 
GREAT TIKI BUrfET 
FRIENDS, FOOD, 
MUSIC ••• GREAT 
TIMES! 
PRIZES AWARDED NIGHTLY 
WEDNESDAY - HOURLY PRIZES 
LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY 
OURS: TUE-FRI 11AM-lAM 
SAT & SUN 4PM-lAM 
Prime cut 
Boston rock 'n' roll band The Peasants has retumed from the grave. The original band 
(known then 
as The Velcro Peasants) may have called it quits in '94, but last Janua/)', Boston dru
mmer Steve 
Hart was so enthusiastic about the band's old music that he convinced frontman Pete
 Cassani to 
give it another go. Now The Peasants has a year of gigs and new music behind it. On 
the new CD, 
"Out On the Street," the band 's sound varies from a blend of pop punk and garage rock
 to the coun-
t/)' sensibilities of "Vacuum" and Dylan's "Don't Think Twice." Hear for yourself Jan 2
 at The Bitter 
End, 446 Fore St, Portland, at 9 pm. Tix: $1. Caged Heat headlines. 874-1933. 
thursday 1 The Comedy Coone<tIon I TheBasement Zootz Dave Filigeraid (9 pm/ SSI Rockin' Vibration (9;30 pm/ $21 Decades 0' Dance 1·70s. '80s, 
Asylum FfoeStrootT ...... The BIg Eas, '9
0s dance .. th OJ fl( One/9 pm-3 
Y-Night la OJ hom WCYY spins Ihe !eMy JumflSlal1!10 pm/$3) call ahead 
am/S3 after 11 pm/alfages after 
latest modem rock Uacksj8 pm-2 1:15 ami; Roc Room (9 pm
-l 
am/no """) -', ~ The Bitt" EM am/no cover) 
The BiC Easy 
Riot AcI(rock/9;3O pm/$41 Static 1319 pm/$1) 
~ Chief (llI.>!s/9:3O pm) Q/1I36 --The _EM One WOld ijau/8;3O.pm-l am/no Rakish Pad<tj (Uaditionallrish/9 sunday 4 
Can ahead (9 pm/no """') 
"""') pml 
_UWIo WI 100 "'" CWll00 free blJffet and mus~ 14 pm-l TJ Ihe OJ spins Top 40 (9 pm-l Ken Gnmsley and Friends Idass~ 
TJ Ihe OJ spins Top 40 (9 pm-l am/no"","" :n/no"""'l 
rock) 
:n~_'n~t) 
The~ The CGIIOdy c-tiooo 
__ 
Ffoe_T_ College Night (OJ Derrick spins hip 0 ..... FIIIge<aId 19 pm/SS) 
An Grian lirish Uadition~/3-6 
Call nad hop and dance/1S+/l0 pm-3 I FfoeSblllT ...... pm/no """') 
Gri136 am/$3, 21+/S5, lS+) I Call nad The Condy ComoctIoo 
The Sean Mencher S .. ~ Corrbo -... George Hamm's Comedy Showcase 
('305 and .4Os>tyIe "'~&i!;45 ,-" Chemlree New Yeal's Bash with Uncool Niece 19;30 pm/$41 18 pm/S61 pm/no COYef) MZ·Stress and Renegade (hip FfoeSblllT ...... 
_UWIIo hop/S pm-l:n /$12/ages 15-23) Q/836 Squirrel Jam (10 pm/no ""'"" 
Knlke(8 pm-l:n) The ..... 
Clawia Anldestein and Charie GlfttyIlcDul', 
The_ House par1y 10J Dale '0. Il!edd' 
Rizzi ijauf8:3O pm-l :n/no COYef) Kevin Midgley (acoustic ~/6-10 
College Night with OJ Dale 'Da Dotsette/S pm-2 am/$3 after mid-
_UWIIo pm/no COYef) 
Il!edd' Dotsette (Top 40 dancej8 night) Pizza and
 P<l:hers (8 pm-l :n/no _UMo 
pm-l :n/no """') c...100 ""'"" Resta Sunday (flee btJffetj8 
pm-l 
OIoIPo11T_ TJ Ihe OJ Top 40 19 pm-l :n/no The~ :n/no COYef) 
The Carol Blakeney 8aod Irock/l0 """') 
OJ MOOt spins Top 40, hip hop and OIoII'o11T_ 
pm/no COYef) OIoII'o11T_ 
techno 118+/10 pm-3 :n/S3, Kar .... with Dancil' 000 Coonan __ T_ 
The Ca-ol BIaI<eney 8aod Irock/l0 
21+/SS.18+) 110 lX11/no coverl 
Ken Grinsie)' and Friends (dassi: pm/no ""'"" 
MetN,aIIo TheA .... 
rockl TheRodl 
'70s disco explosion ladies' night Karaoke with Eric Kn.oger (9 - Sun Dog (alt rock """'/9 pm/no 18 pm-4 am/S3~adies fiee/l8+ hom 1-4:n1 pm/no COYe~ CoooIJy line dancing IS pm/no """'I The_ -cOYerl SisI", Oaoce party (hip hop to slow Free pool and football (1 pmitour' 
Slone Coast IInIwIIIC ~ oanc;~ (8 pm/no ""'"" janls/8 pm-3 am) nament at 7 p
m) 
Concert 'karaoke .. th Greg P ... rs 5onoewtIeIt OIdPtotT ..... --The~ Joe ViMani Ipiano/7;~ 12:30 The Carol Blakeney Band (rock/l0 Mariene Daley Ipiano/1:~ 12;30 
OJ Boll look's All Request NigJlt pm/no COYef) pm/no_r) pm/no """'I 
('70s, '80s and '90s dance hits) Slone Coast IIrewirC Compony TlleP ..... St ... Coat a-.~ 
ZooIz Lir<oIrNile (alt rock/9:3O pm/no OJ Shane Staples (Top 40 daoce Jau brunch (11
 a11>2;3O pml 
Roc Room (9 pm-l am/no """'I cOYer) hits/S3) The Undetpound 
The Undergrao.nd The Rock Andy
's Weekend Party (9 pm-l:3O 
friday 2 





Asylum VeniIo'. S~t ... 
Free Fall Sunday .. th OJ Moshol 
Guest OJ (10 pm) A440 (Top 40/9 pm/no cover) OJ Dawn (dance mus~/8 pm) 
Ihip hop/9 pm-3 :n/S3 aner 11 
The Basement Zootz Some ....... 
pm); Ret Room 19 pm-l am/no 
Ton's birthday extravaganza with ' Urban Dance with OJ M
oshol and Joe Villani (piano/1;~12:3O 
caver) 
Canine and Squagmire (9:30 OJ O'drum 
Ihip hop, trip hop and pm/no cover) 
pm/S21 ac~
 jau/9 pm-3 am/ $3 after 11 
St ... Coast B-"C ComtNIly monday pm/~I·ages after 1:15 ami; Roc 5 
The Bi, Eas, Room (9 pm-l am/no COYefI I 8il~ Lee Soul RoyleW 19;30 pm/ 
0.0. & the Road Ki~s (Texas 18+, $7 - 21+, $5) The BiC Eas, 
blues/9:3O pm/$21 The Underground Laser 'araoke 
with Ray Dog 19:30 
TIle Bitt" End saturday 3 Andy's Wee,end Party (9 pm-l:3O 
pml 
Caged Heal and The Peasants am) TheF. 
(rock/9 pm/Sl) Asylum Venllo', Open m~ with Ken Grimsley 
Club 100 Beat Street OJ Dale 'Oa D
red<!' 1\440 (Top 40/9 pm/no """"I Free Street Tav .... 
TJ Ihe OJ s~ns Top 40 19 pm-l Dotsette 
splls the hottest sounds Open mic with Joe Page (10 pm/no 







Merrill Aud~orium, 1/25 
Pantera 
CMCC, 1/26 
Old Poll T ... m 
Karaoke v.ith O .... in· 000 
Corman 110 pm/no CO'/efl 
The UndelgJOIIld 
All Day HaWl Hoor 
ZooIz 
Dominate Ihe Spec~s (gothic 
industrial dance and fetish 
night/9 pm-l am/S31; open m~ 
in Ihe Roc Room (9 pm-l am/no 
", .. ,m 
luuday 8 
The Big Easy 
Open ~ues jam (9;30 pm) 
Free Street T ....... 











The Big Easy 
AIIo West & Ihe LA Bluesmen 
Iblues/9:30 pml 
The Bitter End 
Call ahead 
Ctubl00 
TJ the OJ spms Top 40 19 pm-l 
am/lad~s' nlghll 
The Comedy C_ 
Improv stalTi~ The 10 18;30 
pm/S51 
Free S_ TIY .... 
Nebulous 110 pm/no coverl 
Gritty MeDull', 
Desprit AVakadoz IS pm-m~n~t) 
King Memphis (rockabil~/8 pm-
m~nigJlt/no co .. r) 
, HeadsUWIn 
HeadsUWIn 
Name That Tunesday IS pm-l 
am/no coverl . 
0IcI1'oII Tavern 
W,'s End (10 pm/no """'I 
s.n.M .. 
Karaoke w'h LarT)' & LarT)' 19 pm-
1 am/no """'I 
Si ... Coast 
The M~ael Parish 8aod 
19:20pm/Sl1 
The~_ 
NK:l.el and dime night 
ZooIz 
Roc Room (9 pm-l am/no _r) 
'Heads U Win- Day (hoor~ 
prizes/8 pm-l am/no C<l'IefI 
The_ 
Call ahead 
0IcI1'oII T ..... 
Greg P ..... Kar .... ll0 pm/no 
COYefI 
ThePmtIon 
Ladies' n~ht with OJ Shane 
Staples (Top 40 daoce 
hits/S3~adies heel 
Slst", 
EI~n N~t lfiee poolf5 pm) 
Some ....... 
Open mic (9 pm-l am/no coverl 
The~ 
New Year's Eve Party 1112/$10 
advaocel 
Zootz 
Roc Room 19 pm-l am/no coverl 
club directory 
ArcIt" 121 Commercial St. PortmI. 773-8593. 
As~ ... 121 Center St. Poftland. 772-8274. 
The Barl<i1g Squinel Deering Oaks, Po<IIand. 774-5514. 
The Basement 1 Exchange St, Portland. 828-1111. 
The Big Eas, 416 Fore St. Po<IIand. 7801207. 
The Bitt" End 446 Fore St, Portland. 874-1933. 
Blian Boru 57 Cenler St, Portland. 780.1506. 
Club 100 Route 100. Gray. 7582374. 
The Comedy C ...... 1ion 
6 Custom House Wharf, Po<IIand. 774-5554. 
The fotCe 42 Wharf St, Portland. 773-9685. 
F ... S_ T ...... 128 Free 5t, Portland. 774-1114. 
_',13 Brown St Portland. 772·7891. 
GrIt 36 36./,1ar1let St, Portland. 772-6099. 
GrItty McM,396 Fore St, Portland. 772·2739. 
Heads U W'1I27 Forest A .. , Portland. 774-1100. 
The InMtry 50 Wharf St Portland. 81~5. 
Metro9atIII037 Forest A .. , Portland. 797·3781. 
The _ 421 fore St, Portland. 772·1983. 
Old Poll T ..... 11 Moulton 5t, Portland. 
0'_.'. lJndIoC 175 ~,ett St. So. Portland. 767·3611. 
The _188 Midd~ St, Portland. 773-6422. 
Pet ..... I.ony', 
Doub~uee Hotel,123O Congress St PortI"",774-5611. 
Raoul's 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
The Roc, 365 forest Ave, Po<IIand. 772-6693. 
SlYer Hoose T ..... 340 Fore St, Portland. 772·9885. 
Slst", 45 Danforth St, Portland. 774-1505. 
_117 Spring St, Portland. 871-9169. 
St ... Coast a-. Com!oa1)' 14 Yorl< SI, Portland. 773-2337. 
Tipperary Pub 
Sheraton Tara Holel, 363 Maine Mall Rd, So. Portland. 77~161. 
Top of the East 
Radisson Hotel. 157 High St. Portland. 775-5411. 
The thlerpoand 3 Spring St, PortIar<l. 773-3315. 
Venlllo'sl55 RMlrside St. Portland. 77~536. 
Zootz 31 Forest Ave. Portland. 7738187. 
Unless otlw!lwise noted, cfubs requite that 





with all your friendS & 
L.AZY 
LIGHTWJG 
I Tim '5 Birthd~y Party 
"ilhC an In e 
and S qua g m y r e 
.................................... 
I ~~C~INJ VI8~A ImN ................................... 
IDADY ZOOT .................. ,. ............... . 
I MOTEL BROWN 
BARGAIN BASEMENT SPECIALS 
CHEAP BEER & FREE PIZZA EVERY DAY 5-7PM 
828-1111 
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OLD PORT TAVERN 
Maine's Oldest, Biggest 
and Most Popular GAY BAR 
And Yes, OUY Closet Doon 








Buffet, Party Favors 
Complimentary 
Glass of Champagne 
... IX: 
SIOADY 
SI2 DAYOF __ 
u...d-.s_ 
col NIck HIIprtn 




Roadhouse Restaurant & Premier Entertain
ment Venue 
• The Pub Downstairs · "A Sportin' Bar" • 
865 Forest Ave • PorUand • 773-6886 
....... WedI2.31 
LOBSTER DIP 
Most peopk fall-to go through with tIIdr New
"'kar's resolutions bcca\l9C when it's all said a
nd done, the first day of the year is just the
 first day 
of the year. Where's the stiDg of purification
71be agony of casting off the old self! 
The answer is in CascO Bay. Litcral1y. The Por
tland Rugby Club dares anyone with II mas
ochistic bent and the desire to help a good
 cause to join 
them for an icy plunge. It's brine over bmns as th
ese dippers get a full coat of freezlqg sea water, b
ut it doesn't mean they're crazy. All pledge
s 
from the event benefit Maine Special OJrm
pics. To break last year's record, the-dub n
eeds at least 109 daredevils. but those who ta
ke their thriils 
vicariously are welcome, too. And no, ,,
-wings are not permitted. At Edt l!Dd Beach. Por




You thought the holidays were over? Not 
so. This is the final day of the African-Am
erican holiday ofl:wauza - the Kwanza Karamu. 
a harvest 
f~ast 4n celebration of rommunity, sharin
g and p~ce. Celebrate with a spirited CO
mlliDatiOIl 0' ~ dance, poets and foo
d, including a 
performance by Kwabena CHAN KnsaPils
qehSis, Michael Wingfield with his Afro-
Culr.!n.drums and ancestral dances by Alf
inadah Faray. 
Questions? Relax. Sistha Keita Whitten, on
e ef the events organizers. is Oft hand to tell 
tile * Of lwauza. And remember to hliIig drinks and a 
potluck dish to feed 10. At Chestnut Street
 Church. 17 Chestnut St., from 1-4 p.m. Fre
e. 7ao.:8137 er 771-9954. 
"COLOUR NOTES" BY PAUL BONNEAU 
be certain it's time to cut back on your day jo
b and pursue your dream of being an artis
t, but then it's also highly likely you're not
. 
The efforts of this graphic designer turned ·c
olorlst" a~ the subject of "Colour Notes,"
 an exhibit featuring landscapes, portraits 
by French and American Impressionists. A
 man of many brushes, Bonneau uses wat
ercolors, acrylics and pastels in his 
appeared in the Judi Rotenberg Gall~ in B
oston and the Mast Cove Gallery in Kenn
ebunk. and is represented in over 94 
At the Portland Public Library Lewis Galle
ry, 5 Monument Sq. Mon., Wed. and Fri. 9 a
.JIL-fi p,m., Tues. and Thurs. noon-9 
p.m. Runs through Jan. 3 I. Free. 871-1758
. 
THE JEALOUS HUSBAND a THE F
LYING 
DOcrOR AT PSC 
Sure, France under King Louis XIV suffered
 absolute monarchy and a 
couple or" financially disastrous wars - bo
t, boy, those years were 
hilarious. To wit, Portland Stage Com
pany delivers laughs 
straight out of the 17th century with "The 
Jealous Husband" and 
"The Flying Doctor," two comedies b
y Moliere featuring 
Benjamin Stewart in the title roles. Th
e first is a story of 
marital mistrust, the second of mariial m
ismatch - and both 
are prime examples of the wit that made
 their author a court 
celebrity. At Portland Stage Company, 25
A Forest Ave, at 7:30 
p.m. Through Jan. 25. Tues.-Fri. at 7:30 p.
m., Sat. at 5 p.m., Sun. 
at 2 p.m. Also Jan. 10 at 9 p.m. Tix: $18-$
29. 774-0465. 
mss"s)' 6 
pSO'S "THE GREAT RUSSIAN MASTERS" 
The end of the Cold War has brought sha
meless commercial exploitation of anythi
ng 
Stark. raving hilarious: 
Moliere one-acts at psc starting Jan. 4 
Russian, from "The Visible Lenin" model 
leit to "Molotov-opoJy; in which two player
s must hammer out a secret nonaggressio
n pact bours 
before the game starts. Some authentic RussiBfl 
cukure is jU!t what's needed. Portland Sy
mphOBy Orchestra's "The GR:at Russian 
Masters" 
higl!lights-worlcs by Zwilich, Mussorgsky, 
Prekotiev ami the man who is apparemly
 IIIiriej shoulde- to shoulder with B~,
 Tcbaikovsky. 
(However, not aU tile composers repres
ented are dead or men.) And featured i
n the -orchestra is 18-year-old virtuoso 
Hilary Hahn, an 
lICCGIIijllished violinist since she'was 10. At 
Menill Auditorium, at 7:30 p.m. TIX: $21-$
41. 842"()800. 
q U K PIC K S 
d 
-The reason to s
top having fun. Round 
the season a celebratio
n of Jack Frost's 
picture books, poems and a simp
le craft. For kids age 
Memorial Ubr.iry, 479 Main St., Westbrook
. from 10:30-11 :30 
dAN 4 
- Brides-to-be - and grooms, too -
Maine Bridal Show. Wedding 
the Holiday Inn By the Bay, 88 
inglredil~nts for a wedding at the 
KI~ ~ENIUS: 
Hillary Hahn joins the PSO for "The Grea
t Russian Masters," Jan. 6 
T' AI CHI CH'UAN 
. '~d<..~~ 
~Q:'~~ f 
~ (5' .~t' 
0-1- '\.~ 
FULL CIRCLE SYNERGY 
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open 2-10, earlier or later by appt 
offers classes in Portland, Lewiston 
and Yarmouth' 846-0848 
Portland Hot Tubs , Massage 
30 Market St, Portland· 774-7491 
SMALL BUSINESS: Independent, challengin
g, fulfilling, profitable, 
very challeriging, driven, pOSSible, even mo
re challenging. 
Start yours today! 
Counselors to America's Small Busine
ss 
Workshops begin January 6. 
For Information, times and schedul





FOR ALL PARTIES 
GEARY'S BEER DINNER 
JANUARY 12. 1998· 7 :00PM 
A FIVE COURSE MEAL PAIRED 
WITH GEARY'S PORTFOLIO. 
RESERVATIONS ONLY. 
$30.00 PER PERSON, 
PLUS TAX AND GRATUITY . 
LUNCH MONDAY THROUGH SATU
RDAY 
11 :30AM·3PM 
DINNER SEVEN NIGHTS STARTIN
G AT 5PM 
201-1~O-~966 
94 FREE STREET • PORTLAND 
www.dineportland.com 
I • I 
I 
./ 
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HARMON'S ~ BARTON'S 
Celebrate 
584 Congress Sr. , Portland ME 
207.774.5946 • 117 Brown St. Westbrook,ME 207.854.2518 
5010 OFF 
/> HOLIDAY & ALL DINNERWARE 
ACcolitrementJ for living 
425 Fore Street, Portland - 771-7900 
Broke? Under 21? Wanna go out? 
~ ~\\\ Stone Coast Brewery ~as (~anged t~eir s(~edule, 
\~ ~'f... ~\ ~ rli~~ niy~~ all n~, aM SatulOOy niy~~ all 18·, 'IIlo lov~ Yd, ~Iy? 
\~ -fri. Jdn Z -lincolnville (NO (QY[R); Sdt. Jdn 3-Billy Wee (lB+) 
-fri, Jdn 9-Blitz Dynette(NO (oY[R); Sdt. Jdn IO-Ronnie [drl (lB+) 
-fri. Jdn,16-Ni(~ Ddnger (NO (QV~R); Sdt. Jdn Il-Boogie ~nog~ts (l8+) 
~~t~R~f~o~at~!,~~~~ 
House party IV 
It was one of those nights when it was already 10 p.m. and I hadn't given even
 the 
slightest thought to changing my clothes to go out. But my roommate and I w
ere in 
no hurry, because Zootz would be open until 3 a.m. And besides, it was Dec. 2
6, and 
we had to recover from the emotional mayhem of Christmas. When we were
 finally 
scrubbed down and spruced up, we decided to check out the Old Port. 
Congress Street felt like a barren wasteland, and ev;n though the air was un
sea-
sonably warm, passing through Monument Square 
made me feel cold. I was beginning to think that 
~ • everyone was still home eating leftovers when 
.. ~ we heard peals of laughter from a gaggle of 
j1 20-somethings on Free Street. By the time 
we reached Tommy's Park, we found 
more people walking on Exchange 
Street. One passer-by flashed us what 
was just about the scariest smile I've 
seen in my entire life - the fiendish 
kind that suggests the person must 
be plotting something devious. It 
reminded me of the people in that 
1930s anti-pot propaganda film, 
"Reefer Madness." 
We dashed across Middle Street 
and decided to escape to The 
Basement. I hadn't been there on a big 
night since they moved the bathrooms 1\. . ...... ,.. and extended the bar, and I was impressed 
, " by the mass of people packed into the space. 
The whole place feels different - brighter and 
more welcoming. And while some of the grungy 
cl).arrn is gone, I like the change. The only trouble was, we 
couldn't muster the energy to push to the bar through the throngs of people. 
Since it 
was nearing midnight anyway, we decided to ditch the Old Port and head to Z
ootz. 
It was the second week in a row that I've gone to Zootz for their new urban d
ance 
night. Up until Dec. 19, Friday at Zootz was Bounce, a chem-free, all-ages
 dance 
night that 1 just never got into. Now, it's like my prayers for Zootz hav
e been 
answered. DJMoshe spins hip hop and dance tracks - a mix of stuff you've h
eard on 
MTV or radio, vintage rap and stuff you won't know unless you buy shitloads
 of new 
music. By I a.m., the dance floor was packed with people grooving to the bea
ts. One 
couple, whom I dubbed Mr. and Mrs. Good Looking, were doing some heav
y duty 
dirty dancing, but still managed to keep their clothes pressed and their hair gel
 crisp. 
At one point, we were shooed from our post next to the stairs by a guy loo
king 
frantically for his coat. Tall and skinny, with tight jeans and a long-sleeve T-sh
irt, the 
guy dug under the stairs and popped up periodically to tell my roommate in
 a very 
emphatic tone, "This place is dumb!! This place is dumb!!" Her eyes grew w
ide and 
she turned her back to avoid laughing in his face. 1 watched him as he strutted
 past us 
toward the door. Suddenly, as if a spell had been cast on him, he was touched
 by the 
groove and started busting out on the dance floor. 
The place definitely had a positive aura going for it. Originally, urban dance n
ight 
was supposed to be presided over by DJ D'drum, a new, New York City-st
yle DJ, 
from midnight-3 a .m. (He mayor may not join the crew in January.) But o
ur own 
home-grown DJ Moshe (a.k.a. Mark Shephard) showed that you don't nee
d to be 
from away to know what makes people move. The music, with its dense f
eel and 
decidedly funky bent, felt so right to so many people that the atmosphere was
 akin to 
a house party - complete with a friend of Moshe's booming emcee-style e
ndorse-
ments from the booth: 
But there's always another side. As we departed, a hip-looking, youngish girl w
ear-
ing a sweatshirt and jeans was ranting in the lobby. "1 hate hip hop," she exc
laimed. 
"I hate it!" Then, lamenting the passage of the way Friday night used to be, sh,
e grum-
bled, "It's turned into hootchie momma night." 
All this observing and getting down gave us an appetite. And besides, it was n
ear-
ing 3 a.m. We made our way down Forest Avenue to our 'Iocal convenience st
pre, the 
glorious Big Apple, for some ice cream treats. As we walked the final stretcH
 to our 
apartment, it became clear that - despite our nightlong efforts to fill our brai
ns with 
music we like - our little snack stop had left a sinister tune in our heads: Bob 
Seger's 
"Running Against the Wind." 
Zoe S. Miller hopes that urban dance night will break her of the dork syndrome that haunts her 
white-bread New England soul. 
clelnltlelr slt'l a I g Ie 
Legends don't have it easy. Odysseus had to navigate past the Sirens, Scylla and Charyb
dis, Aerosmlth 
. has confronted the equally treacheous waters of studio rock, hair bands and grun
ge. And though 
Odysseus was being punished for his arrogance, maybe Aerosmith has survived this long 
because of the 
band's wry sense of humility, evident in album-titles like "Permanent Vacation' and c
urrently, "Nine 
Lives.' The real reason, of course, is their music. Now Steve Tyler and the boys bring the
iF tomcat cool 
and ginger·spiced limericks to Portland, an event Homer would probably describe as "l<ic
kin'." Jan 7 at 
the Civic Center, Portland, at 7:30 pm, Tix: $33.50. 775-3348. 
• Auditorium, Portland, Civic Center, 1 Birch "Mission: Impossible: 
IIIIIIC at 7:30 pm. Tix: $16- St, Lewiston, at 7 Written by Jane Martin. At 
AetosmIth Jan 7. The wel~ $30. 842.{)8()(). pm. Free (tickets 
Oak Street Threatre, 92 
weathered band rocks on Lou DelIIIMco Jan required). 
Oak St. Portland. Thurs at 
with its • Nine Uves" tour. 9, A singer, song· Call 474-2105 
7:30 pm, Fri and Sat at 
At the Civic Center, writer and storyteller 
8 pm, Sun at 5 pm. 
Portland, at 7:30 pm. with comedic aspira- bl8afii Tix: $18 ($16 students 
Tix: $33.50. 775-3348. tions. Del Bianco 
and seniors). Sat night tix: 
PSO's GtNt RussIan chases awWf the "AnnaWeIu
' $20 ($18 students aod 
!II_ten Jao 6. The winter doldrums. Jan 8-2
5. Dar!< seniors). Preview perfor· 
Portland Symphony Presented by L/ A
 Water Theatre mance Jan 8. Tix: $10. 
Orchestra presents an Arts.
 At Lewiston presents an Jan 11 and 18 are pay-
orchestral potpourri of M
iddle School explosive tale what yo~n. Jan 15 a
nd 
Russian masters Zwilich, 
Auditorium, of lies and 22 are 2·for·l. 775-51
03. 
Mussorgsky, Prokofiev and 
Lewiston, at memories, "The Ayln, Doctor a 
The 
Tchaikovsky. featuring 
7 pm. Tix: exploring the I Jealoul Husband" Jan 4-
guest violinist Hilary Hahn. 
$6.782·7228. effects of 25. A pair of 
one-act plWfS 
At Merrill Auditorium, 
WTOS25th False Memory by Moliere, fe
aturing 
Portland, at 7:30 pm. 
Annlyersary Syndrome. At Benjamin Stewart in the 
Ball Jan 1. the Office title roles. At
 the Portland 
Tix: $21·$47. 842-0800. The new year Pub, 477 Stage Company. 25A
 
Christopher O'RIley and starts off Congress St, Forest Ave, P
ortland. Tues-
Carter Brey Jan 8. PeA loud with Portland. Fri at 7:30 pm, S
at at 5 
Great Performances pre- perfor· Thurs·Sat at 8 pm. Sun at 2
 pm. Also Jan 
sents pianist CHristopher mances by pm. Sun at 5 4 and 11 at 7
:30 pm, Jan 
O'Riley and cellist Carter Rustic pm. 10 at 9 pm. Reception
 fol· 
Brey in a peformance of Overtones, Tix: $10. 892· lows performance on 
Jan 
classics from Brahms, Twisted Roots, 3728. 8. Discussion
s follow per· 
Martinu and ProkOfiev. as Gouds Thumb "Criminal Hearts" formances on
 Jan 11 and 
well as the tango-infused and Uncle Jan 8-Feb 8. A com- Jan 18. Ti.: $18-$29.
 Jan 
'Confin Sur" by contempo- Jack. At edy where 'The Odd 10 is pay-what·you-can
. 
rary composer Jorge Luis Central Maine Couple ' meets 174-0465. 
Gonzalez. At Merrill 
HOLIDAY INN BY THE BAY 
January 4 • Portland 
p lOAM-4PM 
Win the GRAND • Receive $50 in Gifts & Magazine 
HONEYMOON _ FREE from ElegantBride 
Package! (first 500 Brides·to·be) 
" • Shop with Over 75 Local & 
National Vendors 
• Portland's Largest Bridal Show! 
HOURLY FASHION SHOWS FEATURING 7 FASHION SALONS 
For more 
info orto 
plus .. , ~y • • 
meet ElegantBride! 
/~ Vt1N S600ijiN WNOERAIH:WAORFE! ' , . "HORITME 
<to:':':':' .~ .y." 
Produced by Spectacular Events -




a comedy by Jane Martin 
Directed by Andrew Sokoloff 
January 8 • I'ebruary 8, 1998 
Thursday· Sunday 
Thursday at 7:30 p, m, 
Friday and Saturday at 8:00 p. m. 
Sunday at 5:00 p.m. 
Pay-what-you-can January 11 and 18 
Buy one, get one fru January 15 and 22 




Mad Horse Theatre Company at the Oak Street Theatre 
Box Office 775-5103 
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Show your tickets to PortlAnd PlAyers 
and save 20% on dinner entrees 
Dinner Th. Fr. Sa. 5-10 Breakfast & Lunch 
Tu.-Fr. 7-2; Sa. Su., 8-2 
CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
CAFE AVAIlABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES 
767-6313 • fax 799-5037 
388 Cottage Rd. • So. Portland 
BRUNCH UNDER $5 
LUNCH AROUND $6 
DINNER UNDER $10 
ENJOY WINE, BEER, & GREAT FOOD 
WATCH SKATERS DANCE ON THE POND 
LUNCH & DINNER (fHURS-SA 
774-1740 • Spring & High Streets • Tues-Thur 5pm-10pm • Frl & Sat 5pm-11pm 
AMERICAN 
NATASHA'S. Portland 's newest restaurant 
featuring New American-style menus for break-
fast, lunch and dinner prepared with the fresh-
est ingredients, including pastas, local fish , 
grilled meats, and many vegetarian selec-
tions. Breafast M-F, 7-11; Lunch M-F, 11-2:30; 
Dinner Tu-Sa, 5-10; Brunch Sa-Su, 7-3. 40 
Portland St. . 774-4004. Handicapped accessi-
ble. 
OLD PORT TAVERN. Try our delicious daily 
specials & usual mouth-watering fare . Sun-
Thurs Primne or Adam's Rib only $11.95. 
Visa, MC, Am Ex. 11 Moulton St., Portland . 
774-0444. 
RAOUL'S ROADSIDE ATTRACTION. Enjoy 
lunch or dinner in our funky, casual atmos-
phere, comfortable enough to bring a date or 
dine alone. Sandwiches, appetizers, vegetari-
an items and homemade desserts. Hours: 
Mon-Thurs 4-10p, Fri-Sun lla-l0p. MC & Visa 
accepted. Parking. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 
773-6886. 
STONE COAST BREWING COMPANY. Full-ser-
vice, nonsmoking restaurant with something 
for everyone - from a quick burger or sand-
wich to fresh seafood or char broiled sirloin. 
Lunch and dinner, 11:30a-l0p, Sun-Thur (until 
12a, Fri & Sat). Sunday Brunch Buffet with live 
Jazz from 11a-2p. Plenty of free parking. 14 
York St., Gorham's Corner , Portland. 773-
BEER. 
SEAFOOD 
DOWN-EAST VILLAGE RESTAURANT. Widely 
known for excellent cuisine, we offer beautiful-
ly prepared selections, including a variety of 
fresh seafood. Savor an atmosphere reminis-
cent of Yarmouth's ship-building days gone by. 
Dinner served Thurs, Fri & Sat w/ authentic 
ethnic buffet Tues eyenings, Oct . . May. 
Breakfast and lunch served daily. 705 U.S. Rt. 
1, Yarmouth , 846-5161. 
J'S OYSTER. Enjoy white linen quality dining in 
a relaxed atmosphere with a lovely view over-
looking Portland's working harbor. Savor our 
spec ialty shellfish and pasta dishes and 
much, much more . MC / Visa / Discover 
accepted. Parking in adjacent lot. 5 Portland 
Pier, Portland. 772-4828. 
NATURAL FOODS / JUICE 8AR 
MESA VERDE, Flavorful, healthful Mexican 
dishes, vegetarian specials and healthy juice 
bar. Happy Hour Mon-Fri , 3p - 6p. Enjoy fresh 
juices, fruit shakes, smoothies, juice combina-
tions, fresh fruit margaritas, rum smoothies 
and other frozen delights. Casual atmosphere. 
Serving lunch & dinner. Take-out available. 
618 Congress Street (across from the State 
Theatre) 774-6089. 
CAFE 
BARBARA'S KITCHEN AND CAFE. Acclaimed 
So. Portland destination offering appetizers 
like asparagus wrapped with prosciutto and 
honey-mustard, savory entrees like Moroccan 
chicken with lemon, olj ves, saffron, and 
capers, seafood and vegetarian fare . 
Breakfast and lunch, Tue-Fri, 7a-3p; Sat-Sun, 
8a-2p; Dinner Thur, Fri and Sat, 5p-l0p. 388 
Cottage Rd., 767-6313. 
BINTLIFF'S AMERICAN CAFE. (Daily 7am-2p) 
Experience signature items, custom 
omelettes, wraps , tortillas, and other 
American Fusion Cuisine. Selective dinner 
menu (5:30p-9p) will please the simplest of 
cravings to the most discriminating palates. 
Homemade desserts, full bar and extensive 
wine list in Greek Revival surroundings. 98 
Portland St. (across from the post office). 774-
0005. 
BLACK TIE. Savor our simple, satisfying fare 
or elaborate cuisine: hearty soups, delicious 
sandwiches, pastries, homemade desserts, 
tempting lunch entrees and famous . $4.95 
blue plate special - a hot lunch which changes 
daily. Take home dinners always available. 
Catering specialists onsite. Open Mon-Fri 
7:30a-3p. Free parking. 870 Broadway So. 
Portland, 799-7119. 
BLUE MANGO CAFE. New owners have trans-
formed the old Woodford's Cafe into a lunoh 
and dinner eatery with full bar. Featuring 
Chicken Orporto and Jamaican Seafood 
Gumbo. Fresh seafood, homemade soups, 
breads, dressings, and desserts. Listed by 
Holiday Inn Preferred Restaurants. Major cred-
it cards accepted. Open Tues-Sun, l1a-l1p. 
129 Spring St. 772-1374. 
THE MUSEUM CAFE (PORTLAND MUSEUM OF 
ART) Tasteful luncheon items, desserts, and 
pastries served in a distinctive setting. Tues-
Sat 11:30a-3p, Sun 12p-3p. Seven Congress 
Square. 775-6148. 
SWEET ANNIE'S TEA SHOP. Try our tasty roll-
ups, chilled soups, well-filled crepes, 
popovers & fresh fruit desserts. Hearty sand-
wiches made on Borealis bread, delectable 
baked goods and Portland's widest assort-
ment of tea by the cup, ounce or pound. Open 
Tues-Fri, 11a-6p, Sat lla-5p. 642 Congress 
St., Portland. 773-3353. 
LIGHT FARE 
SMILING HILL FARM ICE CREAM & SAND-
WICH SHOPPE. Over-stuffed sandwiches , 
fresh salads, farm-made chowders , chilis and 
soups. Daily l1a-2p. Over 40 flavors of ice 
cream and .non-fat frozen yogurts. Ice-cream 
pies and cakes, frappes, floats, sundaes, 
cones and humungous sundae bar. Daily 11a-
7p. (Dairy & Farm Market 9a-7p.) 71h County 
Road (Route #22), Westbrook. 775-4818. 
I DINER 
BECKY'S ON HOBSON'S WHARF, 
Scrumptious homemade dessElrts in an 
authentic style diner. Breakfast, lunch and 
now serving dinner Tues-Sat evenings until 
9pm . Hours: Tues-Fri 4a-9p, Fri midnight-Sat 
9p, Sat midnight Sun lp, Mon 4a-2p. Parking. 
0. 390 Commercial St., Portland. 773-7070. 
m'<UtC-':·::';Ot.¥~*'''.*P:IFIFifi*'{jt¥·:''~1f<tfu2*iMfuri*iB::I:&)'y: __ IW:W=?lW~;:~1 




FEDERAL SPICE. Original four-star conceptuer 
serving the best in wraps with multi-ethnic and 
heart-healthy ingredients from around the 
world . All under $61 Everything available to go .. 
Delivery available 11:30a-2p, Mon-Fri. $2.50 
Micro Pints after 5 p! Open Mon-Sat 11a-9p; 
Sun lp-8p. 225 Federal St., Portland. 774-
6404. 
ECLECTIC 
ASYLUM, Looking for fantastic food & excel-
lent entertainment? Seek Asylum . 
Scrumptious soups, sexy salads & sophisti-
cated s andwiches . Daily speCials, fresh 
desserts & homemade bread. Happy Hour 4p-
7p, Mon-Fri. Free Buffet Thurs-Fri. 121 Center 
St .. Portland, ME. 772-8274. 
THE BARKING SQUIRREL· CAFE IN THE 
PARK, Deering Oaks Park . Portland 's answer 
to "Tavern on the Green." Enjoy lunch, can-
dlelit dinner or Sunday brunch next to our 
huge, crackling fireplace. Homemade, multi-
ethnic and American cuisine starting at $1.50. 
Kid 's menu. Beer & Wine. Serving Lunch & 
Dinner Thur-Sat, Brunch Sat 'til noon & Sun 'til 
3p. Parking. Visa & MC. 774-5514. 
BRAY'S BREWPUB & EATERY. Serving lunch, 
dinner, pub-fare, and fresh Bray's ales brewed 
on the premises. Occupying a 120-year-old 
Victorian farmhouse, Bray's emanates a com-
fortable atmosphere of old-fashioned charm 
and simplicity. Open year-round. 45 minutes ' 
from downtown Portland on Rt. 302 at Rt. 35 
in Naples. (207)693-6806. 
CAFE UFFA. Multi-ethnic vegetarian and fish 
specialties including applewood grilled 
salmon, pan-seared Casco Bay scallops, fresh 
ravioli and fish sausage. Hand-picked wine 
an,d beer selection, including ten wines by the 
glass, Geary 's Hampshire and Pyramid Ales. 
Breakfast Wed-Sun, Dinner Wed-Sat, Visa and 
Mastercard accepted. 190 State St., Portland. 
775-3380. 
COTTON STREET CANTINA. Delicious meals 
including Grilled Tequila BBQ Chicken and 
Chimichurri Quesadilla. Dinners include Chili 
Shrimp Com Cake, Fresh Fig and Walnut Goat 
Cheese Tart. Lunch Mon-Fri, 11:30a-2:30p; 
Dinner Mon-Thurs, 5p-9:30p; Fri-Sat , 5p-
10:30p. Happy Hour Thur·Fri, 4p·6p. 10 
Cotton St. , Portland, behind Brian Boru's. 
775-3222. 
GEORGE'S. Delicious food, creatively present-
ed, an accessible wine list, and a welcoming 
atmosphere. Come for cocktails, coffee, 
dessert, or dinner and you'll be back! Full bar. 
Dinner seven days/week, 5p-l0p, Brunch Sat 
& Sun 9a-2p. Full late-night menu Thurs, Fri & 
Sat. MC/Visa/Amex. George's 21 Pleasant 
St., Portland. 774-5260. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar - now featuring 
50 beers on tap. Extensive menu .. . sandwich-
es, soups, salads, platters. Lunch or dinner in 
the mysteriOUS Woodfords area. MC, Visa , 
Amex accepted. Parking. 540 Forest Ave . 
Portland. 772-0300, 
KATAHDIN. Spring & High Streets· 774-
1740. Featuring Portland's most eclectic and 
best tasting menu. Great foods made with 
only the freshest of ingredients. Come in and 
.INTLI.,.,. 
A@;;f;tN 
Unique Daily Bnmch -
DINNER FRI-SAT 
5:30"9:00 
enjoy the fun atmosphere, nationally pub-
lished recipes , and award winning desserts. 
Open Tues-Thurs 5p-9:30p, Fri & Sat 5p-
10:30p. 
PERFETTO. Funky flavors of the 
Mediterranean by Chef Scott Pelletier. Entrees 
include grilled meats and fish, local seafood, 
fresh pasta, and our famous Paella ($12-
$16). Approachable wine list and full bar . 
Lunch Man-Fri, 11:30a-3p; Dinner starts at 5p 
seven days. Sunday Brunch 10a-3p. 28 
Exchange St., Portland. 828-0001. 
PORT BAKE HOUSE. Take-out fresh baked 
pastries and great lunches. Summer seating 
on the deck. Soups with pizzazz, creative deli 
sandwiches and healthy salads. All our deca-
dent European cakes and tortes available Fri 
& Sat evenings by the slice. Enjoy them on our 
romantic deck. 205 Commercial St. , Portland. 
773-2217. 
TABITHA JEANS. Maine's most cosmopolitan 
restaurant offering an eclectic menu including 
the freshest in seafood, grilled and vegetarian 
dishes, friendly service, and extensive wine 
list. Lunch: Mon-Sat, 11:30a-3p . Dinner: 
seven nights starting at 5. All major credit 
cards. Handicapped accessible. Smoke free. 
Member Park & Shop. 94 Free St., Portland. 
780-6966. 
VICTORY DELI & BAKE SHOP, Hearty break-
fast, mouth watering baked-from-scratch 
breads and pastries, freshly prepared soups, 
stews, salads, pasta and vegetarian special· 
ties, delicious sandwiches. Beer & Wine. 
Monument Square, 299 Forest Ave. and One 
Portland Square. MC/VISA accepted. 772-
7299, 772-3913, 772-8186. 
ZEPHYR GRILL. brunch (brunch) n. 1 a late 
first meal of the day that takes the place of 
both breakfast and lunch. 2 feta and spinach 
fritatas, multi-grain pancakes, wild mushroom 
and Brie omelettes, with hand-cut bacon, 
salmon steaks, and more. 9:30a-l:30p, 
$3.50-$7, 653 Congress Street, 207-828-
4033. 
ZYGOT BOOKWORKS & CAFE. Inviting and 
friendly service. Inspired and inventive food. 
Reasonable prices. Described as a place that 
"not only nourishes your body but actually 
changes your state of mind." Specializing in 
vegetarian soups , chilled noodle .dishes & 
great sandwiches. Open Mon-Fri 8a-7p, Sat 
10a-3p. Closed Sundays. 61 Pleasant St ., 
Portland 775-4121. 
~ ARK E T, C A F E (J CAT E R 11'01 G C. O. 
AURORA PROVISIONS, **** Fresh baked 
scones, Herculean coffee, morning 
music ... seasonally inspired soups, sandwich-
es, and Chef Cheryl's renowned gourmet din-
ners to go. Outstanding wine and beer 
selection, unique housewares, fresh produce 
and sundries. Tues-Sat 7:30a-7:30p, Sun 8a-
6p, 64 Pine Street in Portland's West End, 
free parking. 871-9060, MC V AE. 
WOOD GRILL 
RACHEL'S WOOD GRILL, Inventive cuisine 
delicately seasoned with wood smoke and 
cooked the way God intended - over flame, 
Elegantly unpretentious atmosphere . 25 
wines by the glass. Lunch Tues-Fri 11:30a· 
.. ~....., ===e 
~L"=t> 
~~"'" 
ZEPHYR GRI LL 
SUNDAY 
~ ___ B_~_:~_t-.. A_~ .. f~:~~T 
------... e;> 
2:30p, Dinner Tues-Thurs 5:30p-9p, Fri & Sat 
5:30p-l0p. MG, Visa. 90 Exchange St. (upper 
Exchange) Portland. 774-1192. 
PIZZA/PIZZERIA 
RICETTA'S, Scrumptious & creative entrees & 
lunches like you've never tasted! Pasta dish-
es, calzones, antipasto, salads, soups, sand-
wiches, pizza & delicious desserts - or try 
our tasty lunch buffet. What makes us 
unique? Wood-fired, brick oven cookin ' ! Call 
for delivery. Open Sun-Thurs 11:30a-l0p, Fri & 
Sat 11a-11p. 29 Western Ave, S. Portland, 
775-7400. 
I TAL I A 1'01 
ANTHONY'S ITALIAN KITCHEN, Voted best in 
Portland 2 years running! Pizza - pasta - sand-
wiches - beer & wine. We make the best wraps 
in town! Try our mile-high lasagna!! We sell 
3000 slices of pizza a week! Come in and see 
why. "Portland 's best cheap eats." Visa, MC, 
AMEX. Parking, handicap accessible . 151 
Middle St., Portland. 774-8668. 
FRESH MARKET PASTA, Voted "Best home-
made pastas and sau_ces" in Portland 3 years 
running. Open for lunch, dfnner. Italian wine 
and beers. Espresso, Cappuccino, Desserts. 
Bring the family! MC, VISA and Amex accept-
ed. 43 Exchange St, 60 Market St., Portland. 
773-7146. 
8AR-B-QUE 
NORM'S BAR BQ. "Portland's Best New 
Restaurant" featuring Norm's Wicked Good 
Sauce, Smoked Ribs, Fried Chicken, Black 
Bean Soup, SBQ Sandwiches, Catfish and 
daily Tapas. Beer & Wine available. Lunch and 
. Dinner Tues-Thur 12p-l0p, Fri & Sat 12p-11p, 
Sun 3p-9p, Closed Mondays. No Credit Cards. 
43 Middle St., Portland. 207-774-6711. 
MEXICAN 
. GRANNY'S BURRITOS, 420 Fore St. , Old Port, 
Portland . 761-0751. Preparing all of your 
Mexican favorites: Burritos, Quesadillas, 
Nachos & more. Functional food for functional 
folks - burritos until midnight! 
MARGARITAS MEXICAN RESTAURANTS. 2 
great locations in Portland! 242 St. John 
Street at the Union Station Plaza, 874-6444 
and 11 Brown Street, oppOSite the Civic 
Center, 774-9398. These amigos know how to 
serve up huge, oversized meals and colossa~ 
sized drinks! Happy Hour starts at 4p with free 
hot appetizers and great drink specials. 
TORTILLA FlATS, A memorable experience in 
fine, affordable Mexican cuisine. Chili Happy 
Hour Mon-Thu, 4-7, free chips, salsa and chili. 
Open Sun 12p-9p, Mon-Thur 11:30a-close, Fri-
Sat 'll:30a-llp. Free parking. VISA, MC, 
AMEX, and Discover. 1871 Forest Ave., 
Portland, between Riverside and the Turnpike. 
797-8729. -
ICE CREAM /DESSERTS 
Q'S ICE CREAM. All ice cream made on the 
premises - with over 100 varieties of to 
choose from. Baked goods, other inspired 
desserts, Green Mountain Coffee, cappuccino 
and espresso available . Relax in a warm, 
friendly atmosphere. Open at 'til 9:30p Sun-
Thur, 'til 10:30p Fri-Sat. 505 Fore St., 
Portland 773-7017. 
JANUARY 1, 1998 
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A black-and-white photo at Patsy Dickinson, cellist with the Mld-Coast Chamber Orchestra, by Uly Chatterjee, at the Salt Gallery 
ope n i n g S work by 12 artists. Ongoing, Dianne Saltas, Elin O'Hara scapes from the permanent Robert Clements Gallery 
Portland Public Ubary Hours: Wed-Sat 11 am- and Tom Lewis Borbelly collection, John H. Halford 81 West Commercial St, 
5 Monument Sq, Portland, 4 pm. 998-5841. show through Jan 15, Gallel}', Shows through Portland, 'The Artist's Gift.' 
Reception for 'Colour ArtWorks MECA Building, Hours: MQn-Fri 8 amooon, Jan 11, paintings, mixed media 
Notes,' landscapes, por- 97 Spring 51, Portland. and 14:30 pm. 774-2214, • 'Art and ute In tile works and sculptures by 
traits and nudes by Paul Maine College of Art·s sales Bayview GaileI}' 75 Market Ancient MedH.~· Alan Chrichton. Bevin 
Bonneau, Jan 15 from 5- gallel}' featuring jewell}', St. Portland. Folk art sculi> Work spanning the 4th cell- Engman, Mark Ha~of, Buzz 
7 pm. Opens Jan 3. Shows photography, sculpture. lures by Robert Stebleton tUI}' A.D, Walker Gallel}', Masters and Michael 
through Jan 31, 871-1700, handmade books and pot- show through Jan 3. Hours: Ongoing, Stasiuk, shows through 
tel}' created by MECA alumni Mon- Sat 9:30 am-5:30 pm. • 'AsIan Art' A selection of Jan 3, Hours: Mon-Sat now 
showing 
'Above. Below' New paint· 
ings by Eric Hopkins and wool 
rugs by Angela Adams. 
Ongoing, Hours: by appoint-
ment only, At 88 Pleasant St, 
Portland,871-7916 
Artwerks 102 Maine St, 
Brunswick, A group show of 
and s1udents, as well as 244-3007, decorative arts objects from 10 am-5:30 pm. 775-2202, 
members of the Maine Bowdoin College Museum the peomanent cdllection. Collee By DesiCn 
Crafts Association. OngOing. 01 Art 9400 College Station, John H, Hafford Gallel}', 620 Congress St, Portland. 
Hours: Tues-Sat 11 am- Brunsw~k, Hours: Tues-Sat Ongoing. 'Cool Hand-Painted Stuff' 
5:30 pm. Thurs 11 am- 10 am-5 pm, Sun 2-5 pm, • "Portraits· American per. by Lisa Ruhman, shows 
8 pm, 775-5098, closed Mon, 725-3275, traiture, dating from the through Jan 4. Hours: Mon-
Bango, TheoI0gIcaI MUSEUM CLOSED UNTIL 18th centul}' to tum of the Thurs 7 ama pm, Fri 7 am-
SemInary 159 State St. JAN 5, centul}'. Bowdoin Gallel}', 9 pm, Sat 8 ama pm, Sun 
portland. Works by Bradford • 'American I.andscapeo' Ongoing. 8 ama pm. 772-5533. 
Fuller, Brian Kavanaugh, Examples of American land- Also at Coffee By Design, 
Monument Square, 
Portland. Hours: Mon-Fri 
7 ama pm, 761-2424. 
Foghorn Gallery 4 Clinton 
St, Portland, Intemational 
folk art, OaxacaI}' wood 
carvings, black pottel}' and 
crafts of indigenous pe0-
ples. Ongoing, By appoint-
ment. 781-2563, 
Gallery Hair Design 
153 U,S, Route 1. 
Scarborough. Photographs 
by George Riley. Ongoing, 
Hours Mon-Fri 8 am-7 pm, 
Sat 8 am-5 pm, 885-5903, 
Gallery 7 49 Exchange St. 
Portland, 'New Faces: ' 
works including baskets, 
clay, fumiture. glass, mixed 
media, fiber and sculptured 
metal and jewelry by 10 
Maine artists, Ongoing, 
Hours: MOil-Wed 10 am-
6 pm, Thurs-Sat 10 am-
8 pm. and Sun noon- 6 pm. 
761·7007. 
George'. 21 Pleasant St. 
Portland. Oil pa intings by 
Kari Van Tine. Ongoing, 
Hours: MOil-Wed 5-10 pm, 
Thurs-Sat 5 pm-l am. Sat-
Sun 9 am- 1 am. Sun 9 am-
10 pm. 774-5260. 
Hole In tile Wall 
Studloworks Route 302, 
Raymond, ' Art You Can 
Give: artwork and hand-
crafts by gallel}' artists, 
sbows through Jan 31. 
Hours: 9:30 am-6 pm daily, 
655-4952, 
Icon Contemporary Art 
19 Mason St. Brunswick, 
-Group Show' shows 
through Jan 14, Hours: 
MOII-Fri 1-5 pm. Saturday 
1-4 pm, 725-8157, 
The Kitchen 593 Congress 
St. Portland, Abstract water-
colors by Robert Nason 
show through Jan 15, 
Hours: MOII-Fri 11 am-9 pm, 
Sat 8 am-9 pm, Sun 8 am-
6 pm, 775-7543, 
Kutz 66 Middle St, Portland. 
'Stone Madonnas: photos 
by Cynthia Bnagan, Ongoing, 
Hours: Tues,Sat 10 am-
6 pm. 773-9717, 
review 
little Sebago Ganery • 
Frame 765 Roosevelt Trail, 
Windham, Work by gallel}' 
artists. Ongoing, Hours: 
MOII-Fri 10 ama pm, Sat 
9 am-5 pm, 892-8066. 
Maine Photo CO-OP 
100 Oak St. Portland, 
Photos by faculty and staff. 
including 8ill Gillis, L Murray 
Jamison and Donna Lee 
Rollins, Ongoing, 
'The 8xl0 Show,' a group 
show featuring work by Bill 
Gillis, L. Murray Jamison. 
Morgan Howarth. Joseph 
Della Valle. Andrew 
Herrschaft. Kol}'R Morrisey. 
Jack Montgomel}' and Scotia 
Luhrs. shows through Jan 
15. Hours: Tues-Sun 10 am-
10 pm, 774-1900, 
Maine Writers and 
Publishers Alliance 
12 Pleasant St, Brunsw~k, 
Black and white wood 
engravings and linoleum 
wood cuts by Siri Beckman, 
printmaker. book illustrator 
and arts educator, show 
"In Focus' shows through Feb. 28 at the Salt Gallery, 17 Pine St., Portland. 
761'()660. The latest sampling of students' work at the Salt Center for 
Documentary Reid Studies showcases the small triumphs of everyday life, the 
kind of triumphs we achieve even when the odds seem stacked against us. 
The photos attest to the ways in which people survive by celebrating rather 
than fearing their differences, The accompanying mounted texts allow the 
diverse range of subjects not only to be seen, but heard as well. 
All the testimonies interconnect on some level, except for "Merrill's Marine 
Terminal,' which seems out of place, The greatest flaw of the show lies in its 
uninspired title. which hardly does justice to the gritty stories encountered here. 
The most affecting tales are, naturally, the ones about the terminally ill 
mother, the burn victim, the disabled, But, in the context of this exhibit. dis-
abilities translate into challenges, victims into survivors - not in an exploita-
tive "feel good" sense, but in a very real way, Reading Gabrille Hall's 
description of "Support Group" next to Lily Chatterjee's dark photo of ker-
chiefed women. it is impossible not to feel an empathy that reaches beyond 
the terminally ill to our own disconnected lives: "My mom told me later, 'There 
wasn't a person in that room that didn't understand that flood of emotion. be ~ 
it anger or sadness. a feeling like your life is over. We understand each 
other's feelings without really having to explain them. ,. The optimism of 
James Smith, a disabled man in a Wheelchair who lost his Medicaid coverage 
(his story was told in the 9.25.97 CBW). comes through loud and clear in 
Leanne Krudner's text and Marisa Vargas' wide-angle photo orSmith chatting 
with a friend at a dark and desolate streetcorner. The scene is made redemp- -
tive by a flood of light from a nearby streetlamp. Reider Maddox's photo of 
avid golfer. skier and basketball player David Emery in "Prosthesis' is shoc~­
ingly normal. skewing the expectation that an athlete requires two legs to par-
ticipate in sports. 
Donna Gallizzo's "Family" photo essay, coupled with Carolyn Mix's narra-
tion, explores a lesbian couple's quest for role models, capturing the good 
humor and vitality of an unconventional family that grew up in a society where 
the Waltons and the Cleavers provided the only examples of what was "nor-
mal." "Pounding Ash." by Sally Steindorf and Heather Hay. profiles a 
Passamaquoddy Native American whose basketmaking at once laments the 
loss of tradition and pays tribute to its revival, 
Also included are less remarkable but equally mOving portraits of the 
search for joy, such as the running commentary on a music rehearsal depicted 
in "Orchestra" and the exuberant swirl of motion in "Ceili Dance.' Although 
the faces of the cowboy and his partner at a countly and western dance are 
concealed in Mattox's "Bottle Clubbing" photo. the tentative yearning for inti-
macy between the two strangers is explicit. 
The essay that records the philosophy of a rural woman named Mrs. Lowell 
best sums up the exhibit. In Lowell's words. recorded by Liz Webler, "I ." 
know how to be interdependent. Growing up where and when I did. I learned 
how to stand alone and together at the same time. And if anything horrible 
happened, that. in fact, is what would keep people alive. You can't stay alive 
alone: ANNIE SEIKONIA 
through Jan 30, Hours: 
MOII-Fri 9 am- 5 pm, 
72%333. 
Marga.ita·. Restaurant 
242 St. John St, Portland, 
Ofiginal watercolors by 
Bonnie Brown. Ongoing. 
Hours: 4-11 pm daily, 
874-6444. 
Montgomery MemorIal 
Gallery at MECA 
522 Congress St, Portland, 
Mexican work by Claude 
Montgomel}', Ongoing, 
Hours: Tues-Sat 11 am-
4 pm, Thurs 11 ama pm, 




415 Cumberland Ave, 
Portland, Black and whrte 
photographs of the 
Canterbul}' Shaker Village 
by New Hampshire artist 
John Boeckler show 
through Feb 7, Hours: 
9 am-5 pm, 774-3791. 
Nancy Margolis Gallery 
367 Fore St, Portland , 'The 
6th Annual Menorah 
Exhib~' shows through Jan 
1, Hours: 10 ama pm. 
Thurs·Sat 10 am-8 pm. 
Sun noon,5 pm. 775-3822, 
"Recent paintings by 
Schuyler Meye .. • 19 Pitt 
St. Portland. Hours by 
appointment only, Ongoing, 
772-3343, 
Perfetto's Restaurant 
28 Exchange St. Portland, 
' Almost Edible: paintings 
by Kate Merrick. Ongoing. 
Hours: Mon-Sun 11 am-
11 pm, 828-0001, 
Pilgrimage 1006 Forest 
Ave. Portland, 'Vision in 
the Oust: etchings on 
Biblical themes and con-
temporary society by Tom 
Lewis-Borbely, Ongoing, 
Hours: Mon and Sat 
11 am-3 pm. Tues-Fri 
10 am-5 pm. 878-5040, 
Portland CoHee Roasting 
Company 111 Commercial 
51. Portland, Works by B.J, 
Danforth, Ongoing, Hours: 
6:30 am-5:30 pm daily, 
772-9044, 
Portland Museum 0' Art 
7 Congress Sq, Portland. 
Hours: Tues. Wed. Sat 
10 am-5 pm, Thurs-Fri 
10 am-9 pm, Sun nooll-5 
pm, Admission: $6 ($5 sto-
dents & seniors/$l youth), 
Admiss,on is free 5-9 pm 
evel}' Friday evening, 775-
6148 or 1-800-63!!4067. 
* "From Monet to 
Matisse: The Origins 01 
Modernism' A complete 
overview of French art from 
early impressionism 
through Nee-Impressionism 
to Fauvism, Ongoing, 
• 'A Portion 01 the 
Infinite' Paintings by 
Rockwell Kent. Ongoing, 
• "A Legacy lor Maine: 
Selections from the 
Elizabeth B. Noyce 
Collection," including 
works by Fitz Hugh Lane, 
Albert Bierstadt, Childe 
Hassam, George Bellows, 
Rockwell Kent and Andrew 
Wyeth from the late philall-
thropist's bequest to the 
museum. Shows through 
Jan 4, 
• "Impressionist and 
Modem Works on Pape\" 
Including pieces by Henri 
de Toulouse-Lautrec, 
Femand Leger and Isabel 
Bishop, Shows through 
Jan 14, 
• "Poetic Vision: 
Photographs by Ernst 
Haas" An exhibition exam-
ining the scope of Haas' 
career featuring 41 ph0-
tographs, Shows through 
Jan 18, 
• 'Solstice Tree' The 5th 
annual interfaith solstice 
tree. a 2-story evergreen, 
will be decorated w~h 
objects contributed by 
artists from throughout the 
nation including William 
Wagman, Robert Indiana 
and Martin PUl}'ear, Shows 
through Jan 2, 
Salt Gallery Salt Center for 
Documental}' Field Studies. 
17 Pine 51. Portland. 'In 
Focus,' a group show of 
recent photography and 
nonfiction writing by Satt 
documentarians, Shows 
through Feb 28. Hours: 
Wed and Fri 2-6 pm, Sat 
10 am-l pm, 761-0660. 
The Spring Point M_ 
at Southem Maine 
Technical College, Fort Rd, 
So, Portland, ·Portland 
Harbor. 1665-1900: 
Making a Living in Stormy 
Times.' a permanent exhib-
it on the clipper ship Snow 
Squalf, Hours: Fri-Sun 
nOOll-4 pm. Admission: $2 
(kids free). 79%337. 
The Stein Gallery 20 Milk 
St, Portland, 'Scent and 
Sparkie: perfume bottles 
from 21 American studio 
glass artists, shows 
through Jan 1. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 10 ama pm, 
Sun nooll-5 pm until 
Christmas. 772-9072, 
TIde'. Gat. Gallery 
140 Main St, Freeport, 
Paintings by Bob Besaw. 
Hours: 10 ama pm daily, 
865-9655. 
USM Are. Gallery Campus 
Center, Portland. 'Resh, 
Seed and Bone: 20 mixed 
media and monoprint 
works on paper by 
Elizabeth Jabar. shows 
through Jan 9. Hours: 
Mon-Thurs 8 am-10 pro., 
Fri 8 am-5 pm, Sat 9 am-
5 pm, 78()'5009. 
USM Oshe. Map Ubrary 
314 Forest Ave, Portland, 
'Maine Wildemess 
Transfoomed: Timber, 
Sporting and Exploitation of 
the Moosehead Lake 
Region,' shows through 
Jan 4, Hours: Wed 
14:30 pm and 6-8 pm, 
Thurs 9 am-12:30 pm and 
14:30 pm, Sat 9 am-
12:30 pm. 7804850. 
WaH .. •• 15 Exchange 51. 
Portland, New paintings by 
Paul Bonneau, Ongoing, 
Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-
3 pm, 5 pm-9 pm, Fri and 
Sat night until 10 pm, Sun 
5 pm-9 pm, 838-9320. 
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Blue Rabbit Gallery invites 
female artists to submit 
works of all media for 
'Sugar and Sp~ & 
Everything Nice: a 
celebration of 'girlness' 
opening Feb 5. Entries 
may be serious. comical, 
etc, Deadline: Jan 3, 
Blue Rabbit Gallel}', 11 
Exchange St, Studio 3A, 
Portland. Hours: T ues-Sat 
12:3()'5:30 pm, For info on 
this and upcoming shows 
call 774-0969, 
1998 Juried Photography 
ElIhlbltlon The Chocolate 
Church in,ites artists to sub-
mit framed photographs for 
an exhibition that opens Jan 
16, Entries can be dropped 
off Jan 13 from 9 am4 pm in 
the gallel}' at the Chocolate 
Church, 604 Washington St, 
Bath, Hours: Tues-Fri 10 am-
4 pm and Sat noo!l-4 pm, For 
more info, call 442-8455, 
LoCo Contest USM Art 
Association seeks logo 
designs, No lim~ on the num-
ber of submissions, Send 
designs by Jan 9 to USM Art 
Association. c/o USM Art 
Dept" Gorham, ME 04038. 
Maine Photo CO-OP 
Gallery seeks architectural 
photography lor an exhibi· 
tion held in conjunction 
with New England Classic 
Interiors, opening Jan 22. 
1998, The gallel}' also 
seeks photos made with 
'Diana" and ' Holga' cam-
eras for 'The Plastic 
Camera Show,' opening 
April 2. 1998, Send slide 
submissions to: GaileI}' 
Director. 100 Oak 51. 
Portland. ME 04101, or 
call Donna Lee Rollins at 
774-1900 to schedule a 
portfOlio review. 
Portland Public Ubrary 
5 Monument Sq" Portland, 
invites artists to submit 
work for one-month exhib~ 
tion in the Lewis Gallel}', 
871-1758. 
little Sebago Gallery & 
Frame 765 Rooseveit Trail, 
Windham invites artists to 
submit works for considera-
tion in upcoming shows. 
Contact Sandie or Steve at 
892-8086, 
education 
Art Classes Photography 
and drawing for adults and 
children are offered at 
, ACTS, 341 Cumberland 
Ave. Portland, Byappoint-
ment only. 761-2465. 
Bookmaking Zygot 
Bookworks & Cafe offers 
classes on calligraphy, 
book repair and book and 
portfolio making at its 
bindery at 61 Pleasant St, 
Portland. Classes limited to 
6 (8 in calligraphy), For 
more info, call Scott at 
775-4121. 
Children's Painting CI ..... 
Six-week sessions and work· 
shops ~h Jane Wray, For 
info, call 773-2890, 
Creative Resource Center 
offers programs for kids of 
all ages. 'Snow People 
Puppets- on Sat, Jan 8-29, 
from 3:304 pm, Artists use 
white paper, fteece, butlons 
and more to make these 
seasonal puppets, 
At the Creative Resource 
Center. 1103 Forest A,e, 
Portland. from 3:304 pm. 
Free. Space limited, 
For info. call 797-9543. 
CLOSED DEC 25 AND JAN 1, 
Free Phot""aphy MIni-
Lessons Jan 10, Black and 
white and color printing. 
non'silver printing, studio 
lighting and more, At Maine 
Photo C(){)p, 100 Oak St, 
from 10 am4 pm, To sign 
up for morning or afternoon 
sessions. call 774-1900, 
Internships Maine Artists' 
Space/Danforth Gallel}', 
34 Danforth St. Portland, 
seeks intems to coordinate 
exhibitions and for general 
gallel}' management. Work 
description can be tailored 
to suit applicant's inter· 
ests, 775-6245, 
Internships Available The 
Maine Photo CO-OP is spon-
soring an internship program 
in conjunction with its educa-
tion program and workshop 
series. For more info, call the 
CO-OP at 774-1900, 
Maine Mobile Arts 
Registrations accepted for 
after school drawing class 
on Thurs from 3:30-
4:30 pm and for the 'Art in 
the Moming' group. 
Classes held at Stone 
Soup Artisans, Maine 51. 
Brunswick, For more info, 
call Maine Mobile Arts at 
721-8634, 
Photography Cou"," and 
Workshops The Maine Photo 
CO-OP offers classes in 
black & white and color pho-
tography. studio lighting, 
nOll-siiver photography. basic 
camera handling and docu-
mental}' photography, 
Workshops on hand-coloring 
photos, photography and the 
law and basic lighting tech-
niques, Also seminars by 
Polaroid and the Palladio 
Company, At 100 Oak St, 
Portland. Beginning Jan 6. 
For more info, call l. Murray 
Jamison at 774-1900, 
Pottery Classes Children's 
and adutt's classes offered 
at Sawyer Street StudiOS, 
So, Portland, Costs and 
times ,ary, 7674394, 
Sheldrake Studio offers 
drawing and painting classes 
for adults. beginner or experi-
enced and tun art classes for 
kids in kitemaking and paper-
making, Private tutors also 
available, First month $80, 
775-2653, 
Woodworking CI ..... 
Beginning Woodworking 
starts Jan 13 and meets 
each Tues for five weeks, 
from 6:30-9 pm. Also 
starts Jan 15 and meets 
each Thurs for five weeks, 
from 6:30-9 pm. Cost 
(including tools and materi-
als): $85, Build A Chair 
begins Jan 17 and meets 
each Sat for six weeks, 
from 8:3()'11:30 am, Cost 
(including tools and materi-
als): $175, Woodcarving 
bagins Jan 12 and meets 
each Sat for six weeks 
from 14 pm. Cost (includ-
ing tools and materials): 
$145. At Treemendous, 
Longfellow Sq, Portland, To 
register, call Noomand at 
780-9627, 
Young at Art Judy Faust 
offers unusual art classes 
for kids ages 5-13 and 
parents including 'Shops 
on Main Street' where kids 
sculpt and draw shops 
from their imagination 
and 'Cultures, CuslJlms, 
Costumes and 
Storytelling,' a class on 
creating art from other cu~ 
tures. Other courses: • 
Pre-school Art Adventures,' 
' Family Roots Project" and 
'Special Effects in Clay!' 
Classes offered in 
Cumberland. Falmouth and 
So, Portland, for schedule 
and locations, call Judy 




CreatlvHy' Share your cre-
ative process and products 
(of whatever loom) in a safe 
and supportive enviroll-
ment. If you wish to share. 
plan on 5-10 minutes. 
Meets the first Wed of the 
month, at Agape, 
657 Congress St, Portland, 
at 7:30 pm, Suggested 
donation: $5. 780-1500, 
"Artlst·s 501.6e· 
EveI}' Friday from 5-8 pm, 
At Mainely Frames and 
GaileI}'. 534 Congress St, 
Portland. 828-0031. 
A Contemporary Srudio 
Where You Are The Anis/! 
START THE YEAR 
OFF RIGHT ... 
PAINT POTS WITH 
ABANDON! 
NO Experience Necessary 
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C.ASUAL MEDItERRANEAN 
61 Cal-Ital from San 
FYan: Grilled meats, 
fish. pastas and more 
Approachable 
wine list with 
weeldy specials 
• Weird Martinis 
{Orinlt Specials M-F, 10-6. 
" Brunch includes Banana 
Bread French Toast, 
Homemade Bloodies, 
and more! 
Lundt ll:30-3 M-F • Sunday Byuncn 10-3 
Dinner Begins at 5 every day 
RESERYATIONS WELCOME 
828-0001 
28 Exchange St. • Old Port 
ilult , cool little jOi"t!} 
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Casco 8~ Weekly. listings are a fun and free selVice to our readers. To have a listing considered for publication send 
complete In:ormatlon !lncludlng dales, limes, costs, complete address, a contact telephone number) by noon o~ 
Thursday prior to publlcallon. Email: zmiller@maine.rr.com. 
- . . performing 
happemngs arts 
Lobster Dip Jan 1. The Portland Rugby Club dares 
everyone to takea plunge into Casco Bay. Pledges sup-
port Maine Special Olympics. Spectators are welcome. i . 
At East End Beach, Portland, at noon. For more Info, I 
call 87g.{)489 or 800639-2401. i 
P~ Plret .. Oames Jan 3: Against Providence at 
2 pm. Jan 10: Against New Haven at 2 pm. Jan 14: 
Against Springfield at 7 pm. Jan 21: Against 
Philadelphia at 7 pm. Jan 30: Against St. Johns at 7:30 
pm. Jan 31: Against St. Johns at 2 pm. At the Civic 
Center, Portland. Tix: $9-$13 ($5 kids/$7 seniors). 
775-3458. 
BrkIaI SIIow Jan 4. Produced by Spectacular Events 
and including gowns, fashion shows, caterers, ph<>-
tographers, workshops, seminars and more. all 
'Under one roof. At the Holiday Inn by the Bay, 
88 Spring St, Portland , from 10 am-
4 pm. Cost: $5. For details, call 800-9()().2881. 
Greek Olendl Jan 10. Join Portland Performing Arts' 
House Island Project and dance master Joe 
Kalyonanides Graziosi for a celebration of Greek CUl-
ture, Including music bY Opal Opal, dancing and lots of 
food. At the Father Hayes Center, 699 Stevens Ave 
Portland. Potluck at 6:30 pm, video presentation ai 
7:30 pm, dancing at 8 pm. Tlx: $12. Jan 9 
Kalyonanides also holds a Greek dance workshop. 
761-1545. 
CINompion. on Ice Jan 13. A performance featuring 
some of the biggest names in ice skating, including 
Brran BOitano , Dorothy Hamill, Nancy Kerrigan and 
Yarmouth's Amy Webster. At the Civic Center, Portland, 
at 7:30 pm. Tix: $38. 775-3481. 
OrNter Portland Chrl.tlan Women'. Club Jan 14. 
Women are invited to a lunch featuring ·Fun With 
Rubber Stamps· by Kimberly Muggibisa of Portland's 
·Stampede. · Also a vocal performance by Robin 
McCaimon of Hollis and guest speaker Joan Ford of 
New Hampshire. At Keeley's Banquet Center, 178 
Warren Ave, Portland, from 11:30 am-l:30 pm. Cost: 
$8. 797-8968. 
Open Mic NlgIrt at USM Eclectic lounge pianist Tom 
O'Donnell hosts an open mic night with weekly guests. 
Tom Acoustl appears until Jan 22. At USM's Campus 
Center, Portland, at 8 pm. 874-£598. 
Blue',. ••• Jam Se •• 1on Bluegrass Association of 
Maine sponsors a jam session for players of all levels 
the 2nd Sun of every month at 1 pm (last session in 
April). Unplugged stringed instruments only. At Roost 
Function Hall, Chicopee Rd, Buxton. Cost: $2 ($1 
members). 729-5631_ 
Peace VI,II .t BIW The Peace & Justice Center of i 
Southem Maine sponsors a vigil every Wednesday at . 
Bath Iron Works, Commercial St, Portland, from noon-l 
pm. Rain or shine. 772-1442. 
auditions! 
submissions 
Actors/Dancers Want~ for a February performance of 
·Restless Nights,· an original performance based on 
the short stories of Dina Buzzati. Call Louis Frederick 
for aud~ion information. 874-0285. 
Chlldren'. Theatre of Maine seeks children 11 years 
old and up for its upcoming production of ·Stone 
Soup. · Auditions Jan 13 and 14 at Deering High 
School, 370 Stevens Ave, Room 223, from 5:3~ pm. 
874-0371. 
Maine'. Gay Men'. Chorus seeks new members. 
Auditions Jan 7 and 14 at Williston West Church, 32 
Thomas St, Portland, at 6 pm. 772-1384. 
Portland Lyrlc Theater seeks performers for its upcom-
mg productIOn of • Showboat.· Auditions Jan 11 at 
2:30 pm and Jan 12 at 7:30 pm. At Portland Lyric 
Theater, 176 Sawyer St, So. Portland. 799-1421 or 
799-6509. 
Portland Opera Repertory Theatre seeks individuals 
for leading and supporting roles, chorus-members and 
young artists/apprentioes for its July production of ·La 
Traviata.· Auditions Jan 18 and 31 at Corthell Hall 
USM, Gorham. Appointment required_ For more info: 
call 87g.{)392. 
Portland Players wants actors for ~s upcoming produc-
tion of ·Damn Yankees,· directed by Janet Ross. 
Auditions Jan 6 and 7 at the Portland Players Theater, 
420 Cottage Rd, So. Portland, at 7 pm. 775-3614. 
Portland Players a 350-seat community theater is 
looking for directors for the 1998-1999 season run~lng 
Sept-May. Submit the following: resume, cover letter 
and a list of shows the applicant would be interested in 
directing. Mail to: Search Committee, Portland 
Players, 420 Cottage Road, So. Portland, ME 04106. 
Deadline: December 31, 1997. 767-6208. 
The P,.lrIe Home Companion Invites contestants for 
·Talent from Towns Under 2000.· Finalists will appear 
on the April 4 broadcast in New York City, plus reoeive 
a trophy and a monetary prize. Deadline: Feb 13. For 
more details, visit the Prairie Homepage at phc.mpr.org 
or call 612-290-1131 after Jan 10. 
Windham Centar Sta,e Thaatre seeks children In 
grades 1-8 for its Feb and March production of ·Who 
Pushed Humpty Dumpty?· by nm Ryan. Children must 
be prepared to tell a joke and to read from a script. 
Younger children must tell a joke and recite a nursery 
rhyme. Every child who auditions is guaranteed a part. 
Auditions are Jan 14 at Windham Community Center, 
Windham, from noon-5 pm. Call Tim Ryan at 773-3540. 
Women'. Berbersllop Quartat The Caseo Bay Chapter 
of the Sweet Adellnes seeks women who can read 
music and stay on tune. Call for an auditio~. 
799-1924. 
Younc Playwrlgllla Cont.st The Children' s Theatre of 
Maine invites anyone 18 years old or younger to submit 
an anginal play of any length with subject matter appr<>-
pn.ate for all ages. Collaboration is permitted, but all 
wnters must receive credit. Selected plays performed 
May 2-17. Submission deadline: Feb 15. Send one or 
more plays to the Children'S Theatre of Maine, PO Box 




Ballroom Basic. with Laurie Mullholland Chiasson. 
This nine-week course begins Jan 8. At Casco Bay 
Movers Dance StudiO, 151 St. John St, Portland, 
from 5:45-6:45 pm. Cost: $75. 871-1013. 
Beginner Ball,oom Le.lonl Wed and Fri from 7-8 
pm. At Maplewood Dance Center, 383 Warren Ave, 
Portland. 797-2891 or 878-0584. 
Capoelra Master Beck teaches two multHevei classes 
in the Afr<>-Brazilian self-defense art form. Tuesdays 
from 7:15-9:15 pm ($7 per class). Fridays from 7-9 pm 
($12 per class). At Casco 8ay Movers Danoe StudiO, 
151 51. John St, Portland. Call Master Beck at 780-
1675 or Devra Zabot at 828-3995. 
Casco Bay Moyers Dance Studio begins its winter 
session Jan 5. Classes range from jazz to streetfunk 
to African. Adults and children welcome. For more 
info and a full schedule, call 871-1013. 
CreaUye Moyement with E.duardo Mariscal 
Tuesdays at Ram Island Dance Studios, Portland 
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave, Portland, at 
6 pm. Cost: $8. 871-9056. , 
Dance Clalles in beginner ballet, African dance, 
modern dance, tap dance, dance for preschoolers 
and kids ages 6-12 and yoga are offered at ACTS 
341 Cumberland Ave, Portland. By appointmeni 
only. 761-2465. 
Dancing From the Inllde Out An ongoing class in 
expressive dance and creative movement. Come move 
in a safe, supportive space. No experience necessary. 
Wed 4-£ pm, Sat 9-11 am. At Maine Ballroom Dance 
Studio, 614A Congress St, Portland. Cost: $10 (first 
class free). Contact Jesse Loesberg at 773-2362 or 
www.Javanel.com/-loesberg. 
Funky Dance Clalle. For adults and teens Wed 
from 7:30-8:30 pm. For kids Fri from 3:30-4:30 pm. 
At the YWCA. 87 Spring St, Portland . 874-1130. 
Oreek Dance Style. Jan 9. Portland Performing Arts' 
House Island Project presents a workshop on Greek 
dance with Joe Kalyonanides Graliosi, at 7:30 pm. 
Cost: $5. For location, call 761-1545. 
Une Danee Classes Levels vary. Tues-Fri from 10-
11:30 am and 12:30-2 pm. At Maplewood Dance 
Center, 383 Warren Ave , Portland. 797-2891 or 
878-0584 .. 
Oriental Dance and Belly Dance Baraka's Josie 
Conte and Jeanne Handy explore costuming, chore-
ography and technique for all levels using elements 
from various dance forms for children and adults. 
For more Information, call 828-6571 or 773-2966. 
Star of Sea Dance Kids leam the basics of tap, jazz 
and ballet, Wednesdays from 3:30-4:15 pm (4-6 
years) and 6:15-7 pm at Riverton Community 
Center, 1600 Forest Ave, Portland. Cost: $15 per 
month . Sponsored by Portland Parks and 
Recreation. 874-8455. 
SwlnC/Jltterbug C ..... with Paul Krakauski. This 
four-week course begins Jan 11. At Casco Bay 
Movers Dance StudiO, 151 St. John St, Portland. 
Beginners from 3-4 pm. Intermediates from 4-5 pm. 
Cost: $35. 871-1013. 
'~~. BRQWN , .. ~v,~'r1 
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You'd go ~e ends of the~.~for her. 
Fortunate~~epo~ the way. 
·,ff./.. 1,--( -;;;:;0 . 
Our Freeport studio is one of the few places on the 
planet where you'll fmd jewelry befitting your one 
true love. Lucky we're close by. 
,'4'1'_''f;''~ 
!""( 
Shown is our floating diamond pendant, with ele-
gant 14K or 18K gold chain, designed with your own 
diamond or ours. Forever begins in Freeport. 
One Mechanic Stree~ Freeport. Malne • 865-4126 • 1-800-753-4465 
Theater Classe. in acting, piano, African drumming, 
dance for actors, effective presentations, lighting 
and voice are offered at ACTS, 341 Cumberland Ave, 
Portland. By appointment only. 761-2465. 
Voice and Accent Cla.se. Jean Armstrong offers 
classes in effective presentation, speaking and 
slngtng vOice tiPS for singers, projection and reso-
nance and foreign accent. Maine accent offered in 
small groups or individual. For more info, contact 
Jean at 879-1886. 
Voice Classes for Adults and Children Stella Marie 
Bauman provides vocal technique, breath manage-
ment and artistic interpretation. Private or class 
Instruction available. For more info, call 828-6337. 
dancing 
Agape Center for Soul, Community and the Arts, 
657 St, Portland. ·Creative Movement" meets Mon 
from 5:15-7:15 pm. Cost: $5. · Danskinetics· meets 
Thurs from 6-7 pm. Cost: $10. 780-1500. 
Ballroom Dance Party Maine Ballroom Dance holds 
a ballroom dance party every Saturday night. At 
Maine 8allroom Dance, 614A Congress 51. Portland, 
from 8 pm-midnight. Chem-free. Refreshments. 
Cost: $6. 773-0002. 
Contradance with Crooked Stovepipe Band every 
third FrI, from 8:30 pm-midnight at the Presumpscot 
Grange, 1844 Forest Ave, Portland (across from 
Tortilla Flat). All dances taught. Singles always wel-
come. Cost: $5. 774-3392. 
Cont,_nce with. Whirled Peas and John MCintyre 
the first Frl of every month at 8:30 pm at State 
Street Church, 159 State St, Portland. Cost: $5. (All 
dances taught). 774-1873. 
Malnlac Swing Dance SOCiety presents swing 
dances. The first Fri of every month at Presumpscot 
Grange, 1844 Forest Ave, Portland (across from 
Tortilla Flats), from 9 pm-midnight. (Lesson at 8 
pm). Jan 2: The Delta Knights. Cost: $7 (includes 
lesson). 828-1795. 
Maplewood Dance Center 383 Warren Ave 
Ponland, is open every night for dancing. Lin~ 
dance classes Wed from 2-3:30 pm and Thurs from 
10-11:30 am. Ballroom dancing Wed and Fri from 8-
11 pm with ballroom dance lessons for beginners 
and intermediates from 7-8 pm. Singles and couples 
dance to pop/rock Sat, from 8 pm-midnight. For 
more Info, call 797-2891 or 878-0584 . 
sports 
AduH-Chlld Bowling League The 10-week league 
Includes shoe rentals, bowling ball and pizza party. 
Begins Jan 11 at Yankee Lanes, 867 Riverside St, 
Portland. Cost: $8 per week. 874-8793. 
Aquatic Pro,ram. Greater Portland YMCA, 70 
Forest Ave, Portland, offers a series of swimming 
programs - including lessons for infants, kids and 
adu~s, a competitive swim team, a lifeguard certifi-
cation course and an active adults program. Costs 
and times vary. 874-1111. 
Basketben The YMCA offers membership basketball 
at Its gymnasium at 70 Forest Ave, Portland, Mon-Fri 
from 6-8 am; Man, Wed & Fri from 12·1:30 pm; and 
Tues & Thurs from 4:30-5:50 pm. 874-1111_ CIIr 
GlasSes from $2.95 to $4.95 Bottles from $12 to $20 
Gvt!y 20 bottks availabk - from top vinryards 
Bi!au/it!U Vinryard, BmzigtT, Bogt!l, Clos Du Bois, Mandavi, and mort! 
PurchASe "ny bottle of wine "nd receive a complimentary cheese & fruit board 
r------~-------~ 
I ~I Daily Happy Hour 
3:00 - 7:00 
Glasses from $1.95 to $3.95 
Bottles from $7 to $15 
Purchase your first ~ I 
I 
glass of wine $1 : 
for just $1 I 
with this coupon : 
336 Fore St. Old Port· 772-8619 




The AlI-AmericahMifr~brew Showcase 
every thursday in December and ~anuary 5 to 9 pm. 
Thursday III 
Thursday 118 
Stout Night. Come enter the wonderfuI world of StoUIS with special prices on 
selections IitJm Shipyard, Gritty McDuffs, Belfast Bay, Maine Coast and Redhook. 
Shecpscot Valley Brewing Co., Whitefield, Me. Owner/BreweriRaconteur 
·Steve Gorrill will be 011 band pouring his Snow Devil Ale, Pemaquid Ale and cask 
conditioned Boothbay Special Bitter Pale Ale. 
Maine Coast Brewing Co., Bar HaIbor, Me. Owner/Brewer Tom SI. Germaine 
will be pouring Espresso~tout and Maine Coast E.S.B. 
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B. Your Spirit 
C. Your Leg 
D. All of the Above 
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(For the correct answer take the lift to 
the ~rd floor of One City Center.) 
$15 
lIaw Ye.GI"'S .Eva PCU"'tS 
wRIt Pt.mtk ~~rt~Des, 
GdUtIs TlJumb ~ TWJ~l;l;) ~qqn 
Starts @ 8pml open until 3am 
CONE TO A FAI!UlOUS DINNER, 
STA Y FOR THE SHOW S:T5 6PH 
N\ '5hO~f> 2.1 ... , S-IOpm, 
li'1- @ ~u\\moose. ~ P\'5YLUM 
E-mail as~·I .. IIl@ .. ~ .. te ... et 
LIFT OFF TO A FIT FUTURE. 
Free Street 
TAVERNA 
local beer, local art & local rock 
125 Free St., Portland 
774·1114 
, 
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Once A Year Storewide Clearance 
30% Off All Merchandise • 500/0 Off Selected Items 
~4-
fine Womm's A rd. 414 Fore St. • Old Port • 879-6306 
Tortilla Flat - A memorable Mexican experience you can 
afford anytime. Serving New England for over 26 years. 
Thank you for a great year. 
Have a happy and 
safe New Year. 




Donate plasma and earn 
up to S150/mth 
Ask about our new donor programs 
(or if you haven't donated in six months) 
PORTLAND BIOLOGICALS 
685 Congress St. • Portland • 772-5715 
Hours M W F 8-4 • T Th 9:30-6 
Sat 8-3 • Sun 8-2 
M 






Wednesday: 8 Ball 7prn 
Saturday: 9 Ball 1 p.rn 
Cash Pr 
Gift Certificates Available 
Raskolnikov"s drealD 
A couple of weeks ago I heard a rumor that there was going to be a puppet show 
staged at Koko's coffee shop on Congress Street, dramatizing Raskolnikov's prophetic 
dream from the epic "Crime and Punishment" by the great Russian writer Fyodor 
Dostoevsky. It seemed too weird to be true, but the next day when I stopped by, sure 
enough, there was a photocopy of some scrawled charcoal drawings depicting the leg-
endary mare and cart, announcing that the free performance would take place that 
night. 
It takes a lot to uproot me from my digs on a weeknight, but I knew I'd hate myself if 
I missed this once-in-a-Ilfetlme opportunity. So my significant other and I dutifully suit-
ed up and pedaled over to 576 Congress St. 
Koko's is easily the smallest coffee shop in Portland (if not the country). For the per-
formance, the four tables had been drawn to the periphery and an odd ensemble of 
chairs was placed in the middle of the floor. A motley crowd had already formed (of 
course, in Koko's, four people makes a crowd). Before the night was over I would wit-
ness over 23 eager audience members give new meaning to the phrase "standing room 
only." 
Vasilios Gletsos, first-year Maine College of Art student and puppeteer, told me his 
show was developed as an English final for a class called "The Fiction of Madness." 
Hearing that made me want to go back to college. Vasilios had previously lived in 
Though crudely 
rendered, staged in 
cramped quarters, in 
one of the most: 
Plattsville, N.Y., and had worked with the infa-
mous Bread and Circus puppet theater, with 
whom he had participated in a touring circus 
show, among other projects. He hadn't been in 
town long, but was already helping our own 
local Shoestring Puppet Theater build puppets 
for their annual New Year's Portland parade. He 
usually worked with larger, life-size puppets, but 
had reduced the scale for his English project. 
Improbable settings 
imaginable, I found 
this humble perfor-
mance thrilling. 
At 8:30 the lights_were shut off and the perfor-
manCe began. The first part consisted of a card-
board box backdrop of a bar scene which had 
two main puppets - a bartender figure and a green figure with a crown. A string of 
lights over on~ end served as lighting. Gletsos conducted the fust part in silence, aided 
by an intriguing roller device with which he unrolled a long strip of paper with words 
written on them from one spool to the other. He had managed to reduce Dostoevsky's 
weighty prose to a few pithy phrases: "My Friends, My Promotion, My Good Fortune 
shall be yours too, a drink with a toast too, Everyone. A Toast he says ... his credit he 
says .. . not him .. . his clothes ... his condition, not of us .... he will leave with his old 
lame mare." Meanwhile, Vasilios expertly manipulated the puppets into surprisingly 
lifelike contortions which, though extremely comic, barely drew a laugh from the 
somber-faced crowd made up largely of his peers. 
The next section featured a burning candle for the "walking by the graveyard" scene, 
narrated with haunting redundancy as two puppets (one of them shaped from aluminum 
foil) were made to clop along a table. Then came a dramatic set change, with the first 
cardboard box switched for a brilliantly distorted construction from which cardboard 
bodies (at least I think theywere bodies) plummeted down a slope on one side, while on 
the other a menacing puppet proceeded to beat the poor mare. The word-roll resumed 
and bore forth the seminal statement: "she will gallop or else she will die." An ardent 
existentialist and graduate of a college-level Dostoevsky seminar, I experienced an 
exquisite frisson at the resurrection of this brutal scene. The ending was inevitably violent 
(though unexpectedly comic, as the protagonist puppet's head flew off during the final 
beating of the horse and landed in the audience). This scene was followed by more nar-
rated clop-clopping, and the play ended with the candle being blown out. The whole 
thing took exactly 15 minutes. 
Though crudely rendered, staged in cramped quarters, in one of the most improbable 
settings imaginable, I found this humble performance thrilling. One reason is a result of 
having sat through plenty of staged "professional" productions and bloated Hollywood 
films which couldn't touch the ambitious scope of this quixotic rigged-up affair. The use 
of puppets opened up the magical folkloric sphere in my 20th-century technologically 
overloaded brain. The simple constructions and the primitive lighting brought a new 
dimension to an unusual text. 
The show also reminded me of the' great Czech animator, Jan Svankmeyer, whose 
ftIms Gletsos was familiar with, as well as the great Brothers Quay. Coincidentally, 
Svankmeyer's new film, "Conspirators of Pleasure" was due to open at The Movies the 
next day. 
There's certainly no shortage of things to do in Portland. But not often do we come 
across something as striking as Raskolnikov's dream enacted by puppets in cardboard 
boxes in a cramped coffee shop. 
Think For 
Yourself 
Resolve to see our juicy 
selection of calendars. 
NOW ON SALE! 
DRoP ME A 1I N[ 
'HOURS: • 
M, T, W, S 11·6 
TH, FR 11-7 • SUN NooN-5 
611 CONGRESS STREET, PORTlAND· 773-5547 
UFunctlonal Food 
for Functional Folks" 
420 Fore St. • Portland 
761-0751 
. Burritos til Midnight! 
Friday 11 to 12 
Sat 12 to 12 
Sun 12to 9 






Week of January 12 
Cordially invites you 
to attend our 
First Annual 
New Year's Eve 
:t Celebration 
~ No Cover Charge 
Featuring 
Portland's Premiere Pianist 
Joe Villani 






Wednesday, December 31st, 1997 
6:00 pm • 2:00 am 
Regular schedule in the 
Clubs calendar of events 
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J-(appy J-(oEicfays! 
fr0 1!l '}leTS 
Call jtc:t5 for a brochure about 
Oasses Workshops Performances 
}lrts COllseroatory <[(realer e:t Studio 
341 Q.nmland APr. Porlland 
(207) 761-2465 




Utilize 20+ years experience 
in local government law. 
• Zoning 
• Business Licenses 
• Property Tax Abatements 
• Street & Sewer problems 
David A. Lourie 
799-4922 
M .... id~l. ftrppt 
portlQ~~ ~I~. 
01,101 
l07 773 9717 
utzHqi~ 
- Jki N f E'rvicE'f 
AccepUNq ~eW diemJ 
MicliafiL wot M wood) 
of~tiNq COMpLl?tl? JkiN cqtl?i 
fqciQlf, WqxiNg, mlqf~ PN~qNCPMPNt 
t~fd~y - f~tutd~y 10 - 6 




for ice fish'n Jan 5-15 
OPEN 





·'wicked good sauce" 
" h d f t .. t tak ut 
W TH 12-10 F & ST 12 II Sun 3-0 
CLOSED i·,lor·IDAY & TUESDAY 
43 Middle SI Porlldl1d i\lE 774-6711 
, 
II I l 
Ultimately, the Titanic did prove to be unsinkable. The tale of the luxury industry's most famous casualty has enough buoyant proper-
ties to keep the legend etemally afloat: bombastic faith in tech-
nology, a cold and monolithic antagonist, tragedy that's epic in its 
numbers and a manifest crowded with blue-blood names like Astor 
and Guggenheim. But it's more than just a great story. When 
those 46,328 tons of iron disappeared below the waves, one 
of the great paradigms of the 20th century arose in their 
place - an operatic waming of the apathy created by glutto-
nous leisure. Director James Cameron, however, had other 
ideas for the resurrecting the ship. 
Making the movie "THanlc· poses a dilemma inherent 
in any event involving so many people: How to persona~ 
ize it without compromising its scale? Cameron hacks 
through the problem, using a fictional romance that 
has all the contour of a promenade deck. Worse, the 
characters' names virtually shout out the plot. 
There's Rose De Witt Bukator (Kate Winslet), the 
daughter of money and prestige, nobly suffering 
from the anomie of wealth and repelled by the 
marbleized detachment of those with whom she 
must whine and dine. And there's Jack Dawson 
(Leonardo DiCaprio). the winsome rogue living 
one day at a time, a tramp with cinematic 
bangs destined to be lovingly brushed out of 
his eyes. Rounding off the·tapwater storyline 
nostalgia. But the maudlin affair between the good-looking principals seems 
doubly absurd when the disaster begins and one image of a terrified child pro-
vokes more emotion than all their romancing. Just as the love story takes on 
water, Cameron straps the disaster onto the plot like a life preserv-
er. Yet that's still not enough for the director. Cameron couldn't 
resist throwing in some of the hardware his films ('The Abyss,' 
'Terminator') are noted for, so he bolted on a ridiculous plot 
device involving present-day treasure hunter Brock Lovett 
(Bill Paxton, complete with pirate's earring), a man's 
man, hel~nt on finding 'The Heart of the Ocean,' a dia-
mond once owned by Bukator's fiance and supposedly 
still hidden amid the rubble inside the ship. The jewel 
is the only metaphor in the film, and cause for an 
., embarrassed laugh at the end of the picture. 
~ 
To Cameron's credit, however, the film's 
i three and a half hours don't wear on the 
viewer. The animation is obvious and 
. • the digitized water still doesn't crash 
and boil like the genuine article, but 
when the scrape with the iceberg does 
come, it's true edge-of-your-seat stuff. 
The human pinball on the sinking ship's 
dec~s and bobbing blue popsicles are 
morbid treats not to be found in "The 
Poseidon Adventure. " There are also anum· 
ber of quaint ironies (a comparison between 
the Titanic and the Lusitania, for example) to 
are Bukator's ceramic mother, a widow so horri-
fied by her secret poverty, she speaks without using 
her diaphragm, and her rich, handsome, but 
That sinking feeling: Leonardo DICaprio and Kate 
keep the audience amused. Still, if it takes 
"Titanic" to show how P!lthetic and self-preserv-
inevitably hollow fiance. 
Winslet get it on before going down In "Titanic.· .... ing we can be in a crisis, skip the picture and wait 
The story is told via flashbacks by the centenarian Bukator, which means 
plenty of shots bathed in that cherubic nimbus unique to celluloid notions of 
now pla~'ing 
r.IW THIS WID 
ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD Long 
before Kevin Costner donned the 
green hunting cap, there was Errol 
Aynn. In this classic 1938 film of the 
Sherwood Anderson tale, Robin Hood 
does what archers turned philan-
thropists do best: annoys a greedy 
prince by stealing from the rich to give 
to the poor, then wins the beautiful 
maiden in spite of his immodest leg-
wear. With Olivia de Havilland and 
Basil Rathbone. Keystone Theatre 
cafe 
KISS OR Kill Somewhere between 
rolling drunks and 'Eating Raoul" is 
this tale of Nikki and AI (Frances 0' 
Connor and Matt Day), a young 
Australian couple who seek, seduce 
and steal from traveling business-
men. After unintentionally one victim, 
they discover a videotape featuring a 
star athlete engaged in very unsports-
manlike conduct. With that, the 
chase is on. Hunted by their enemies 
and haunted by their past, the two 
escape to the outback, only to con-
front their mutual distrust. The 
Movies 
THE POSTMAN Long after Errol Aynn 
pictures - and most everything else 
. - have been swept away by 
Armageddon, there's still Kevin 
Costner. Costner plays the postapoc-
alyptic Postman, a ragged equestrian 
messenger bringing epistles to 
America's survivors. Before film's 
end, however, he's nothing less than 
a post post-modern savior who's able 
to restore faith in the future and pull 
an army together ... without the luxu-
ry of benefits. Maine Mall Cinema 
ALSOIHOwnG 
BOOGIE NIGHTS An idealistic movie 
producer (Burt Reynolds) dreams of 
elevating his adult-entertainment 
industry craft into an art form by tum-
ing a gullible kid, Eddie Adams (Mark 
Wahlberg), into porn star Dirk Diggler, 
who thinks that it's exciting to be a 
star, no matter what the cost. 
Reviewed 11/6/97. Keystone 
Theatre cafe 
THE FULL MONTY After a local 
appearance by the Chippendale 
dancers, a group of six unemployed 
British steelworkers test their luck in 
the striptease business. They may 
not be good-looking, but a mixture of 
pathos and hilarity makes this film 
one of the most enjoyably intelligent 
feel-good movies in years. Reviewed 
10/2/97. Keystone Theatre Cafe . 
AS GOOD AS IT GETS Jack Nicholson 
stars as a bigoted, obsessive-compul-
sive novelist who finds himself 
charmed by an anXiety-ridden pooch 
and a down·to-earth waitress in this 
smart and pithy romantic comedy. 
around for the traffic jilm afterwards. It's,tree. 
With Helen Hunt (isn't she a little 
young for Nicholson?) and Greg 
Kinnear. Maine Mall Cinema 
HOME ALONE 3 Macauley Culkin has 
been replaced by 8-year-old Alex D. 
Linz for yet another installment of the 
young-abandoned-boy-turns-action-
hero scenario. This time, Alex Pruitt is 
home with the chicken pox when 
some international thieves come a-
knocking. Guess who prevails? Maine 
Mall Cinemas 
THE JACKAL Richard Gere co-stars 
as an IRA gunman who is released 
from jail to track down an assassin 
known as the Jackal (Bruce Willis). 
Sidney Poitier plays the FBI director in 
this remake of a 1973 film based on 
Frederick Forsyth's novel "The Day of 
The Jackal." Maine Mall Cinemas 
THE LITTLE MERMAID This 1989 
classiC of Disney animation, based 
on a Hans Christian Andersen fairy 
tale, will be showing in its "newly 
restored condition" for a special hol~ 
day engagement. Combining catchy 
tunes with skillful animation, it tells 
the story of Ariel, a mermaid who 
strikes a deal with a sea hag in order 
to journey above water and find her 
prince. Maine Mall Cinemas 
MIDNIGHT IN THE GARD~N OF GOOD 
AND EVIL Based on the bestseller by 
John Berendt, this southern gothic 
features a Savannah socialite (Kevin 
Spacey) who is accused of murdering 
his lover (Jude Law). A magazine 
ALLEN DAMMANN 
writer (John Cusack), entranced with 
all the genteel wealth and voodoo, 
knowingly becomes involved with a 
scandal he should have left alone. 
Reviewed 11/27/97. Keystone 
Theatre Cafe 
THE RAINMAKER Matt Damon plays 
an inexperienced lawyer pitted 
against a powerful insurance compa-
ny in Francis Ford Coppola's court-
room drama based on John 
Grisham's novel. Claire Danes is his 
love interest and Danny DeVito adds 
some sleaze to the mix as his col-
league. Keystone Theatre Cafe 
RIDING THE RAILS A compelling doc-
umentary about teenagers who rode 
freight trains during the Great 
Depression in search of work and 
adventure. Reviewed 12/11/97. The 
Movies 
SCREAM 2 The much-hyped sequel 
to Wes Craven's surprise slasher hit 
introduces a bevy of new babes and 
more genre-specific jokes. With Jada 
Pinkett and Tori Spelling. Reviewed 
12/18/97. MaiM Mall Cinema 
TITANIC The famous luxury liner 
once again sails to its doom, this 
time under the big-budget steward-
ship of James Cameron. !.eonardo 
DiCaprio, Kate Winslet and whole lot 
of special effects go head to head 
with that notoriously inconsiderate 
iceberg. Reviewed this issue. Maine 
Mall Cinemas 
starting friday 
SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE FRIDAY 
THROUGH THURSDAY, JAN 2-8. 
Owing to scheduling changes afterCBW 
goes to press, moviegoers are advised 
to confirm times with theaters. 
HOYTS CLARK'S POND, 333 CLARK'S 
POND RD" SO. PORTLAND, 879-1511. 
TIMES WERE NOT AVAILABLE WHEN 
CBWWENT TO PRESS 
HOYTS FALMOUTH 10, 206 U.S. 
ROUTE 1, FALMOUTH. 781-5616. 
TIMES WERE NOT AVAILABLE WHEN 
CBW WENT TO PRESS 
KEYSTONE THEATRE CAFE, 504 CON-
GRESS ST., PORTLAND. 871-5500. 
BOOGIE NIGHTS (R) 
9:15 
ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD (NR) 
FRI-SUN MAT 1, 3:30 
THE RAINMAKER (PG-13) 
6:30, 9:30-FRI-SUN MAT 1:30 
MIDNIGHT IN THE GARDEN OF GOOD 
AND EVIL (R) 
6,9:15 
THE FULL MONTY (R) 
7-FRI-SUN MAT 2,4:15 
MAINE MALL CINEMAS, MAINE 
MALL ROAD, SO. PORTLAND. 774-
1022. 
AS GOOD AS IT GETS (PG-13) 
1,3:55,7,9:55 
POSTMAN (R) 
1:15, 5, 8:40 
HOME ALONE 3 (PG) 
1:30, 4, 7:25, 9:55, 
SCREAM 2 (R) 
12:50,3:30,7,9:40 
TITANIC (PG-13) 
12:30, 1, 4:25, 5, 8:30, 9 
FLUBBER (PG) 
12:45, 3, 5:15, 7:25, 9:45 
THE MOVIES, 10 EXCHANGE ST" 
PORTLAND. 772-9600, 
KISS OR KILL {NR) 
JAN H)-WED '5, 7-THURS-FRI 5, 7, 
9-SAT 3,7, 9-SUN 3, 9-MON-TUES 
7,9 
RIDING THE RAILS (NR) 
JAN 3-6-SAT 1:15, 5-SUN 1:15, 5:15, 
7'MON·TUES 5:15 
NICKELODEON, TEMPLE AND MID-
DLE STREETS, PORTLAND. 772-
9751. 
TIMES WERE NOT AVAILABLE TO 
CBW. 
.. , 
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Rill SERVICE • Snowboard Base Edge Bevel
ing 
• Binding Adjustment 
SKI & • Hot Waxes • P-Tex (base) Repair 
SHOMOIRD SHOP 
PLAY IT AGiAln 
SIP'~IRTS 
315 MARGINAL WAY POImAND 773-6063 
O//~met{) 
$/our Day Spa! 
Hair & Scalp Treatments 
Stress Reduction Treatment 
Hair Design 
207.828.0540 
121 Montrose Avenue Portland 
Sculpture, Hand Building 
& Tilemaking · classes start Jan Ilth 
• Sculpting the Torso 
with Pandora La Casse 
Mon 100m - If>m 
• Sculpting Heads & Faces 
with Pandora La Casse 
Wed 6 -9pm 
• Handbuilding & Sculpture 
Tues I - 4pm, 6 - 9pm 
'Tilemaking 
with John White, Thurs 6 - 9pm 
Also 
. 
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to respond to any ad call1-900-370-20ltl. la"·S1··99/-·touc:h-tonephoMOftly ~W~OM~E~N~~M~E~N------------------------------------------
S',- EYES BLUE. HAIR BROWN, GROWING OOWII. 
Pleasing plump, R""bentsq .... yt!t muscu~r,a Chris· 
tiarVCatholic, 39Y.O. Cub Scout mom, lovt$ brew 
pubs. fancy restaurants. campfire meals- bundle 
of (OOlradictions. seeks man 39-"9 loving dogs. 
kids, camping, beach and God. "4913. 
ATTITUDE IS CONTAGIOUS. SWF, 4}.I.m lovinl, 
caring, romantic, imaginative and loyal. Looking 
for one special guy that can be all thai I am. Must 
also be family oriented. and non smoker. I am 
very accepting of people. so please be too. "5066. 
BEYOND THE HOLIDAY. Vibrant, slender. SWPF, 
Iale 40,S, serene, joyously spiritfd, crealive, well· 
educated. sometime kitchen artist. me-dialor. 
relaxed and attentive. seeks healthy, humourous 
friend, so's. tall. N/S. to enjoy tea. brunch, sun· 
day papaefS. mO\lies. X.( skiing, snoeshoeing. ice-
skating or walks together. likes; Japanese craft 
asthetk, spareness, tweedy elegance.1r498s 
BOYFRIEND IS AWAY over holid.y and might as 
well be awlJY forevert looking for replacement, 
smooth, hot hands., handsome, intelligent, SOH, 
direction, easY'going to comfort S'3·, attractive, 
145'. Br/Br. feminine & sensual.ttS045 
CHARMING. LONG BlACK HAIRED. educaled chi· 
nese beauty seeks a very smart/successful gen· 
tleman for friendshipftasting relationship/possible 
marriage. I will ans~r all responses with retum 
postale. Write to mesoon!PetsonaIAdvertiser 1922, 
P.O. Box 1238, Port~nd, ME 04104 .• 4990 
COMPLEX. SAN~ lNf'I, FUNNY DWf, I .. e 40'S, S'6' 
WPTH, SOH, seeks honey. hiefld. Hope some inter· 
ests match. Never boring always changinl. UB: ~M 
46-S7. S'8" honest, communicative, joy of life. We 
have ewrythinr to gain. Portlind·sooth.'D'4967 
HEYYQU THERE· Hello! I hopeyouroonesa,trustwor-
thy, compassionate. down·to-earth. romantic. emo-
tionally mature, a good communicator and 30 to 40 
because I am too. I'm also intelftgent, beautiful and 
hal. I ...... Leis lall<. ~ugh. and see ff .. spart. 
'D'490S· 
I HAVE A lifE. inl.lloctual self·assured, nolUr.l· 
ist,grammy of 2. enjoys firelight, candle~lht. arts 
& pistachio ice-cream. Easygoing. Hexible, family-
oriented, Please be gracious. sincere, indep@f1-
ijentty wealthy & couth. NIS, SS-60 ish, no vices, 
nice presentation a plus. Greater Portland.w4960 
I KNOW WHAT I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS, do you? 
Naughty and nice SWF, 39, seeks sJ.eighride with 
dashing reindeer buck ( Dancer perhaps?l Festiv-
ities include chilled bubbly, PY'olechnic roarinl 
fires, ( roasted chestnuts optional. .. ) mistletoe, 
angels of snow, glowing chetks and HO HO HO! 
Order early. Free local delivery. Giftwrap slightly 
extrurso43 
I'M NOT A BARBIE DOlL SWF, N/S, N/O, So. Hight 
& weight not proportionate n look oorrnal for my 
age) Prolressiw ttlinker. appreciate diversity. I've 
slowed down since I was 30, but like spontane· 
ity. looking for companion. so-60. Race not an 
issue. 0'4922. 
IF Irs ClEAR TO YOU THAT one can be white col· 
lar & blue collar, active & quiet, creative & down 
to earth, cultivated and street wise, hard·working 
& frivolous, spiritual & carnal· then maybe you 
& I ( OWF. S') should talk..49S6 
IFYOUR SMALLER HEAD OOES YOUR THINKING._I'm 
not interested! This 49 y.o, NIS, healthy, caring, 
romantic, active, working, thinking, attractive. cre-
ative. WPTH, frugal christian. DWf with many inter-
ests. 10Yes family, home, country, dlildren, ani-
mals. dancing, reading, writing, poetry and the 
. great outdoors. Right man won't regret call· 
ing!!ttSOO9 
INDEPENOENT,INTELLIGENT, UNSKINNEY bul nol 
pretty, mid·twenties SWf who can parallel part 
5eeks quiet, witty, charming SM 25-3S from the 
top half of the gene POOI.'SOll 
INTELLIGENT. ARTISTIC. SOPllISTICATED. ACTIVE 
18 y.o female with future aspirations and an inter· 
est in finding quality friendships. Seeking a dever, 
creative, s«ure, cultured, humOl'ous, liberal male. 
19'2S, with an appre<iation for exceptional women, 
a healthy social lite, and a prolressive approach 
10 lifo .nd "~liOl1Ships.esoo6 
IS LOVE lUST A DREAM. 4' yr. old naturalist wilh 
strong mlrinerspirit, spiritual sel1sitivity and sense 
of humour seeks companion to share the salty 
rock and roll of Casco Bay, following the will of 
the wind .• sool 
lETS RiNG IN THE NEW YEAR TOGETHER! Port· 
land, Maino SWF, 37, S'9", Ig build. enjoys din· 
ing in ()( out, movies. sports, carracing, reading, 
quiet evenings & taking walks. Desires S{DWM for 
friendship/lTR. Mod to Ig build .• m' 
UFE IS TOO SHORT 10 spend il .lon.1 Prelty, full 
figured DWF, S1 y.o seeks intelligent. sincere, hon· 
est. spiritual, N/S gentleman 4S'S8 to share sim· 
ilar Interests., ~aughter. conversat10n. friendship, 
possible LTR.es~ 
LOOKING FORWARD TO 98! Yoong looking and 
foelinl49 OWF, N/S fil, S'4", 12S'. Am ft.~ble, 
enjoy, cooking, gardening, boating, entertaining. 
Have one grown kid and a ct.arming dOl. look· 
ing for an Intelligent gentleman w/SOH for com· 
panionship·trS048 
LUCKY YOU! You' .. to," proiesslon.l •• sy going. 
honest, have SOH, NIS, 43'53. Together we'll chat, 
hike, camp, Hountry ski. garden. dine in/out. I'm 
S'9", trim, blond, 4S, mom of a teen, environ-
mentally oriented. down-to·eanh. Shall we share 
our lives? '11'4909. 
NOT RICH OR GORGEOUS, lUST REAl! DWf. 40, 
dedicated mom. Strong beleiver in personal 
growth, respect & commitment. looking for one 
special dad who's not afraid of challenges of fam· 
ily life. Dare to $hare love of our children. Be 10'0" 
ing. accepting, willing to receive same.tt4959 
SICK OF KISSING fROGS! Single" and oyer 21, 29 
in fact! Reformed Princess seeks nature boy for 
frolicking through hills, dales, oceansides, moun· 
tains, and liens. Must be healthy, honest, warm, 
a little silly, independent and likes kids. No pris· 
sys. sissys, ladykillers, or bil bad wolves.w5044 
SOUTH OF PORTlAND 40 yrs, good looking bot· 
tom looking ror someone wilo is friendly, manly, 
rugged, h.lry, ~rge, and loves 10 feel like III< man. 
Don't miss this one I'm ready and willfng. Days 
great.1I'4993 
WANTED: ONE BAD BOY WITH A BIG HEART seek· 
ing JO something, dart, handsome man who's not 
afraid of emotions, responsibility. family oriented 
musician with day job maybe? Me: mature 27 y.o 
Italian big brown eyes, looooooong brown hair, 
sober smoker parent. Come hang your leather next 
to mine.'D'S012 
YOUNG 40'S. 5'9", exceptional slender shape, prates· 
siona~ educatl!d, SKUll!, hip, SWNt, creatift, musical 
rlane" dtsIros youlhful 43'48 •• 111101 .. cood·looking. 
smart, accomplished, curious, 5e(ure, slim, sincere world 
citizen with a dash of irrevtrtoce & mirth. -4914-
MENIi'WOMEN 
37 Y.OSURVIVOR OFTHE DATING HOLOCAUST. Tlvuogh 
years of warfare, this SWM has developed the three 
trailS neccessary for successful completion of mis· 
sion: cooking, deaning, no baggage! I'm seeking spe. 
cial female rKruit to plol future manouvers. RMlem· 
bert some wars can be fun! Enlist now .• 4998 
ARE YOU HONEST AND TRUSTWORTHY .ge 3S'4S, 
fairly atttractive and shapely? like to walk tbe 
beach in three seasons, likethe woods and fish? 
Start oul as friends and then become close and 
affectionate. I'm 40'S, 5'8-, 150M, N/D N/A.tr50S9 
ARE YOU OUT THERE? Awoman alive and still curio 
ous, youthful reRectivewith an appetite for adven-
ture and romance. Fifty more or less? let's meet 
to discuss recent dreams and ponder the signifl-
tince. t'm, So plus.tt4988 
AVAIlABLE FOR THE NEW YEAR. 40, honesl, sin· 
cere, believe in individualily, kind, polite, con-
siderate, no nonsense, heafthly souVmind. hand-
som., N/S, 5/0, SWPM, w/SOH, s',", 1601. Enjoy 
music, movies, dining out, hiking. dancing, sports 
(not obsessed). ISO same qualitite, race/age not 
reatlmportanl. tt5050. Personal AdYertiser '923, 
P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 04'104. 
! HARMON'S & BARTON'S 
~ 1·800-SUN·LILY 174-'946 
personal of the week 
,,114 
BOYFRIEND IS AWAY over holiday and might as well be away for· 
ever! Looking for replacement, smooth, hot hands, handsome, intel· 
ligent, SOH, direction, easy·going to comfort 5'3", attractive, 145#, 
Br/Br, feminine & sensual."5045 
lhisiXihl PllmlliIII Weel Qu~ceti_1i . 's & Bartoofi11i!t I.lCasroBay~ 
.11 _ SeOO)OOf~ ad 10: Casro Bay W~ Pmit, PO 8011238, PortIJid, ME 04104 
MEN~WOMEN 
CULTIVATEO,ASSERTIV~ DWM, s'I1",,7oI,.lIia,· 
tive, muscular. romantk, highly educated, sensu-
al, confident, secure, sensitive. thoughtful, and 
affectionate seeks pretty, feminine. educated. inde-
pendent, inteligent, refined, shapely, sensuous 
woman, 3S·49,1 enjoy dasslcal & popular music. 
European travel & theatre, reading, french cuisine. 
good conversation and a cosy home.tt4980 
DEAR SANTA, Please bring me a SWFjOWF, 28'47. 
SY'S'7", 10'>1401 for x·mass. SWM, 48, S'6", 
1601, Br/81. Musllike to have fun and enjoy your-
self. Thankyou. PO. BOX IS3'4. PORTlAND, ME. 
04112.11'4987 
DESIRED: ONE Gooo PARTNER· at home on moun· 
tain peaks or concert halls, fishing streams or fire· 
side. DWPM, 54, N/S, educated. traveled, good 
listener, enjoys (feating in the kitchen, ISO trim 
and attractive lady with similar flexibility to share 
candlelight, good wine and loving journey. 'D'4902. 
DO you HAVE AN IMAGINATION? Are your dreams 
and i'antasies important to you] Ive you the type 
of woman who could make them (ome true, with 
III< righl partn .. In Ii"? SWM, 38, I,ll good·look· 
ing, is waiting for YOU.O'4999 
DO YOU HAVE SPARKLING EYES, a dazzling smile 
with a heart to match? Self·assured, 32+ -48, SOH 
with diverse Interests. DPM· outgoing, warm and 
spontaneous, intel.ligent with dry SOH. Adventure, 
travel, conversation, impressionist/abstrad art, jazz 
& dancing. Possible LTR.1I'4974 
E'ASY GOING OWM, 39. S'IO".17"'. NSlLO, fino.,. 
cialty secure. Some of the things I enjoy are: Bak-
inl, motorcycling, avid hiker, camping, softball, 
basketball, beaches. movies. music. stock car !'iC-
ing and many. many others. Sound interesting, 
give me a cali.O'49S8 
EASY GOING OWM, 39, S'10" '701, N/S.I/O, finan· 
dally secure. Some of the things I enjoy are: B1k-
il1l, motortydes. avid hiker, camping, softball bas-
ketball, beaches, movies, musk, stock tir racing, 
skating, X..( skiing IIfld many many more. Sound 
interesting?soss 
GEEK·mE WANTED! Smart? Proportionate? Non-
smoker? Glasses?(hild~s?28·34? Average looks? 
Enjoy PBS, NPR, British comedies. cuddling, ani-
mals, honest conversation, music, sci-fi films? lone-
ly? looking for LTR. eventually leading to mar-. 
riage? Me too. No further questions. -S07L 
GET A UfE! 2OY.O. SWM just relocated to Port-
land. ISO SWF, 18-24- If you like concerts, camp-
inl, good movies and -quiet- tim6 this S'u- Col-
orado native would like to meet you. leis explore 
this fun, little city togeM. '491S. 
HOI HO! HO! Wannabe Santa Clause seeks 
wannabee Elfess who is naug~ AND nice to help 
make the holidays meny ilnd 1998 bright. Santa-
SPM, SS, 6'. 180#. EIIess- you? .4916. 
I JJA THE TEDDY BEAR ... you've been dreaming 
.boul. Attractiv. OWM, 30, 6'3", Ig build •• ver· 
age weight, who is kind. lenerous, caring, open, 
honest, understanding. Seeks attractive female 
18·40, S'S" +, average weiBht or less. wfsimilar qual· 
ities who really appreciates a man w{same.'D'4975 
Irs WINTER AND IT'S GETTING COLO .nd 10n.1y 
out there! But it doesn't have to be that way. Close 
your eyes. Touch this ad. 00 you feel it? Heal! It 
really is there if you want it to be. SWM, 40'S. 
wants 10 fill in the gaps.w4971 -
lUST BROWSING. II would b. nice 10 mem SIDWF. 
3S'47 who's active, attractive, romantk, self·car· 
ing with a SOH and not overweight. This hO'nest. 
hopeless romantic, enjoys canoeing, dancing, 
movies, lenting, and holding hands. Emotional 
availability a must. 11'5067. 
LIFE'S A LEARNING 10URNEY. OWM, 6'1", lBS', 
8VBI, exceptionally flt, handsome, secure, 49Y.o. 
single parent, ready for new journey. ISO dynam-
ic, slender, fit, youthful, cheerfu~ spiritual lady 
who enjoys life, children, swimming, hiking, 
rollerblading. music & good conversation. Chil· 
dren welcome. "'5054. 
LOOKING FOR ROMANCE.IW, smok". OWM, 30\'.0 .. 
6'. 190#. seeks 5/OWF, 'S·40. NID, for lTR. Chil· 
dren and smokers O.K. Marriage minded a plus. 
Please no games! Portland area preferred. trS017. 
lOST IN PORTLAND. Down to earth country boy, inc:ur· 
able romantic, old fashioned values, ~ age beliefs, 
sensitive, sensuoUS, silly, spiritual seeking compat· 
able intelligent woman for companionship, conver· 
sation, wddles. comnrittment. frequent travels to Ala-
dia area, uoss-counlry skiing, theatre, beOKh walks, 
dandnl, hot·tubs & swims .• 495J 
LOVING & CARING. SWM, 6o!.0. S'10", 1781 seek· 
ing a woman between iges Ij8-60. I like dandng,lty· 
ing, fishinl, mUSlIlllS, w.11ks on the beach, titing in 
and out. I can cook, looking foI nc, which I have 
alot to live.letsmeet: OYfrcofffe orwhatewr.1I'492). 
ONE WOMAN WANTED. 37 ",. S'10-. ISS', Blue· 
eyed, short·haired WM. Been through a few lears 
and fears. bit or a night ow{ ( not bars).tt4991 
OPTIMISTIC. OUTGOING. OUTSPOKEN, OCCA· 
SIONALL YOUTRAGEOUS! P.rt~enlight.nod, so ..... 
whoat romantic. leans left. Have mongage, own 
vacuum. ISO progressive, productive female who 
can smile when called a girt, blush thinkinl about 
lingene, and put me In my place. No fattJt$, sur· 
vivoo. Will bait hooks for riCht person.tr49<i3 
FREE 40 word ad • FREE voice greeting • FREE retrieval everyday! Submit your FREE 40 word ad today. Simply fill out the coupon and mall It back to us at: Personals P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104. FAX to 775-1615 or call us at 775-1234. Deadline, Friday @ Noon. We'll send you all the Information you need to know on how to record your free voice greeting. 
Free headline: 
Free 40 word ad 
categories: pick one - 0 women IW men 0 men ~ women 0 women ~ women 0 men.~ men 
All free 4 week ads. o others 0 friends first 0 lost souls 0 single parents 0 sports enthusiasts 
Confidential information: 




add'i words @ SOC each without voice IJreetinlJ 
all words @$1 each: 
CBWBox 
or P.O. Box'(add $25): 
o VISA 
OMC expo date Guidelines: Free Pe"onals ads are available for sinQle PfO\lIe seeklnq relallonshlps. Ads seekinq 10 buy or sell se.ual s""lces will IN! refu"d. No full names, slreel addr ..... or phone numlN!rswllllN! publlshfd. Ads eonlainlnq •• pieH sexual or aOllomiullanquaQe will nol be published. W. reserve lIN! rlQht 10 odll, refuse or recal'QCM'ilf .ny ad. Advertise" # musl IN! over 18 ye." of 'Qe. 
--------------------------
MENIlj'WOMEN 
OUTGOING DWM, 36, looking to meet attractive 
lady. age 27')2 for LTR. I enjoy sports, dining in 
and out, movies, home & familV oriended. Chil· 
dren/single mother most welcome. Race is not an 
issue. Pleilse respond if interested. 1I'50S2. 
RECOVERING WORKAHOLIC 3' seeks • lady who 
would like to go out and do some fun tllings, 
like. dance, dine, walks, movies, sport, games, 
day trips & quiet times. Me 6'3-, tall, handsome, 
athletic, easygoing, humorous & fun to be around. 
Occassional smoker. Okay let's chat!1r4969 
SANTA KEEP YOUR PRESENTS! Are you a christ· 
ian girl? Alone for the holidays? Seeking honest, 
sincere. relationship. DWCM, 41, S']", 16ot,affet:-
tionate, tiring, strong christian values. loves kids, 
interests: camping, ATV, quiet nights. You : 35'42 
positive minded, WPTH.O'4970 
SCHOlARLY BOOK LOVER SEEKS SAME, SWPM, 
)2,6'2",24011, hazei/Dionde. Enjoy literature, muse· 
ums, music, bookstores. cafes, talking, reading, 
inlimacy, (ooking.looking for stable. professional 
woman 2S-35 to share life and love. I am caring, 
honest and sincere. Possible LTR.es013 
SECURE MALE WITH lOB. SM. likes .11 outdoor 
ildivities, family gatherings. earty evening walks, 
the security of being with an emotionaly secure 
woman who loves laughter. If this sounds like 
you and you can be true, then let's watch sun· 
day football together (Ha, only kidding) how about 
dinner and a movie.1t4977 . 
SEEKING A WOMAN FOR MY BIG BROTHER. He's 
t.lI. BVBlleddy bear type. He has. heart of gold 
& deserves someone who is going to treat him 
as they would want to be treated. Don't be shy, 
taU! 11'5057. 
SEEKING CHRISTIAN FEMALE .ttractiv., easy 
going, sincere, S'9" BrlBl, nice build, 31 yrs WCM. 
Interests: outdoors.. movies. reading. Seeking chris· 
tian female 30'45 looks unimportant, just hon-
esty. In greater portland area. I hope losinglicence 
doesn't matter.tt4973 
SWM, 34, N/S, NID. WITH APPRECIATION FOR sin· 
cerity, romance, honesty, open·mindedness, 
humor, spontaneitY,life, creativity, ambition, sim· 
plicity, and animals. ISO S/DWF, 24-40 with pos· 
sitive outlook, likes musk, movies, beaches. coun-
try life, horses and desert before dinner. 11'4927. 
TAL~ LIGHT AND HANOSOME. OWM, 39, fil, Gem· 
ini, lawyer but no suit. Seeking smart, sensitive. 
soulful. slender, self-reliant woman. 25'3S, w/good 
SOH. I like: books. theatre, art, brunch, Bach. 
Chopin, King (Albert and B.B.), skiing, cyding, the 
Tao Te Ching. I don't like: bars or ~orts talk. 
'D'so16. 
TAl~ THIN, TAN, goodlooking ~I. 30'S likes. beach· 
walks, hiking,looking for someone to spend time 
with and go to events together like aerosmith 
and fairs in the fall, motorcycle rilllys in the sum· 
mer.ttS010 
UN-ASSUMING TEDDY BEAR warm, understand· 
ing, caring, WNM of 45, accomplished, down·to-
earth, will love you for who you are, loyal, hand· 
some, very·romantic,sensual· You? Smoker & SID 
preferred. i'm S'6", 1401, take me as I am·'II'4tf50 
WARM HEART, COLD FEETI Swe.1. good nalured. 
fun, physically fit, young thirties. PWM, with speech 
impediment, Gnarticulate, but loving). Have a great 
job. house, and car. love to laugh, Enjoy x·( ski· 
ing, 5uspense movies and surfing the web. Seek· 
ing SWF to share lifes pleasures. let's m~et for 
coffee! 11'4982 
WINTER FUN like to X-C ski, skate, OT just watch 
the snow falling, SWM31, S'11" 1401. likes music, 
movies, cats, cooking and quiet times. looking 
for intelligent. big-heilrted woman for good con· 
versation, friendship and lTR.'It4966 
WORLDS lAST NICE GUY! Honest, affetlionate, 
DWM, Teacher, 41 years old, 21aN, likes biling, X-
country skiing, Oceans, music, microbrews, cook-
ing, ISO someone to share lifes goodCimes with . 
Must be non·smoker. 30'45 y.o.ttSOOO 
ACTION·PACkED CHICK SEEkS adventurous, ath· 
letk, sports·travenous goddess withe mystery of 
Amelia Earhart, the legs of Missy "The Missle" 
Glove. the style of Gabriel Reece and Ihe pro· 
tection of Manon Rheaume. Must also have com-
kal qualities, sensuality, and be petite. UB 
24·30y.O. 'll'S061. 
I kNOW WHAT YOU NEED male 30ish. 6'. seek-
ing to pleasure healthy, open·minded, INS women 
ages 2()o45. Discretion expected &assured·1I'4964 
IS THERE ANYONE OUT THERE who believes in 
monogomy and giving 11011' to make 11 relation-
ship work? looking for one special woman who 
I can spoil lotten with alii have to offer. Prefer 
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SEEkiNG 2S-4S Y.O lESBlAN ... Attractiye 34 y.o 
lesbian professional, part·time mom, part·time 
zany - suks N/S, kind. intelligent woman for dal· 
ing, concerts, hiking, coffee and giggling! Please 
be genuine, have an off beat SOH; enjoy dlildren 
(2 daughters!) and dOgs!ttS049 
SEEKING GWF, 34-4S, loves boating, camping, 
canoeing, snowmobiling and travel. NIS, honesty 
and sin(erity a must,"4962 
TIRED OF WATCHING EVERYONE ELSE IN LOVE. 
GWF, 4S, long hair, 5'7-, 17S', casual profes· 
sional, faorly inexperienced. Dreaming of relo· 
catingto Arizona. like writing, animals, homeUfe. 
Fall hard for real love. Romantic, cuddly bedmate. 
Smoker, social drinker. Want someone to laugh 
and cry with. Spiritual, loving, creative. w49(1O. 
WANNA HAV[ fUN! bright, attract;ve, fit, fun. easy· 
going 2S yr.old Bi·sexuallSO someone w/SOH 8. 
similar nature woo enjoys going out staying in, 
dancing, movies and just having fun. Good per· 
sonality matters. looking to share friendship/pas· 
sion or possible LTR.'D'4972 
WARMING WELCOME. The cold is upon us, what 
do we do? LeC's lick it together and say shoo, 
winter shoo! This north of Portland, very sub· 
missive Bi female is seeking a very dominant Bi 
or Gay female to warm her. 0'4924. 
ZERO DEGREE VIRGO WITH AIRES MOON. ~F, wild 
woman poet. 40'S, seeks female to explore edges 
of nature, beauty, creativity. intimacy. ~4907. 
ACTIVE UNCLE·SEXY GRANDFATHER AVAIlABLE! 
You: under 3S, NIS, clean·cut, intelligent. prep-
pie, lean, athletic, not into gay scene or willing 
to learn another way out of here to another time 
and place. Know·it-alltypes need !\Ot apply. No 
druggies. fems, fats. eso72. 
AVAIlABLE TO EXPLORE YOUR FANTACY. I'm 46, 
healthy, a (M·f) TS eager for lTR (no·strings) I 
massage, watch steamy videos, \o.vesharing good 
food/hot encounters with mid·aged man, my piace 
(possibly YOUfS) Portland. 11'4908· 
BI·CURIOUS ... 27 yr.old guy, athletic, profession· 
ai, good·looking, 1701; !teeks similar for explo-
ration and possible first time encounter. Prefer 
someone who has recently discovered their BVgay , 
sid •.• 4?SS 
BIM 40, N/S, 160, S'9". looking for other males 
for mutual adult massage. Safe, healthy and dis· 
creet II must. Also fun and hot! Tell me what you 
like and how to contact you. PO, BOX 11043, 
PORTlAND, ME. 04104 .• 4984 
BiWM LOOKING fOR THE SAME, 18'40 in lewis· 
ton, Auburn ilrea +surrounding areas. I enjoy giv· 
ing and recieving massages, theatre, music, 
movies + quiet times looking for possible friend· 
ship or relationship. let's meet • talk.'II'SOOl 
GOOD LOOKING MASCULINE MAN mid'4OS look· 
ing for somewhat younger man. I'm strong hard· 
working, intelligent. looking for same. like to hike, 
ski. S'9", 16\1, Br/Br. I'm w.1I lrav.led + well 
r •• d, N/S & 1I<.lthY,"499' 
HOPE YOIFRE NOT AFRAID TO SWEAT. Conse,,· 
ative, dominant, GWM, 32, seeks companion for 
winter activities. Skating the Oaks, Pirates hock· 
ey, sledding, snowball fights, x·skiing, sympho· 
ny. theatre, film. Enjoy nistory, jazz, politics, eco· 
nomics. Seeking younger. athletic intellect who 
enjoys ferocious debates and rubdowns. tt5064· 
lAKES REGION. BiWM,)9Y.o .. S',o". 16S_, Br/8l. 
Inexperienced & shy. lookin~ for similar Bi/GM, 
18-)0. for friendship and more. Honest, sincere 
and very discrut. 11'4901. 
MENlt'MEN 
LOOKING FOR A HOT ENCOUNTER. Rock & roll 
cowboy ready for a college jock. What's your major? 
Must be a student looking for fun or first time. 
live your fantasies. Me? Great looking, talkative, 
& very interesting. F·ffun. Massage? Relationship? 
·4903· 
MASCULINE GWM seeks dominant cigar man for 
friendship, fun and games. like outdoors, motor· 
cycles and spons. Straight, gay or Bi. You won't 
be disappointed! !t4925· 
OUTGOING fUN LOVING PROFESSIONAl, 'Sy·o., 
trapped in a 4f1f.O. body. Seeking open minded 
friends to explore with. I'm squeeky clean, healthy, 
non·judgemental. N/S, l./D, wlflex. schedule. Lets 
start the new year rigAt. Portland· Rockland area. 
Any age, size, race. 'D'50S1. 
READY ready & looking .. ,for new freinds. partner. 
lover for good times out, movies, dinner. travel. 
t am NOT looking for games. hypocrites or one 
nigtrt stands. lam a professional secure 27 yr.old 
that is picky and proud.e4968 
ROMANTIC WITH PRIDE TO BEFREE. N •• dso fri.nd 
50'SS, tall with attitude and fortune. Must love 
classical music and ballet. 11'4911, 
SANTA CLAUS OR SUGAR DADOY?Handsome, pro-
fessional, 46y.o., 5'U-, 16oj, BrowOl1lazel. fair 
build. a man in every aspect. ISO younger lover 
to spoil, 21·35, masculine yet sesitive, out or curi-
ous. t offer stability, guidance, nuluring, com-
passion, and romance and affmion. LTR. 11'4910. 
SEEXING A SOUlMATE GWM, ,8, 6',", ,00#, Bk/Br 
looking for LTR with fun·loving men ages 21)-40 
enjoy old movies, collecting art, very romantk 
and passionate, great SOH. No head games. just 
twister for 2!'D'4989 
• WANTED BlACK/ASIAN MALE. Slirrilrim GWM, 4S. 
seeks slim. trim, black/asian male for close 
encouters together. lets get hot together. I love 
jt. Call. tt4904. 
FRIENDS FIRST 
ANYONE WANT TO HANG OUT? Love~ come .nd 
go. It's friends that comfort you through and 
through. looking for someone to be silly and 
intellectualize with. May lead to l TR. if not i've 
made a new friend. SWf, 2S, 5'U-, WPTH. let's 
walt and see!ttsooS 
BUMPER CARS A; FORESTAVESHOP'N'SAVE 111,6 
You: grey sweater and lIoppy black chapeau. Me: 
goatee, beret · looked like (he Guevara. Was 
working up the nelVe to strike up iI conversation, 
but we had to evacuate. Coffee? Dinner? Try on 
h.IS?e496s 
CREATIVE SPF, 30'S. seeks companion(s) to dance 
dub with. I appreciate dance from punk to tee· 
kno and beyond. Seeking respondence who are 
substance free. 'll'S053. 
SINGLE PARENTS 
SElf·EMPLOYED PROFESSIONA~ good looking, 
widower, ethical, humerous, romantic, 53Y.O., 6' , 
184", NIS, N/D, ISO educated, intuitive·psychic 
lady in eilrly 40'S with class and curves for fun & 
friendship. Prefer passionate, adventurous spiro 
it. Interested in LTR. tr5068. 
LOST SOULS 
DARERS GO FIRST. Mr. fish: We met a year ago 
in the bar at the sheraton. My friends dared me 
to ask you if we could sit at your table. You were 
warming, generous and playful. I stm wear black. 
I'm fit funny and sober. Would you tire to meet 
againhr5060 
JIM AT THE MALl. We met 12/5, remember big 
TVs? 49'S7? Wanting your friendship and more. 
Wish I had your pilger ' . let's Co skiing. at least 
a chat, still smitten, . M.tt49~h 
LOST, JAY SINClAIR. Se.~hln! lor lay. formerly 
of Surry via Orono via Turner. Singer/guitarist for 
-Big Eddie" & "Mad River". Where are you my 
friend? Plu5e call me· Chris. wS070. 
PENNEY FOR YOUR THOUGHTS! Maybe 1WO! I would 
like to see you blush againl Hope your next birth· 
day is beller! Can I borrow your pen? No cotd. 
just an excuse to see you again!1I5004 
Problem 
Let us unlock 
your phone 
linesilland 
let the fun 
begin! 
Purchase blocks of Casco Bay 
Week~ Personals time by 
using your Mastercard, VISA, 
personal check or cash, 
To purchase your calling 
card call Joline NOW! 
775·1234 
JANUARY 1, 1998 37 • 
"Beauty Trilogy- - Story of 0" - Different 
Loving-: Attractive, intelligent, nurturing, 
BDSM pl.ye~ 80's/40'S) seek .lIraclive, 
desirous, submissive female (married/sin-
gle) to join in upcoming, intimate, "Safe, 
sane, consensual- adventure. Discretion 
assured. No si ngle men or non-serious calls. 
ple.se,"4994 
lET'S PlAY. SWM. ,8, SMART, fil, mild yel 
wild, seeking woman 18'45 to saddle pre· 
cocious nature, slender orvoluptuous. pre· 
fer extremes. Am discreet, NIS, since, clean, 
many interests, desire same. Open to sug· 
geslions,"4976 
"GET DOWN ON YOUR KNEES". Goddess 
has opening. for devoted slave to train in 
aU areas of disdplineand worship. Unimag-
inable pain and pleasure to make you writtle 
to your core. Learn about obedience the 
hard way from this long haired. Br/Br beau· 
ty. C.II NOW!"SOI4 
ARE YOU A lADY OVER so? 00 you know 
what you want? This unique. handsome, 
SWM, 40'S, 6'1-, 205', very clean profes· 
sional is searching for a special. discreet, 
classy, amourous & clean real woman that 
loves adventurous indoor activities. Smile, 
and have needs that haven't been ful· 
filled.tr4978 
ARE YOU A WOMAN w.nting some .. rvice, 
but never used domination to get it? Try 
it on me. Submissive WM will do (hores, 
pamer, serve for domination and kink. You 
deserve it, don't you? 21+, any race. I'm 
de.n, safe, discreel, UB,. PI.ase call .• 494'. 
ATTRACTIVE, SINCERE, SENSUOUS MWM, 
43,ISO,passionoie Sf orSBiF ,\·\oslighl· 
Iy plump OK. Discre.1 .nd healthy. Free 
some weekdays.tr4986 
B.O, S.M MASTER, looking for sl.ves, any 
age. race, sex, she-males a plus, live out 
your dre.ms. Also Jack & Jill.eso\6 
BiM & GM. so & 34 seeking f.m.I.lri.nd. 
Join us for our playtime. UB honest, open 
minded, dean. We are tile same. 0'4912. 
COUPlES, M OR S WF you iust gol lucky 
and h.PPY! Happy SO y.o. MWM. 6', 21S', 
handsome, discreel, sensuous! BVlll respect· 
fully playful, amorous · desires only sin· 
cere/carefree people. It's only wrong if we 
want it but don't take it. Call me! let's 
share jOy! "49S4 
OOt.'JNANT WOMEN WANTED ~M. '\) seeIt· 
ing one or more women to have sensual 
dominating experiences together. Shape, 
sizes. married orsingle or all O.K. I'm dean. 
you be dean 100. Lei's play log.ther. All 
calls returned. 11'4899. . 
EXHIBITIONISM AND VOYEURISH FUN. Exhi· 
bitionism and voyeurism are fun and safe. 
We are an attractive couple with a sense 
of humor. I am very petite and my partner 
is big and muscular. We would like to meet 
a couple any age with similar interests. 
"s069· 
HAVING SOME EXCITMENT WITH IMAGI· 
NATION I'm seeking to find a gay male that 
likes to explore with infantilism and kinky 
play. Come on give it a challenge won't 
you? If you don't call you'll never know 
whal fun il is. Call me now & Iry.tr4998 
HOME IMPROVEMENT. MWF, s.xY blonde 
hardbody Ih.1 needs 10 be played wilh. 
Husband married to job wltoo much 
overnight travel. I'm S'S", 110# of needy 
woman. Don't let me go to waste!O'501S 
HOW IS THIS FOR SERVICE? MWM 36, Trades· 
man/Artisl seeks to fulfill long losl fanl.· 
sy of being seduced while working for a 
hot & horny female homeowner. Very clean, 
discreet. open. Age, weight not an issue. 
Couples considered. This ad for rea~ UB2! 
Call for quality service!tt5007 
LIVE OUT YOUR fANTASY. Good looking 
SWM, 3\, S'l1". 16\ •• Br/Br, looking for. 
WF or MWC. WPTH,21'4S for erotic fanta· 
sy fulfillment. I am dean, discrete and 
extremely eager to please. Alilimit5 respect· 
.d .... Go ahe.d, CaIl!!"s047 
LOOKING FOR A CHANGE MWM, 1.11, lale 
20'S, bored and willing to try almost any· 
thing once. Seeking Mar f for discreet fun. 
Me: dean, discreet, open -minded , 
UB,.tr49\7 
LOOKING FOR FUN· No .ge limil. SWM, 6', 
blue eyes, blof1de hair, looking for females 
aT couples to get together for some satis· 
fying encounters. Wiltanswerallcalls. Pk:ase 
call SOOn. 114926. 
MARRIED COMPANION SOUGHT FOR COU· 
PLE. MWC. 47, Saco, seeks 10 replac. MWM 
after 15 yr. lTR. He and wife moved with 
in·laws. Mr., portly. endowed. Mrs., multi-
orgasmic. Seek MWM for t · 2 eve wk. pas· 
sible gelaw.ys; or MWF/MWC ( 1st limers) 
if any inleresl. LTR soughl..4949 
NEW YEAR BANG. MWC looking to bring 
the new year in with a bang. looking for 
straight males for -dose encounters of a 
good kind" logelher.,,\oo3 
NUDE WOMAN. No drugs. sod.1 drinker, 
SWM, 43, 6'2", 210*. Br/Br. How would 
you like to get rubbed down? I do, if you 
do. W. can rub ,II Salurday. You be 5/OWf, 
30·\OY.0. "S06,. 
PARTY HARDY!! MWC. 40'S, average looks, 
she's reticent but malable, he's ready, will· 
ing &: able: seeks invite from another cou-
ple or couples 10 a holid.y p.rty featuring 
'ite" adult activities.1I496t 
SANTA'SMAKING HIS LIST! Are you naughty 
or nice? Females and couples call with your 
X-mas wishes. WM, Santa waiting for your 
call. CI •• n, discreet. UB,. "4906. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. 36y.O. Bi Maleseelt· 
ing fantasy friends. Spend an afternoon 
with me, I need several good. open mind· 
ed men friends to help me fulfill a longterm 
fantasy. local motel, maybe Saturay after-
noons. I'll provide all the entertainment. 
,,\063· 
VOYEURISM DISCRETElY OFFERED to cou-
plesonty! We are 2s·isn,energetk and fun. 
Sne is a si2zling strawbeny blonde, 34C-
24'3,,11\#, S'6" and he is. 6'. 17\', fit 
hunk with great trouser-mouse mobili-
ty.tr\046 
WANTED, LIBERATED, SENSUOUS, HONEST 
WOMAN. 44 yr.old separaled WM, no 
patience for bars. Not ready for commit· 
ment. Seeks female or 2 BiF for mutually 
satisfying mental &: physical encounters. 
No age or race boundaries. I'm dean & 
dimeol, please be same,"4983 
WE DESIRE SENSUOUS FUN wilh • woman 
or couple WPTH & SOH. If you en joy erot-
ica to include: good drinks & movies, music 
& candle light & special smoke 10 sellhe 
warm feelings Hawing. Call us now. 0'4921. 
WOULD ENIOY THREE. Male, \0, tall, .Ih· 
letic, looking for couple for fun and plea-
sure. 1" ev •. week.LTR hopefully. No drugs, 
N/S,l/D. lik.massage, movies, el~ es06S· 
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\.LY l'AiJ iQUA N 
(T'ai Chi Ch'uan) • Therapeutic Massage 
• Polarity Therapy 
• Reflexology LARRY IRA LANDAU. 
967~5965 • Bach Flower Remedies 
5tudlo91n Portland & ~ 
call for brochure 
• Colon Hydro-Therapy 
Cherie Howard CMT, NTS 
781- 2132 
VOGA 
Great Gift Ideas 
YtGA SUPPLES · GIFT Cl:RTlFlrA TES 
WWTEII SESSION 8EGINI.IAN. 12TH 
Free YourCellf 
Ocean Rolfing Associates 




.... . . - . . 
Practitioners dedicated to your health . .. 
S~ H~ WJ4,en ~ 
884 BROADWAY, SOUTH PORTLAND, ME 04106 
Barbara Harding Loux, LCSW Liane Hamrick, Ph,D. 
Individual, Coup/~ and LICENSED PSYCHOLOGIST 
FamIly Therapy IndMdulIl, Group, Reilltionship 
- Se, Esteem - Sexual Abuse Issues 
• Women's Issues - Fami~ 01ange and Fllmlly Psychotherllpy and 
_ SOOst!l1C8 Abuse Issues _ Parenting Couns~/ing 
Call 207-772-6599 1-800-743-5137 
Jane Prairie, LCSW Merril Grohman 
Indivldulll Couns~/lng for Women CranioSacral Therapy 
UPlEOGEft INSTlTVTE TRAINED 
Ev~nlng AppoIntments . 
In.ur.nc~ Reimbursable CranioSacral Therapy 
Call 207~774-8633 \~-¥?ir'~~ b 's ability 
Merel Bainbridge, L.Ac, o do what 
LIcensed Acupuncturist i does best ... 
207-838·2413 take care of you, alleviating 
Acupuncture a wide range of illness, 
Jln S.hln Doll) Bodymlnd Acupressure,. pain and dysfunction_ 
Tul Na Chine .. Massage 





Begins Jan 5th 
All levels 
Jazz, Tap, Ballet. Ballroom. 
Sireet Funk, Creative 
Movement, Arrican. 
Adults & Olildren 
Brian M, Davis, N.TS., C.M.T. 
Natural Thaapnttic Sprcialist 
Cn'tifiul M.zuag~ Th"IJPUI 
. Holistic Health Education 
M""ll" Pol.rity Reflexology 
Movrment Classes 
879-8934 
- Gift CcnificiIICI Year Round· 
FOUR FREE 
CLASSES 
JAN 5, 6, 8 
AT 5.30PM 
JAN 7 AT 
5:45PM 




Karen Austen, MA, M.S., L.M.T. 
Licensed Massage Therapist 
• 7 Days A Week, All Holidays 
• Same day appointments 
• Gift Certificates available 
• Regular Basis Discount 
' . Sweeclish • Acupnl$SUfl! • Deep Muscle 




302 Stevens Ave, Portland 




For Male & Female 
Survivors of Sexual Abuse 
Pr~s~"tly sttki"K malt PQrlieiplmts 
Co· Lcd by Male & 
Female: Psychologists 
Colli rflr j"l"tmQI"''' lit CfJn/lJ,,,lwllnl,,,,j,,., 
MERLE BRAGDON, PH.D. 
712-1570 




~ Anne E. Knights on, eM.!. 
~ ~~ilJ l ~rWlI ~~i~ 
Help Relieve: Stress, trauma, back 
pain, arthritis and anxiety. 





AlTA OLOO EA 
FR!! 1 HOUR CONSUL T WITH 
A .~ •• oo COLO" CHART' RI'ORT 
874·1901 
Aids Sleep • Eases Travel 
Eases Exams • Beautiful Gifts 
Call (207)n2-2442 
Also availab'e atTom's of Maine 
.. Anxiety, Depression, SubstAnce Abuse 
.. Relattonship Problems, Sexual 
Dysfunction, ftc. 
.. CrtAtivity 8k><ks, lungian Dream 
InterpretAtion 
Over 25 years of Experience 
Allln,urance Plan, Accepted 
Evening Hours Available-
Sliding Scale 
Initial Consultation Free 
WOMEN OF SIZE 
GROUP THERAPY 
Large Women Who Wish To Explore Life Issues 
Group Beginning Thursday, Jan 8th 7pm-9pm 
Openings Available 
FMI Call: Pauline A. Salvucci, LMFT • 799·8596 
UNDERSTAND' ACCEPT' SUPPORT' EMPOWER 
AFRICAN DANCE 
CLASS 
Fri., Jan 23rd 
6:00 - 7:30 $12.00 
casco Bay MOlers 
871-1015 
FULL CIRCLE SYNERGY 
l'AI CHI CH'UAN: 
SELf.DEFENS£ FROM THE INSIDE OUTI 
• Build your balance and your root. Be centered and calm 
• Stay relaxed even as chaos comes at you 
• listen to & blend with the incoming energy. 
but preserve your root and r~laxation 
• Retum your opponent's energy as 
appropriate so he defeat's himselftl 
SELF-DEFENSE FOR EVERYOAY UFE 




Begins Thurs. Jan 8th 
. 
5:45 - 6:45 




FOCUS ON SINGLES 
An i~lerdenominotional agency that corn· 
mUnicates a messcge cl whrneness, heal· 
ing and inlegnty. on the loumey toward 
heal1!1y re:ationships. Gall Todd Denson 
761-0228 
Join the tape 01 the month dub: I 
This monln'S tape: "How nol to be single" If 
L FEELING FRAZZLED? 
4fr' HELP IS HERE! 
Openin~ in 0 women's ongoing. solution orien~. psychotherapy groop. lfyou fUnction ade-
quately in your daily life but (lnd it diffICult to establish or momro;n satisfYing peflonai relation--
ships, have symptoms of low sdf-esrum, chronic Ionelineu, depression. or diffjculty kknfjfting 
or expressing your feelings. this group may be for you. Focus is on (lnding soluUons that you can 
put into oction in your life. 
Sarah J. Bulley, LCSW 87/-9256 




NatIonally Certified Massage TherapIst 
761·1793 ,. 
Focusing on 










" MR. TRACY BENNETT, M.A., LC.P.C.C. 
.. LICENSED PSYCHOTHERAPIST 
773-9045 
~ 
INDIVIDUALS. COUPLES AND GROUP THERAPY 
Srlj~ fjlf'l'rtI. fWtli.ruhf(J ,.,.,./oW..." Aui",. 
'1;';:;':'i;'1~"II>Pk:::::' 
rLEA:-iF. CAll. fOR MORE INFOII;"'ATION 
GoPb8111 
Whole Health 
Massage f:1 Reiki 
• Every 2.nd Wed. Monthly •.• 
FIlEE Ileiki Clini&:, 
• Monthly Ileiki ClallCi 
Acup uncture 
CTaniosacra ! Th~TlIPJ. 
Occupational Therap) 
(Ij 
Step hanie Baird OTR , Lie. Ac . 
221 S .. lohn S .. Suire 125 
207 .871 .5060 
"CHRISTOPHER BEACH' 
JUNGIAN ANALYST 
Dip\. C.G. Jung Inst. - Zurich 





Class (4 week course) 
Begins Sunday. Jan 11 th 
$35.00 
casco Bay MOvers 
871·1015 
BRIEF THERAPY 
A few sessions to help 
with problems. stress. 
loss & conflict 
and 




Counseling and Psychotherapy 
Offices in POI1Iand & WWldham ""'i'!zIa. 892.9029 
JANUARY 1, 1998 
. 
• 
earrie Peterson, L.C.P.C 
158 Danforth SI. 
• • • • • COUNSELING 
BY APPOINTMENT 
FMI: 773-6912 
IN OIVIOlIA I.5 • COUPl.CS - GROUPS 
Stephen R Aronson, Ph.D. 
I ~ic~nscd P'\y(;h(llo~ist 
P"'.l(;tice Sim.:c; 1970 
Anxiety, Depression. Grieving, 
Panic Attacks. Stress, 
Rcf.:uvcry Issues 
Brief or Depth Psychotherapy 
Indi vidu al. Couples. Groups 
JlIn~ian Orientation 
772-3176 
Mcn'lIi Therapy GrouJl. Mon. 7-9pm 
~lixec.l Therapy Group, Tues. 4-6pm 
EATING PROBLEMS, 
BODY IMAGE & 
SEXUALITY ISSUES 
Individual, FamIly, Workshops 
LISA BUSSEY, LCPC 
775-7927 
Cathy Langevin, LOW 
Psycholherapisl 
Individual/Coupl .. Counlliing, 
Woman'.luuet, Subllance Abu.. 
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IRI .. I.\nuu \. tOI.!.OIlJU' 
OY!...A Shoppe 
;,y j S (I· j ·j·I/ ••. 1"I'IIIIt' 
P,II"t/lllld. ,II.'. 
11]->/55 
"BOLDI BOLDI! BOLDI!! It sellsl Ask 
for bold lines when you place your 
ad. 775'1234. 
BARAKA! Middl~ Eastern Oance Ensemble. lec· 
ture/demonstrations and celebrations. Josie Conte 
8,8-6571. 
DONATE AUTOS. BOATS. FREE PHONE CARD TO 
donors with ad '1181. Tax deductible. free tow-
ing. Heritage for The Blind. 1·8oo+00NATE. 
EARN $so.oo/VISIT: PREGNANT WOMEN 
needed for physical exams [Internal exams not 
required). Exams performed by AN's training 10 
bH:ome Family Nurst Practitioners in the Sim· 
mons/UNE·Westbrook College Nurse Practition· 
er PrOiram al Westbrook College campus on 
Saturday, Jan. 3rd and 17th. For more info call 
Carole 797'7261 ext 4309. All exams supervised 
by Certified Nurst Practitioners. 
HELP WANTED 
HEPATlTI5-C VIRUS SUFFERERS, ~ you received 
Gammagard (Blood P~sma Product) ""twffn Sep-
tember, 1991 . March 1994. you may be entitled 
to compensation. Attorney Charles Johnson, 
1·800'535'5727· 
HERBALIFE PRODUCTS AND OPPORTUNITIES. 
Free samples, call1-888-244.t808 or 655' 2984. 
5EEKING MATURE ADULTS AS PART·TlME repre· 
sentatives for teenage Exchange Program .• lace 
and advise students for summer month progr· 
mas and/or semesterl\tear school homestays. 
1·800" 78'7995 or 1·800-66',)864. 
SLEIGHMAY RIDES. Over the nv.r & through the 
woods.lrdudes the use orlog cabill Groups or remall-
tic rides fOf two. Horsefealhers Stable. 8}9·22.43-
SURFTHE WORLD at Azurite.Com! FIne pho-
tographic art,larsipdoja Oj~ African Oofhing, inst ru· 
ments and gifts. Beaded headbands, Foreign films. 
70'S action classics. Films of colour and more!! 
WE are .A.LL part of the whole picture!! 
http://www.azurite.com \-800-467'4743-
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? CONSID· 
ERING ADOPTION? Portland'. MY CHOICE 
provides personal support and r~ted expens-
es. You choose a loving family and can always 
know how your child is doing. Many families 
waiting. in and out-of·state. Call 772-7S55. or 
I·Boo-640-7550. 
BARTER 
Hetp keep me aliye! Donate $20 or so to sus-
tain me in India in '98. and I'U be your pen-pal! 
Gabrielle 799·5B7). 
Mental Health Technicians 
Shoreline, a comprehensive community mental 
health center, seeks per diem Mental Health 
Technicians to work in Crisis Residential Programs 
with adults and adolescents. Schedule include 
evening, weekend and overnight shifts. Paid orienta-
tion and .supervision provided. Responsibilities 
include supervision and guidance of em'otionally at 
risk clients. Excellent references, creativity and a 
sense of humour required. Pay starting at $8,50/hr. 
Please forward letter of interest and resume to : 
Human Resources Coordinator 
Shoreline CMHS 
19 Middle Street 








1·5 Wl'EKS SEMESTER BREAK 
WORK UPTO $10 STARnNG PAY. 
W1TH ADVANCEMENT 
POTENTIAl fOR SPRING. 
INTERNSHIP POSSIBlE. RESUME BULIJER. 
Will nAiN. flEXIBLE, 
fUll 011 PART·TlME HOURS. 
00775-6900 FOR INFO. 
Female model wanted for glamour photography. 




1000 ENVUOPES - $4.000 FROM HOME! Make 
$4 per envelope you stuffwilh my circulars, guar-
anteed! Free info pack. Call now! 1')10-]35-6993 
dept 10 (2qftir. retording). 
ALL POSTAL lOBS! Free .... m. full benefits. For 
application and information call 1800-)20-7510. 
ext AltOS Sam-9pm, 7days. 
ATIENTION COMPUTER OWNERS. GREAT BUSI· 
NESS opp. Put your p.e 10 work!! $850'4,500 
PtJft. free details_log onto www_hbn.com.,A.(cess 
code:S229 
LOCAL CANOY ROUTE. 30vending machines. Earn 
approx.. SBooIday. AU for $09,995- 1-800-99S-VEND. 
ROOMMATES 
EAST DEERING: N/S Female to share z bedroom 
apartment in quiet building. $3oa/month + 1/2 
utilities. 772-2004. _ 
GM HAS FUR NISH ED HOUSE IN SOUTH PORTiAN 0; 
seeking 2 GM's between 25Y.O. & 46y.o. to share 
home. Off street parking. washer/dryer included, 
utilities included. Smoking 0.1(. No pets as owner 
has two cats who are animal intolerant. $6sJwk. 
per room with use of all facilities. Call 77l4648. 
ask for Bob. 
WINDHAM-HIGHlAND LAKE: Professional female. 
private suite (2 rooms + full bath), share k~chen, 
WID. 2 car garage. NIS, no pets. S500 + 1/2 Uli!-
"" •. 89"77)4· 
APTS/RENT 
LONGFE[LOW SQUARE· Bth. floor •• pt!<. 
tM:Ular skyline View of Deering Oaks and Back 
Bay. Elevator. 12' ceiling. large windows, maple 
Roars, new kitchen, H./H.W., $S75/mo. Also stu-
dio and lS0R. start at S36s/mo. n3·181.4· 
MAINE MED.· Studio. 1 & 'BDR. apartments. 
H/H.W., oak noors. new kRchens & bath, nicelv 
redone. $)65·$6oo/mo. 77)'181.\. 
STATE ST.- 3BOR. large livingroom. diningroom, 
kitchen, storage. $57s/mo. + utilities. seturity dep •• 
Ie.,.. 780-5595. 
STATE STREET· NEAR MERCY HOSPITAl, 
1&2BDR. in 3 buildings . .A. Victorian building with 
water view of harbor. A Federal period building 
with high ceilings and large rooms. All redeco· 
rated. bright rooms, oak floors, H./H.W .• start at 
$55o/mO. 773'1814· 
OF'F'ICES/RENT 
WATERFRONT OFACf/NAREHOUSE Port· 
land. CommercialSUeet, t600'+Sf ,1st ~r space 
ayailable in WatemOftt Brick Building. [xc. loca· 
tion with parkin.~ available on-sile. call: WATER· 
FRONT MAINE, 775'7455. 
REAL ESTATE 
HOMEOWNERS, NEED CASHI?! CREDIT 
problems, stlf-employed, eYen bankruptcies. Fast 
approvals. no application fees. personal service. 
GOOD PEOPLE HAVE HARD TIMES TOO!! Toll Fr .. 
1·888·)B)·6168 . 
MODELS- Local entrepreneur seeks IS. yo 
pro/am models for internet promotions. Send 
application letlerwith photo to: Stayce Meldon, 
PO B .... II).'. Portland. Me. 04104. 
BODY , SOUL 
TALK LIVE 
WITH A REAL 
GIFTED PSYCHIC 
NO GIMMICKS' NO HASSLES 
1-900-267 -9999 
EXT. 8146 
MUST BE 18 VAS, 3.99 PEA MIN. 
SEAV·U 1619)·645·8434 
FOCUS ON SINGLES. an interdenominational 
agency that communicates a message of whole-
ness. healing, and integrity on the journey toward 
healthy relationships. Call Todd Denson at 
B)8'93;" ODin the tape of the month dub· thl. 
monttt's tape: -How not t? be single") 
SACRED BODYWORK: Massage, Breath, Sound, 
Cranial·Sacral. Mariel. Birth your desired self now. 
Kristine Schares. 829-5411. 
SEMINAR. Small group leadership .kills: focus 
on decision making. Saturday, February 14.1998. 
CALL: 799-1024-
SUNBIRD READINGS. 35 YEARS EXPE· 
RIENCE. TAROT & PAST UFE READ· 
INGS. APPOINTMENTS ONLY. 883-6198. 
TUNE IN TO TRAN51T10N. Swedenborgian Otur<h. 
302 Stevens, 772-8277. Sunday 10:3oam, Wednes-
day 6,oopm. 
WEEKLY WRmNG GROUPS w~h loan lee 
Hunter reconvene Jan. 5 and 6. ten weeks, S150. 
Beginners welcome. 797-5887. 
Women's Writing Retreat in Guadalaiara. 
Mexico. March 20-27. Hot springs, yoga, vege--
tarian meals. $1.200. (all Joan Lee Hunter at 
797'5887 by Ian. 15· 
YOUR MIND ClEARS. YOU BECOME CALM with the 
"Symphony of Palms" touch form. Pocket si2e_ 
Includes guided meditation tape. 3D/day monty 
back guarantee. (reated by massage therapist 
Eliott Cherry. Palent pending. $'7.9S. P.O. Bo, 
8732, Portland, ME. 04104. (207)772-2442. 
F'ITNESS 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW! All NATURAL PRODUCTS. 
Doctor recommended. 100% safe. Guaranteed. 
1·800-600-0)0-
METABOLISM BREAKTHROUGH !! LOSE 10-'00 
pounds. Dramatic results. It's as simple as :A,B,C. 
listen to what a doctor has to say. Free samples! 
(all now: ~3n-6207 
SHED THOSE UNWANTED POUNDS Qukkly and 
Easily with our simple and effective weight man· 
agement program. Satisfaction guaranteed. What 
do you have to Lose? Phone Now: Toll Free 
1·888-)7J·2958. 
WANTED 19 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE NEEDED to loose 
weight and/oream extra income. Holiday special, 
free samples. call today! {207l6n-1308. 
ANIMALS 
THE ANIMAL REFUGE LEAGUE at ;49 
Stroudwater St. in Westbrook hilS many anil1',lals 
that are waiting for loving hom!S. 854'9771. 
happy nE!''VV YE!'arl 
ANIMALS 
THE ANIMAL REFUGE LEAGUE at 449 Stroudwa· 
ter St. in Westbrook, 854'9771. has many ani-
mals that are waiting for loving homes. KEEBLER: 
A handsome, dedawed black and while kitty, has 
been with the ARL since May. Won't you give him 
a new horne. QUEENIE: is a white and black pitt 
bull mill who deselVes a loving mature home. 
EDUCATION 
GET A COLLEGE DEGREE IN '7 DAYS . 
BSlMS/MB.'JPh.O etc, including graduation ring.lran-
§tript.diploma. Yes.it is reat.legal guaranteed and 
accredited. For free packet call: 1·800·689·8647. 
24 hours. 
1000'S Of FORECLOSED GOVERNMENT HOMES. 
VA, H.U.D.,F.HA.etc. Government Financing 
available. Toll Free:800"974·2095. Ext. 209S. 
ARE YOU RECEIVING PAYMENTS on property you'", 
sold. annuities. inheritance. structured settielTll!nts? 
Get CASH NOW! I·Boo-87'·5686. 
AWESOME INCOME! I NEED HELP! Overwhelmed! 
Fantastic support! Earn 10K per month. No sen-
ing! Not MlM. 1·800'322·6169. "t B.\65. 
CREDIT PROBLEMS? Obtain a new credit file in 
one day! For FREE information call 1-888-217-2450. 
ellt 20. 
NEED CASH? HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR , Seller· 
held mortgages. lottery payments. Structured set· 
tlements. I ·Boo·ITS CASH.(487·2274) WOOD· 
BRIDGE STERLING CAPITAL 
WI' WILL FIND YOU MONEY FOR LOAN! Any pur· 
posel Fast results_ Retainer may apply. -\ 
1·800-56S·419'· 
ITEMS F'OR SALE 
) MEDIUM SIZED WOMENS LEATHER BACKPACKS. 
2 black, 1 brown. $25 each, rarely used. 772-0387. 
last minute christmas lift? 
OUI CF200X DRY SUITE, EXTRA lARGE, 
exc~shape\ New h,ooo, 1!91ng 
for rm, cad 878'4926, anytime. 
GASSTOVE-Jn good condition. $75.00, 797'9795· 
GAS TANKS! NEW GAS TANKS IN STOCK FOR 
GMC.FORD.CHEV .OODGE.AMC'S Including C.O.D.& 
~eight $99.00 Omport. $119.00) Delivered U.P.S. 
CAli Greg at 1·800-S61·8,6, 
GAS TANKS! NEW TANKS IN STOCKS FOR GMC 
FORD.CHEV. OODGE induding C.O.D.& ~eight 
m.oo vmport. $119.00) Deliv","d U.P.S. CAll 
Grtg at 1.800-561.8265. 
MAMIYA·645hooos, lsommF4, 8ommF2·8 lens, 
POS prlsmfinder, powerdrive, $1500 or B.O. 
Nikonoss, 35mmfl'5lens, S8-IO] nash $1050 or 
B.O. Many extras. 775-4989 Matthew. 
STAINLESS STEEl. Hot High Pressure Washers. 
4000 psi, gasoline. electric, factory direct. 55% 
discounts. Financing. 1-800-)24-2822. 
SUPER NINTENDO with 6gamesand J controllers, 
m ................ BRAND NEW ferrel cage (paid SI00) 
asking $70/8.0. 775'4989 Matthew. 
T·SHIRTS CUSTOM PRINTED. >S4.50. HEAVY· 
WEIGHT. Fruit of The Loom. Hats $2.75, mugs 




OlAIN SAW REPAIR SPECIAUI! Plck-up 
and dellvtry Included. The EquiJ>lllenl Doctor. 
878'9168. 
DON'T WAIT TILL IT SNOWSI! Gel. your 
snow blowe" luned up now! THE EQuiP· 
MENT DOCTOR will make house call •• BeSi 
rate. anywhere! Free pick-up and deliv-
ery. CALL NOW! 878-9168. 
MUSIC 
ALL ORIGINAL HEAVY POWER TRIO. Looking to 
add versatile, powerful vocalist. Have tunes. P.A.. 
practice space. Interested, Call Jason 0 
('07),B4·;60I. 
ClASSiCAl PIPE ORGANIST· Weddings. funera~. 
concerts. special services. Reasonable rates. Hell:-
ible. profesSional Call Andrew F. (yr. 761'9946. 
ACOUSTIC GUITARI5T151NGER looking to iam and 






FOR SERVICE PROFESSIONALS you can 
trust to do .Q.uality work. don'f forget to look in 
the BUSINESs SERVICES DIRECTORY 
every week! 
HOUSECLEANING PAR EXCELLENCE. Efficient. reli· 
able, reasonable rates. 12 years experience. Ref· 
erences. Free estimates. 207'741-2010. 
FENOER SQUIRE TELECASTER, natural wood fin-
ish with vintage red pickguard. Humbucker in 
neck. single coil in bridge. Newish. $375. Call 
77)-7020. 
GUITAR PlAYER NEEDEDfororigina~ project.lnflu-
ences: Oasis, Beatles. Toy Dolls. Please call 
B9"45)L 
KABBAKO, REGGAE BAND· two up coming show •. 
Looking for lead guitarist, keyboardist, and three 




Portland, 195 Riverside Dr. 
828-1622 
...... CARS UNDER S 100· ... Public seizure auction. sportS 
imports. ;X; & mo~! Call loll free Boo'97;'2)96 
exl.lj232 
1985 ACCORD HATCHBACK great car! Needs some 
work.. $700 (all 775-2884. 
1985 VW IrnA: 4 door. S speed. Power steering, 
sumoof; new exhausVfront tires/stider. $1,000. 
878-H2Z. 
1986 CllIysler LEBARON. FWD, AUTO, hi 
miles, runs great. Good basic transportation. S895-
7/S·6714 or 828'99)). 
1986 5MB 900: 5 speed. 2 door. Runs excellent. 
stickered; no rust , dull paint. $725. 878-3522_ 
1987 FORD BRONCO· !;!/DD .• wd, 8 cy~nder. ~ar 
anti-lock brakes. Power windows, power locks. 
77}·o390 (home) or 761-0288 (worle)_ Tina or Jim. 
199!l-1997 CARS FOR $100. Seized and sold 
locally. All makes and models. 800 522-2730 X286l 
1992 HONDA ACCORD LX 4 door, auto, loaded. Lt. 
green. rear spoiler. Michelins_ 92k miles. SeNice & 
rl!(ords al Clair Honda. $772S or BO. 773'5083. 
1992 HYUNDAI SCOUPE 5 .p. Ca.s/AM/FM. sun roof. 
alarm. took highway miles. $250018.0.985-8864. 
1995 DODGE NEON. Red. 4 door. j6 MPG. ACjStereo. 
e1.c. condition. $SSoo or 8/0. 729'SI37. 
1995 FORD ESCORT GT 16 valve, sun roof, stereo, 
Thule bike rack, loaded. Uke new. S6500. 885-0818. 
1995 FORD TAURUS w"'OWER PACKAGE. Studded 
tires. 6 yr/l00k warrenty. $12,000. CaU eves. 
77Z·S322. 
1996 convertable Chl'(Stier Sea bring. loaded & fun! 
40k miles; must sell. $18ooo{negotiable 871-1192. 
1996 MITSUBISHI )ooo6T. Pearl. 16 valve. stereo, 
cruise. NC. Power windows, locks. A Practical Fer-
rari. SI8.!/DD. 885·0818. 
1996 T'I00 ;X;. EXTENDED CAB. 5'P: amlfm/cass. 
cclair. cap. z2.Sk miles. Great truck! $18,500. 
934-7311 • 
Scarborough, Route One 
883-5308 
CARS. 5100-$500. 1980's ·1997'S. Good condition. 
Polite Impounds. Sports Utility, Economy& Luxury. 
Musl set1!! 1-800-772-7470. Ext. 7052. 
CELEBRITY W",GDN, 1<}84' Excellent condition, 64K 
miles. automatic. new brakes, tires & muffler. 
S1.8ooIB.0:'n 5 -21 54· . 
GAS TANKS! NEW GAS TANKS IN STOCK FOR, GMC, 
Ford. Chevy. Oodge.AJN.::s including C.O.D. & freight 
$99.00 umpons $119.00) Delivered U.P.s. Cau Grex 
at 1.800-561.8265. 
lSUZU TROOPER. 199;' 5SP. NC. POWER PACKAGE, 
roof rack. 76'1.., well maintained. S12.000. 627-7680. 
PEGEOT 5055, 1985' qJdr .• s!sp. AC. healed seats. 
new clutch. runs great. $1.300/8.0, 729-5316. 
PONTIAC 6000 WAGON, 1'186' PI5. PIB. new tir ... 
high mileage. well maintained. S8oo(B.O. 799-8212. 
PORSHE 914. 1976· 1.8 litre. r!built engine & 
tra"""e. new paint. Asking $).70<113.0. ('o/)761·58IL 
V.W. IETTA. 1990" WOLFSBURG EDITION. Sunroof. 
cruise contro~ looK miles. 5 speed. new muffler, 
Books for $5,000. seU for $)60<;18.0. 767')16). 
Z FANS, 1974 DalSun ,60Z. new ftOOfS. frame. carbs, 
battery. Includes new body panels, extra parts. $1200 
to good home. 797-8896. 
TRUCKSNANS 
F1S0 4'4. STRAIGHT SIX. 199). C.P. rack, AlC. 
981< weK maintained miles. 57600 negotiable. Steve-
741-28)8. 
BOATS 
r6' DAYSAILER WIGALV. TRAILER. Excellent con· 
ditlon. Yellow/white fiberglass. Cuddy cabin sleeps-
2. Roomy cockpit. $2,600. 799'4305. 
BAYlINER 24'· Volvo in/out. list'$IO,500, sell for 
$3.000/trade. Excellent urchin boat! Moored. East 
End Beach. 773-0660. 
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Take it off! * 
Lilly's Hair & 
Tanning 
*Waxlng Hair Removal 
(fonnerly xanh's Hair Cented 
Relocated to: 
One Spring Sl., Portla:td, across trom lhe NIckelodeon Theater 
761-5811 
Haircut: $13/men • $15/women • 2 Tanning beds 
1st 20 responses receive 10 tanning visits for $20! lsave $15) 




What you need is 
faster metabolism. 
• 100% Natural. Decreased appetite 
• Dr. recommended. Increased energy 




Call (207) 693-4580 
1-800-296-0439 
(voice mail) 




She says she has long blonde hair. 
blue eyes and fit. she will be wearing 
a green coat with jeans! You 
patiently wait at Friendly's and you 
see a green coat in the distance. you 
want to hide under the table!!! 
Maybe you should of called 
PHOTO OAT[ 
10-8 Daily· Freeport· 865-0828 
Granite Siale/Greater Maine 
Singles Connection 
Single Adults Network 
Professional Personal and 
Cost -Effective 
Shop carefully ... callihe Oilier 





Learn dental theory and terminology. radiology, rour handed dental assisting, and sterilization 
techniques. Your career opponunides are excellent after completing this hands-on training pro-
gram. Admission is open to anyone with a high school education. Licensed by the State of Maine 
Department of Education. 
8am-5pm Saturday only, February 21 - April 25, 1998. 








Dina G. Stavros. D.M.D., Director of Education 
Portland, Maine 
207-761-5525 or 773-5417 
Learn the Healing 
Art of the Future 
Professional-Level Polarity 
Therapy Training 
• Certification Programs Designed 
for Busy People 
• 160- and 65-Hour Courses 
• Evening and Weekend Schedules 
6fT IN TOUC.H ••• 
~ttlP (00"0'" ONLnO"'TAA-
ACCRE,OITE,O PR06RAf'II IN (Y\AINE,!!! 
• Flexible schedules for even the busiest! 
I" • Versatility of programs to enhance skillsl 
• Large, diverse faculty for greater instruction! 
FOR MOR.E: INfO • Payment programs for flexible financing! 
(ALL 832.·5531 • Spacious facilities for more elbow rooml 
Accepting applications now for the January course!! 
PO Box 24, 99 Moose Meadow Ln, Waldoboro, ME 04572 
DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE; colored 
pencil, nature clas~s. Brochure: Call Kathleen 
Boldl. 799'57,B. Gift Certificates Available. 
GET A COllEGE DEGREE IN '7 DAY5! 
BS/MS/MBA/PhD. etc. Including graduation ring. 
transcript. diploma. Yes it is real.iegat.guaran-
teed and accredited. Columbia Stale University. 
1-800-689·8647. 24hrs. 
GET YOUR HIGH SCHOOl. DiPlOMA IN ;·WEEKS! 
fREE 8ROCHURE. CALL NOW! I·Boo·5),·65;6. 
EXT.20. 
LEARN THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE OR POlARITY 
THERAPV. ProressionalLevel Trainings. Polarity 
Realization Instilute. pOftland. 1-~497-2908. 
CBW 
CI~siFieds 
Mere Fm than a halF carr d,uhle 
ex~ress. macha laUe with a 
twist! 
42 CASCO BAY WEEKlY 
"II"', JUST CONSIDER TilE 
PROMISE I<E£p~RS PARABLE 
PASToR JOHN. WIIO 
CO.IFlt.ED fO ... fRIEND 
IIAD GROWN DIS-
SA'r'''~I'D w .. r~ .IIS WIFE ·-
COULDN'T Sfol' I'll IN 1(-
ABGuT HIS CMURell 
CYNTHIA '" 
t---~, 
TOM TOMOR OW 
PASToR JOIIN'S FlUE Nb AD· 
VISEI> I-IIM fo "CONfES~ 1'0 
GOD yoUR WEAI<NESS. ASK 
111M I'oR HELP 11-1 SEEING 
"filE BEAUTIFuL WIFE liE 
GA~E 1'oU. CONCENTR,,1"e 
ON IIER c:.OotJ rOllin ..... 
by TOM TOMORROW 
"'U) s~uLK "~E." SHOULD! WM,., JUST CONSID'R 
"'~E LUPICROUS UST OF CAUSES filet IIA~E 
CHAMPIONED (NER 'HE 'fEARS! 
CI~IL RIGHTS, SOCIAL SECuRIT'(, ClEAH A,R. • 
WAllR. SC.-OOl LUNCH PROGR""'S, (ONSUMU 
PRoTEllloN LlW$, MEDICAflE, MEDICAID, 1'wE. "".''''u", WflGE AHD ,..E FoRT ... HOU,," WoRK 
WEEK'- JUSf 1b NAME A FEW.' 
check out our personals on the web 
www. cas Co baywe e k Iy. 
ON SITE 
~ REPAIR 
"" & TUNE UPS .JI' 
T TOO SICK TO MOVE? 
¥ DON'T PANIC, I'LL BRING IT 
8ACK TQ. THE "HOSPITAL"I 
SNOW BLOWERS 
& CHAINSAWS .. _ 
ON SPECIAL NOW! 
CAll TODAY' CALL TODAV' CALL TODAV' 
(207) 878-9168 




Crf4ijvt repairs,af 829'5411 
common sense p'-'ru:t5= ____ ~ 
MAC Help 
Personal Guidance for MacOS 
Selecting' 6uylng ·ln5t.1l11ng 
Tr.olnlng • Into"'" • e-M.aIl·I'ro~Iom. 
,1 .. FIy<rs. 5rochul'll" Wei> ~ 
Design .I'hatogr.opblc Roll1oratlon 
Tommy T's 
Renovation Service 
~izing in Apatmenl 
Rental Preparation 
PhUlp Lntne 8'79-0407 
NASTY 4 NEAT 
COMPULSIVE T CLEANING 
... and other life support se rvices 
If y~u've ever cleaned 
up for the cleaning people ... 
or worse, cleaned up 
after tbem ... 
You-need me in your'life. 
Katherine Clark· 772-8784 
residential. commercial 
'f: ~, Cleaning Service 1 Dependable TUCKER'S t11!J!s. 
Trucking & Moving ""IIIi!I ; A new local janitorial cleaning 
;?, service that has you in mind!! 
JUT III1IBIIF1II1111111 AlII .... 
~~~T~:- .. ,. 
Prolessional Fumih.re Momg • Rubbish Removal 
• Demolition • Dying AntQJes & Fumitlns 
t -hi' I . ;:: 
- "'''''''.' ~ " -," -' 
1207) 761·0193 
, G.A. T~fts _ 
mOvmg Services 
Local or Long Distance 
·PROFESSIONAL·DEPENDABLE· 
·COURTEOUS· 







QUAUTY CLEANING IN 
~ 
KJNDS OF PLACES I 
t:.:..:CEU.£NT REFERENCES 
Jaspen Towle' 828-809:.1 
com 
Hou·s.: Cleaning [ 
Par Excellence 
Miriam Otis 4/1en 
1106 Highland Ave. 




General Contracting & Maintenance 
Remodeling, bathrooms, 
kitchens, finished basements, 
roofing, decks, additions, interior 
and exterior painting, vinyl 
siding, complete mo!>1 home 
set·up and service. 
No job 100 big or small. 
Prompt, reliable service, insured. 
AI Merola 
Call 871-0093 
LET'S GET BUSY! - YOUR AD COULD APPEAR HERE FOR AS LITTLE AS $8 PER WEEK 
Efectricians, snow removal, plumbers, builders, painters, housecleaners, handymen/women, masons, movers, roofers, siders, or anyone else providing 
services in Greater Portland; please call our classified department @ 775-1 234 
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ADULT SERVICE PHON' ENT"TAIN.[~LOJSCI.AJ.[R: IIIStL\S""""'" COllI"" •• ., .. """"""" • ", .. '" '"""'" -.. III "'Of _ I"", """"'" --. \[J!IC( ,,,. fIL CAllS '"'''' _OJ, .... , •• ""'" ~ 1I<CAUIO ..... ,"'" _'AI" _.l\t!lIlO "',...,Jlt.OUJ< ''''''''' IkuAl 1-tOO-58s-4466$. KOI.6T*A 1100 I CAU aoa. MoT AU 9OOtIUIIII[IS AllOW A wc(PUIOOOI'''IO"OIf 111: CAUISOIAIG(D TO lUI PMOIIIf IlL To TO.D'ItC*' IOJJtls0:w:6 "'1W.~TIOIft.utl) AI( I(CWT[Jlflll( rcc. COIIIfUIm -...,. OIR£ClO TO rcc.1m N. STIlO N,I .. I.u..t .. D. C. Z05~ 
PORTLAND 
PLEASURE SEEKERS 
Just enter tlte box # below and 
Make direct contact wltere tlte adults play 
1 900 255-0888 Credi' card 800 790-6699 
BOX #316061 Tricia 
I'm an 18 yr old nursing 
student 5'6 120 Ibs- 36-26-
36. I'm nol looking for a sex 
partner but am looking to 
meet a man tbat will share 
yr old single hOI female 
searching for a male phone 
sex partner or maybe more. 
I'm very cute witb a nice 
butt and medium breasts. I 
have brown hair, blue eyes 
and would like to meet a 
man for the 
BOX#301854 Marie 
I'm a large bllt luscious 13 
old Italian/entale. J stand 
2001bs. [Irave very large 
breasts that I will share witll 
[/ike playing wit" all 
of adult toys. So ifyoll 
don 'I milld beillg with a big 
call 
Sl.99 min 18 + 
BOX # 210980 My name 
is Alexandria.] have black 
hair and brown eyes. I'm 
very shapely and sexy with 
long legs that I like to show 
off in short little teddies. 
Come on over to my se-
eluded borne and rub oil my 
See soon. 
Box # 349156 Courtney 
I'm a cule chubby brunette 
wilb a lot to offer. (not fat) 
I'm 24 with big brown eyes 
& large breasts .. I look good 
naked or in panty's and a 
bra. Give a cbubby girl a 
chance I can dale most 
&weekeods. 
BOX # 32031 1 Colleen: 
Julia Roberts look a like. 
I'm 25 5'4 1251bs with a 
great body and nice 10 the 
touch legs & breasts. I like 
the outdoors, sports. boating. 















BOX # 321893 
Spice up your sexual life 
wilh this 26 yr old sexually 
active woman. (looking for 
men married or single who 
are over 3S for a sexual 
rendezvous that you'll never 
forget. [ enjoy lingerie, body 
massage & heavy lip fun. 




Spy in 011 live Sex 
calls or join in 






I 800 774-8252 
BOX # 300804 TINA 
l'm a 25 yr old Passionate 
blond tlrat loves sippi/IC 
cllampagne nude in my 1101 
tllb. I'm 5 '] 125lbs well built 
and lOlled. J like giving aud 
receiving nude body rub-
dOWIIs. This ad is real so call 
melor some wet fUll. 
BOX # 209280 MJ 
Older lover wanted by sexy 
ligbt skinned black female 
with very hot body and loog 
smooth sexy legs. I seek men 
between the ages of 40-60. 
1 am in my 30's and feel 
older men are better. I 




©@[1[1~@~ @O~l1© 0 [X]@~ [x]@GD~@ 
@!j§J 0 rno 0 @[X]~~ 0 @)@[KA]O~1i'Il@GD 
@(JDm~~@~ 0 ~[§@ 
@8[s[s ~@W 
1] CJ®@@CJ®®{]CJ~@®@ 
18+ NOT ESCORT SERVICE 
SHOWS AND PARTIES IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN HOME 
START THE NEW YEAR RIGHTI 
BOOK NOW TO MAKE YOUR PARTY ONE TO REMEMBERI 




EXOTIC DANCING· DOMINATION. FANTASIES. FETISHES 
ONE ON ONES. BACHElOR PARTIES 
Midnight Boutique Lingerie 




Exotic Dance wear & Costumes 
Maine's Largm Lingerie Store 
GAY EROTICAIDATES 








Professional vacuun ptJ11ps or 
Sd'gkal. Gain 1"·3". Permanent. safe. 
EnhancA! erection. Free brochure. 
Dr, Joel Kaplan (312)4()9.5557_ 
Fof latest enIatgement In,,,,,,,,,,,," 
1-90D-976-PUMP (S2.951nin.) 
LIP SERVICE 
$29 per Call 
Direct Callback 
Photos and Panties 
Available 
1-80,?-866-0244 
Mass Comm P_O_ 
Box 2542 
Westwood, MA 02090 
Me/VISA/PREPAY 
"BORED HORNY HOUSEWIVES - Port-
land Names & Phone Numbers. Try it, it works1 








$2 .50 & UP 18+ 
W@V~l1D~~ 





OUR NATIONS'S L1TILE SECRET 
HOT LIVE TALK 
1-800-800-APR I L 
NO ee. REQ. 
AMBER- ,8yrs .. 1',", '03lbs. blond, blue eyes, 
well endowed. seeks hot guys for hOi talk & 10 
meet. 1-914'704'7386. 
ARE YOU READY for romance? 1-900'285-9119 
.6802. $2.99 per min. must be 18+. SeI'Y-U 
6'9·641-8.\34· 
Award·winning B&O!S&M offeting·lntelllg!nt! Dom· 
ination! FETISH! TV! ETC! Free Inquiry: 
{],6)67'·l42'. (9oII),84-80,B. Love· Nancy Ava 
www.peplove.com. For other dominant/submis· 
sive ~dies, pi .... call (818)609'9046. 
BEST SWINGING COUPLES SEEKING 
SINGLE MEN-PORTlAHD NAMES & HOME "s. 
'-<)00-,88-1133 ext 847. h.9limin. T.T. I8+. Napv1, 
IL Nal·N. 
CHEATING WIVES· PORTlAND, GET 
NAMES and private home numbers. (all 
l '9QO'288'SS33 ext. 372. S2.9s1min. Touch·lone, 
must be ,8. Nat·N (70')193-0303. 
DOMINATIN DATES- PORTlAND names 
and phone numbers, 1'900'737'1122 
ext.3.52. $2.951mln, Must be 18+. NNI. 
{]02)593-o303. TouchTone. 
FREEl SEXY PHOTOS 1'800-937-5772 
LM PSYOiIC5-, OIl ,. 1'900-831-00,6 '1001. 
3-99 permin. must be 18Yr5. SerY·U 619·645-81j34. 
OLDER LADIES ....... aggresslve & wild, 
888·761·8014. call free uncensored live 18+. 
OLDER PORTlAND WOMEN SEEKING 
SINGLE MEN. "900'737'1\2' E,t. 796. 
S'·9s!min. T.T., ,s., NNI (70')193-030). 
Someone special needs you 10 cIII!! 
l-9OQ-28S-9203 l,\tSS. 2.99 per min. Musl be 
IB yrs. Serv·U (6'9) 641-8434_ 
YOU DON'T NEED 10 BE LONELY on these ,old 
nighls anymore!!! Beautiful girls wanting 10 lalk 
to you! 1"9QO'25S-0800 ext. )281. $),99 per min. 




l.D. Roles Only 
MODELS WANTED 
-Females Only, Ander Fee Paldl" 
Nude Bondage Photography 
Paid, Professional Work 
Friends Welcome on Set 
$l('o/hour 774'5459 
(IMA INC. 
Voice Personals -Direct Connect 





Men's Pre-washed Levi's Jeans $19.98 40% 
550 and 505 
Save 
Ladies' Levi's Dockers Twill Pants $19.98' 45% 
Pleated, Plain front, Elastic waist 
Save 
- Sweaters - Entire Stock $19.98 70% 
woolwich, Woodstock, Crystal, Bushwacker, Sara -
\ Save- ~ --
Polartec™ and Winter Fleese $19.98 60% 
Jackets and Vests - Men's,Ladies' and Kid's 
